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64He's very smart-11
the best politician
I've ever seen.

1

• TIPP

Sen. McConnell
page 5A

I.

By STACEY CROOK
Murray L•dger & Tim,* Staff Writer

A Calloway County grand jury
returned indictments Monday
afternoon against three Calloway
County men who were arrested
on drug charges early Monday
morning as well as indicting the
men on charges of engaging -in
organized crime, 3 class B felony.
"We served warrants on the
individuals officers considered to
be .heads of the- organization in
west Kentucky," Murray Police

66
Tonight we played
with enthusiasm,
like we did all year.

_ 1 Chailes Barkley..
page 28 I
,

New plant set
for Calvert City

HEALTH CARE CRISIS
FRANKFORT, Ky — The

heatrh-care crisis has hit Lynn
1 Chaney's
dairy farm in Rem-

1

REMEMBER WHEN
Joe Girardi took his new
. . ,buddies back to the...old neighborhood just to show them all
the stories-they'd heard were
true. Page 28.

ALUMS 'N FRIENDS

t,

Twenty-five Murray State

will begin an exciting adventure to Scotland on May 30.
The usual excitement that a
two-we6c visit to Scotlani
!generates will be even greater
. on this trip because the group
: will be hosted by the Duke of
, Atholl. Page ISA.
ii

FORECAST
',Wednesday night mostly clear
and mild. Lows around 60.
Thursday sunny and warm.
Highs around 85.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY — 63°
I 359.7, +0.5; below 319.7, +0.5
BARKLEY — 64°
359.7, +0.5; below 321.9, -1.7

AFTERNOON --. 50 CENTS

Three county men face organized crime charges

e,

ing County,
Her only hired milk hand
was ordered to bed for 10 days
1 because of a pinched nerve in
I his back. Chancy told legislators, Tuesday. Page SA.

SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY SINCE 1879

;

CALVERT CITY, Ks..
The federal government on Tue,day'awarded S150 million to a
Calvert City comp.any
hi•lp
build an electric-power plant that
will utilize high-sulfur western
Kentucky coal.
When complete in late 194'7.
the facility will burn 870 tons of
coal per day and employ about
people. During.-construction . an
average of 250 workers will be
hired, officiafs said.
The project proposed by Air
Products and Chemicals Inc.
would primarily burn high-sulfur
coal. The second generation pressurized circulating fluidized he('
boiler is expected to produce 7(1
percent less pollution than a Conventional boiler.
U.S. Rep. Toni Barlow.,
Democrat whose: Is! Districi
includes extreme western Ken
tucky, hailed the U.S. Energy
Department's announcement that
it will share development costs of
the new plant, which has an eNti
mated total piice tag of S
million.
"New coal burning plants such
as this one ... arc pointing the
way toward growing sales ol
western Kentucky and south Illinois coal," Barlow said.
The plant will provide electricity on a long-term bass to the
Tennessee- Valley Authosity .and
steam to Air Products' chemical
production facility in Calvert
City, the company said in a
statement.

Chief Larry Elkins. said Monday.
Jimmie Pritchett. 50. Dexter,
was charged with two counts of
tralticking in marijuana, one
pound: Hughes Pritchett, 49,
Dexter, was charged with trafficking in marijuana over eight
ounces but less than five pounds;
and Jerry.Hensley Sr.. 48, Dexter.
was ,Ourged with first-degree
trafficking in a controlled substance 'cocaine) and conspiracy
to traffic in five pounds or more
of marijuana. All three were
charged with .engaging in organ-

ized crime.
All three are lodged in the Callotvay County Jail. Their bond
was increased from SIOOSKE to
S250,000 cash.
According to Kentucky statute,
a person shall not do any of the
following in reference to organized crime:
*Organize or participate in
organizing a criminal syndicate
or any of its activities.
'Provide material aid to a
criminal syndicate or any of its
activities whcter it be in the form

ANYTHING GOES!

of .moncy, other property or
credit.
*Manage,- supervise or direct
any of the activities of a crimnial
syndicate at any level of
- responsibility.
'Knowingly furnish legal
accounting or other managerial
services to a criminal syndicate.
'Commit or conspire or
attempt to commit or act as an
accomplice in the commission of
any offense of a type in which a
criminal syndicate engages on a
continuous basis.-

•
'Commit or inspire or
attempt to commin or act as an
accomplice in the commission of
any offense of violence.
Murray Police Det. Capt. Ricky Latimer said the statute also
includes the definition of a criminal drug syndicate as "live or
more persons colaborating to
promote or engage in illegal trafficking in a controlled substance
as prohibited by KRS. Chapter
218-A.'
Latimer said thus far illegal

• TURN TO PAGE 3A

TALKING PEACE

Bosnian Serb Assembly
considers peace plan
MOUNT JAHORINA, Bosnia- .1984 Sarajevo Winter Olympics.
Herzegovina (AP} -- Bosnian
"The •vote will be very close
Serb leaders grappled today with and unpredictable,". said Momcian unpalatable choice: accept a ImKrajisnik, head of the assembpeace plan they. unanimously ., ly. before members began their
rejected last month or refuse it in initial closed-door session this
the face of U.S. threats of attack. morning.
Bosnian Serb leader Radovan
Reports of Serb attacks on the
Karadzic signed the international Muslim town of Zepa underlined
peace plan Sunday. But the final the difficulties .of making peace
decision is ati to the self-styled in Bosnia, a land fractured and
parliament of 77 Bosnian Serbs. brutalized by a year of war that
many of them belligerents hard- has seen fighter' acting on old
ened by a year of fighting.
hatreds breed new ones.
They were to reach a decision
Bosnian Muslim leaders said
at a two-day meeting that opened Serbs set the' eastern Bosnian
today in the Heavenly Valley region of Mount Jahorina, site of the • TURN TO PAGE 3A

Sen. Green says special
session is on shaky ground
Tuesday.
"1 never thought in my life
would say we should wait on the
Gov. Brereton Jones may have federal government for anything.
called the General Assembly into But I do think a federal. health
special session to adopt a health care plan will happen faster than
care plan next week, but that members of Congress predict:" he
doesn't mean legislators will get said.
Green said many legislators
beyond an adjournment vote,
according to State Sen. Jeff will be speaking out about this
session when it begins Monday.
Green of Mayfield.
Green discussed the upcoming The General Assembly can
session at the Murray State Uni- adjourn whenever it wants, he
versity Faculty Senate's last pointed. out.
meeting of--the academic year 111 TURN TO PAGE 3A
By GINA HANCOCK

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

JOHN P TAYLORLedger & Times prlo:o

Tory Holton and Scott Conklin sing to each other during Monday
night's rehearsal of "Anything Goes." The production is being
staged by the Murray High School's Speech and Theater Club.

II TURN TO PAGE 3A

Psychiatrist says children weren't molested

Two Sections — 24 Pages
4B-6B
Classifieds
7B
Cooties
HOUSTON (AP) — The 21
7B
Crosswords
surviving Branch Davidian child7B
Dear Abby
ren had explicit sexual discus6B
Horoscope
7A-9A , sions with David Kotesh 'during
Murray Today
Bible study — and were highly
15A
Obituaries
knowledgeable about sex — but
4A
Perspective
weren't molested, a psychiatrist
2B, 3B
Sports
says.
4
Dr. Bruce Perry, who heads the
MISS YOUR PAPER?
team treating the children
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
_TO SUBSCRIBE:

733-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad. call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads ,
1 sectittil
OFFR I

To

INf

leach any departassot of
bevispaper. call 753-1916
IMO specify which permit ait
dIalIMINtos you wish to cooling. Olt regular office hours
Meador
p
INS owl
Saturday
woo
am
II
!Wept

wooden paddle for minor
offenses such as spilling a drink,
and that Koresh gave girls as
young as 11 plastic Stars of
David that signified they were
ready to have sex with him.
"I think some of the children
feel a great deal of affection for
David Koresh," Pertly said.
"And 1 also think the majority of

these kids feel a great deal of fear
of David Koresh.None of the 21 children were
Koresh's biological children. The
FBI has said Koresh was thought
to be the father of the 17 children
believed to have died in the April
19 fire that ended the standoff.
Perry said that the children
reported they discussed sexual

matters during Bible studies and
that the youngsters exhibited a
great knowledge of sex. "Associations between sexuality and religion and power are
present in a malignant form and
permeate the thoughts and comments of the older girls released
from the ranch," Perry wrote -in
his report.

TOURISM .7 DOLLARS

ONE ON ONE

Franklin continues to recover
By JOHN P. TAYLOR
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writ•,

of his brother's house in Lone
Oak. His brother, Allen, a year

achieved.
But now, since the accident,
Ws._ the "baby brother" leading
-the way and W.A. hoping to walk
in Allen's footsteps, literally.
W.A.. former Murray High
---School principal and first-year
superintendent, has recently taken
a step up in rehabilitation by discarding his wheelchair for a
walker.
I watched W.A on Saturday as
he slowly and painstakingly had
to lilt himself off the edge ol the
bed and climb into the walker
Seeing him with little use of his
kit hand and right kg. I felt the
urge to assist

NOTE: I his is
the second- of a tss o-part
report.)
LONE OAK -- W A
Franklin, Murray Independent
Schools superintendent. spends
each day in the same room
A self- proclaimed "news junkie," W.A. spendc. a good portion
of the day reading lour to use
newspepees and watching ('-Span
and CNN.
Ironically, it was just a link
over lour months ago that W
and hi. wife, Margaret. v.ere the
news They were severely injured
But that's not Vi A
.t)lc
W.A. FRANKLIN
in a two-car crash Des 21 W A ,
Wm days
had
continues to reLuperate through souneer
WA. at
take a lot of wort.
intenie thrrap w4ttle Matgstrt
twoihees,n..off.- he said to Me
616111psy
1
4
.onir
in r Icnnes‘CC kiiu.stipa while as Marton High
feeleills in a
IU
Me Niter/sew
oor
the
hospital
behind
SAitat Ns um a grade
,.dt. !tonic fru,' paePdsity woo
The mom
pc.ic.1 tit
MID‘i is 'Milled in thc tiononi
hji0
,er heti:hi% Vi A
Ai al
had 11 TURN TO PAU 3A

S
pew-

released from the compound during-the 5r-day standoff, stopped
short of calling the cult leader a
child abuser. "That's a tough one
ti-) call," he said Tuesday.
"khe Baylor College of .Medieine ps;thiatrist- said-the youngsters reported thht they were
instructed in. paramilitary procedures. that they were hit with..,5,

.r.

JOHN P TAYLOAleiew &girWe

Anse Aduata.mmieudire director Of the Meets, Tseekul( oniatet•
ass.
ClIwwber Of Commerce sibembees to Teesday'‘
ROMIMPIS Aft, MOM held at the Murray Hotida. Ins poslude
%fibers No Murray wool 1.1 percent more WNW, lass tear than
the year Ibilbre. $14367.411 rim spent St .ftemee. is %Ism', es
1901 — MINOS SWUM were Ihss the pre%orset tear lisseius
moan IN joie Is Caillevmy(moats
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Sknliar To
Illus.

4

Traditional Style

Sofa and Loveseat

$299
Oak
Curio

Cocktail and
End Tables
_

Med. Oak Finish

Posturpedic
Sleeper Sofa
Traditional
Queen Anne Cherry
Table W/4 Chairs
Or

Cherry Hutch
Early merican
Bedroom With
Cannonball Posts
Dresser, Mirror
HB-FB, Chest 4.

.
699

Stratolounger
Recliner

Especially For Mother
Your Choice

2-• 29
$

Traditional
Rocker Recliner

Glider Rocker Oak Table
W/4 Chairs
or
or
Queen Anne
Oak Hutch
Wing Chair

s24

Stratolounger
Swivels—
Glides - Rocks
Reclines

Your Choice

NO PAYMENT NO INTEREST
Solid Oak or Cherry

Storage
Tables

Firm
Quality
Twin
Size

Cocktail and
End Tables

Ea. Pc.

I

$59

Deluxe Bookcase
Waterbed
Complete

5 Piece Colonial Style
Bedroom Suite
Head Board
Foot Board
Dresser
Hutch
Only
Chest '

Complete

simig
Foam Mattresses

Sealy
Comfort Rest ll
Plush Firm

Sealy
Health-Flex
Firm
Twin Ea
Full Ea
Queen
2 Pc
King
3 Pc

PlusDresser
Mirror
5 Drawer Chest

Sale Hours
Wed.-Sat.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Pc
Pc

$S7

Set

$247

Set

$347

$97

Twin Ea Pc
Full Ea Pc
Queen
2 Pc Set
King
3 Pc Set •

'39 ea
ea y
Posturpedic
Silver Medal
E r

$97
$127

Twin Ea Pc
Full Ea Pc

$124
$174

$297

Queen
2 Pc Set
King
3 Pc Set

$394

$397

$594

$398

Soft-Side Water Mattress

Every Single Item
'Will Be Reduced!
OODC&FirrW

Hwy 641 N

Murray

GALLERIES

759-4522

All living rooms bedrooms dining
rooms and accessories Every
thing will be drastically marked
down and every effort will be rrhcle;
to eliminate approximately 75% of
OW current inventory
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PAGE 3A

IN Franklin continues...
FROM PAGE 1
The remainder of that conversation followit—
Q: Since the accident, when
you were headed to your mom's
house for Christmas, your family has really pitched in to help.
Has that meant a lot to you?
A: My mom kind of stays
close to me. I've been very fortunate she's been able to be here
with me. She's almost 77 years
old. I've been lucky that my
brother's house was here in Paducah and I could come here.
Frankly, had that not been available, I don't know what I would
have done.
Q: You probably helped your
kid brother out a lot while
growing up. How does it feel
having your little brother helping you out through all of this?
A: We had a good relationship
growing up. We were just a grade
apart in school. We were on the
athletic teams together. He was
the center on the football team
and I was the quarterback. We
were not only brothers, but also
good friends. He's been really
kind to help me. It's meant a lot
to me.
Q: From a professional
standpoint, is it frustrating
having just got started in your
first semester as superintendent
and then have all this happen?
A: Yes, it really_ is. It's been
difficult. I need the work. I was
enjoying it. I felt like we were
doing the things that needed to be
done. I felt like the morale and
spirit was high in our school district and people were feeling
good about what we were doing.
I've missed it.
Q: Willie Jackson and others
have had to step forward and
assume your duties. You must

be proud of these people.
A: We had a renovation project
that I was working on before the
accident, which they've gone
ahead and been able to take bids.
That project's gone on and if I
had been there, it would have
been handled exactly the same
way. I'm very fortunate to have
Mr. Jackson and an understanding board of education to allow
me to take my sick leave so I can
come back to my job. But not
just Mr. Jackson, many people
have stepped up and got the job
done. I appreciate all of them.
Q: Have you had an opportunity to set your wife at all
since the accident?
A: I have not been able to visit
my wife and that's something I'm
sorry for. I wish I could have
done that. But I haven't been able'
to travel. I hope that's going to
change in a few weeks.
Q: What has been your contact with her?
A: Recently, the speech therapist has called me and they've
been putting the phone up to her
ear and I've been saying a few
things to her and they want to
watch her reaction if there is any.
At times there is a reaction, a
smile on her face, and at times
there isn't any.
Q: What does it feel like to
talk to your wife, knowing she
may not be hearing or understanding you?
A: It's a difficult thing because
I'm trying to not be emotional. I
don't want that to occur. So I'm
trying to think what I could say
_that she would be interested in
hearing. Does she want to hear
how I'm doing? Does she want to
hear how the kids are doing?
Does she want to hear how pretty

it is outside? So, I'm trying to
say some things that will get her
attention. I try to keep it in the
realm of things I know she would
be interested in.
Q: You mentioned earlier
you've done other things to
maybe help her come out of her
coma. Can you comment on
that?

back on the job, even if on a
part-time, limited basis?
A: I'm sure my initial time on
the job will be an hour or two
until I can bnild up some stamina. I had hoped to be back there
in the month of June so by July I
I could sustain a full day. And
that's still a goal that I have.
Q: For everyone reading this,
wondering about you, what
A: What I did for Margaret would you say to them?
A: Gosh, well I want it to be
was to take some of the big band
music I know she'd enjoy and upbeat, that I have lived through
recorded it. And I've talked to some difficult times here. Not
her on the tape as I'm recording. only my own healing, but my
Talked about a band that we wife's injuries and trying to
heard together or danced to remain positive and focused. And
together. And then they play that I've done that because I have a
for her. I ask her to do things to job to, go back to, a community
acknowledge that. she's hearing that's' interested in me and my
me. There's just a long road to wife. Because of that, I've been
able, I think, to keep myself
go.
Q: Do you get angry over all focused on the future. And I want
everyone to know that. There are
this or question it somehow?
A: There's just no understand- times when I drift a little, but it's
ing to it, why it happened. You short. I haven't gons jhrough
can't explain those things. And if depression, so far I've been
you try to get into that, you can -_above that, so to speak. With the
values I received growing up, I
really get torn up over it. I
have
not allowed myself to be
haven't tried to explain it. I'm
not looking for any answer to overwhelmed by it — and-a 'perthat. I don't know how we sur- son could have been.
vived it. I don't understand that,
(NOTE: The W.A. Franklin
either.
Fund has been set up to help
Q: Both you and your wife
have worked in education all offset the enormous medical
bills W.A. and Margaret will be
across this state. Have you
left with. Anyone N ishing to
heard from many friends?
A: Margaret and I, no doubt, donate can mail checks to The
Franklin Fund, Peoples Bank,
have been very fortunate to have
Main Street, Murray: Ky.,
been touched by so many people
over the years and to have as 42071.)
many friends as we do. And
we've heard from 'hundreds of
people who've called us and sent
us cards. That's been a valuable
part of the healing process.
KENTUCKY
Q: What's a realistic time
frame to see W.A. Franklin
LOTTERY

SUBSCRIBE

•Three...
FROM PAGE 1
activities allegedly committed by
the three men charged can be
traced back more than 17 months.
"We think they have, been
working together in trafficking
since the early part of '92," he
said.
An investigation began in the
summer of 1992 with the help of
the Marshall County Sheriff's

Department and Sheriff Brian
Roy.
Elkins said several vehicles
and some property were confiscated during Monday's raid. If
the all liens placed on the items _
are forfeited, this round-up could
be the largest in Murray, he said.
Latimer said among the vehicles confiscated were four Harley
Davidson motorcycles,_ a late-

model—Cliev-y---Lum-Pontiac
Bonneville, Chevy S-10 Blazer,
Ford Taurus, Chevy pick-up and
an older-model Oldsmobile.
Elkins said the department
plans- to- seek indictments for
individuals involved in streetlevel sales, transportation, and/or
aiding in the commision of the
criminal activity.

Beiderwell bequest sets MSU scholarship
Students at Murray State University will soon be the beneficiaries of the generosity of the late
George Beiderwell of Paducah.
Presentations of the first payments of a bequest by the ironworker and inventor who died in
1990 were made to officials of
three area institutions at a luncheon Tuesday.
Besides Murray State, Paducah
Community College and the West

Kentucky State Technical School
also received the first installments from the George Beiderwell Foundation.
Beiderwell provided for the
establishment of a $1.7 million
scholarship fund in his will. He
specified that 50 percent of the
foundation's net income go to
Murray State, with the remainder
divided between the other two
schools.

Dr. Ronald J. Kurth, Murray
State president, accepted a check
for $74,000 as the first installment. Thirty-five freshmen have
been selected to receive Beiderwell Scholarships of at least
$2,000 each at Murray State this
fall.
Payments to PCC and the technical school were just more than
$37,000.

III Sen. Green...
FROM PAGE 1
Green referred to a special session once called by former Gov.
John Y. Brown that adjourned the
first day.
"Gov. Jones has been told that
samething could happen next
week. I've read news reports
where he has said he'll just call
us back," he said.
Green believes that would be a
mistake, causing voters to raise a
"stronger, more vocal protest."
The General Assembly will
have to meet again in special session before the end of June to

adopt changes brought oft by new
federal Medicaid funding.
Besides dealing with Medicaid,
Green believes the General
Assembly at that time will also
be able to adopt some changes in
health care that will streamline
the system and will not cost any
money to implement.
He is worried that a session to
adopt a comprehensive plan will
mean months of haggling —
which will run the cost of that
session alone into hundreds of
thousands of dollars.
"I'm afraid the constituents

won't stand for it," Green said.
Green said Jones' approach to
his plan is "you're either for it or
you're against it. There's no
compromise.
In other business, Nancey
France made university history
once again as the first woman
elected president of the Faculty
Senate. She made her first mark
by being the first woman vice
president.
She succeeds Ray Conklin as
president. Dr. Jim Rudolph was
elected vice president.
•

-Murray
Ledger & Times
ALICE ROUSE
General Manager
MARY ANN ORR
Advertising Manager

FROM PAGE 1
The plant is important because
stricter Clean Air regulations.
have made the burning of westernKentucky coal unattractive to
many industries. High sulfur coal
emits more pollutants, including,
those that cause acid rain. And
many industries have balked at
installing expensive scrubbers to
reduce such emissions.
'With new technological

•

.7..:
advance in coal gasification'. ifi;e
are getting on top of high %War
anti nitrogen oxide emissions, alid
future discoveries will allow 'us
to get on top ol carbon dioxide'
Barlow said. "Coal will hecothe
one of the cleanest power sOurees
in disl
• Avid."
•
Tom 'arwater. plant Manager
for Ai Products in Calvert Cit).
stressed the project's long terni
economic importance.

III Bosnian...

•
in Sarajevo. said the obserYcLi.
FROM PAGE 1
town ablaze, killing or wounding hoped -to- reach Zeta
as many as 100 people. But Bosnian Serbs claimed Muslims afternoon.
attacked Zepa toprovokeinternaBosnian Serb onslaught tin
,tionat military intervention. ".
Zepa could be the uork of Bo
Sarajevo radio said the Serb man Serbs disgruntled at Karacfr
;
attack, begun Tuesday, intensi- ic's action. ir also could be:4
fied this morning. Like the previ- simple land grab be lore the pL'aec
ous reports, it could not liti inde- plan takes Oleo.
Secretary of State Warren 4.
pendently Confirmed.
-• Five U.N.. observers accompan- Christopher said Tuesdavthti
ied by a Serb liaison officer left European allies ,agree iiiilitah
steps should be used '-i•galrISI tb
Sarajevo for Zepa today to check
. the reports. Maj. Jose Gallegos,. Bosnian Serbs ul they don't baZi
• •
spokesman ler U.N. rcacekeepert the peace 'plan.

Will Phillips,
%It/ ludge/Exectiti
t/e
PLATFORM for GROWTH

0-9-s
Cash 5
5-8-13-19-20
The Pick
10-11-14-16-29-31-35-44

7. More efficient use of
community center
8. Cooperate with city, Chamber
and MSU for local economic growth
:

Paid for by the Candidate, Bill Phillips,
104 N. 5th Street, Murray, KY 42071

Shell

For The People

A•x-'7••••

Elect

J.D. William
County Judge-Executive
• As Your Judge-Executive, My Door Will
Always Be Open For Everyone
• Your Ideas Will Always Be Welcome And I Will
Represent Everyone Equally And Fairly

• Together, We Can Make This County A More
Prosperous And Safer Place For You And
Your Family

YMCA
SUMMER DAY CAMP

KAREN COVERT
Classifieds Manager

Registration Week: May 1 0-1 4
Office Hours: 8 a.m to 5 p.m.

The Murray Ledger II Tenn (USPS 306 700)
Th• Murray Leder
Timm e putairre
earl aloommat woo Suroleyo. July 4
Thifik;17 Day. Orlinas Day and Wm

On Tuesday, May 25, Elect Someone You Know .I
And Trust... J.D. Williams For Judge-Executive

Middle School Camp - Ages 11 to 14
Elementary Day Camp - Ages 5 to 10
Pre-School Camp - Ages 3 to 5

ce
Thers Of Murry/ Plaweepos ii
MINI • bum, KY 43107i board
Clue Plow Poi•Alwrey.K 42011
••••
OUIISCRIPTION Rens: b wen Ramey
m
iatralbjewolio
rea
wad by mem
Mani u
ahey
m B eel b
Swoon. Abodm. WW1
al Feu
import. Ky oreln Pork tiefilMeo Ise
Pumper, Toon. Weer yew. owlio abor

June 1 to August 6
6:15 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
FREE

To rural ddoporirremo al Om orrommor,
skew 71111*
II Timo•a
al
7140 Money
Ilefewlay hoes Aim
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As a result of an anonymous tip to Murray police May 4, two have bee0
jailed for allegedly trafficking cocaine Michael Foster, 20.- 402 N. Third Si
and Deana R. McDaniel, 20, 128 Hines St., Morgantown, were arrestediencl
charged with trafficking in a schedule II harcotic (cocaine). According 10
police reports, Murray police patrol and traffic officers received a complair11
that crack-cocaine was being sold from a passenger vehicle on First Street,
Officers located the suspected vehicle and passengers at Third and Ask
Streets at approximately 8 p m Police obtained permission to search 9*
vehicle and found what appeared to be several rocks of cocaine The evt:
dence- was seized and Foster and McDaniel were lodged in the Calloway
County Jail
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Clinton and the 'callfor change'

•
4

.ly Fellow Americans:
This is the season of America's renewal.
Already, ii the first few months of this new Administration, we
ivc restored an active purpose to the presidency and renewed AmenJ's commitment to change and progress.
After twelve years of national drift and economic decline, we have
•.cgun to chart a clear path, to growth With my New Directions eco-omic plan designed to create jobs, boost incomes, move our economy
'Rim consumption to investment and reduce our deficit dramatically.
The investments in .my economic plan embrace priorities that will
•aise the living standards and profits of workers and businesses for the
ong-term: rebuild America's infrastructure; commit resources and
.ttention to the education and training needs of our students and work•crs; and restore vital incentives that reward productivity, profits, innovation and investment.
The Clinton budget — the outline of my economic plan for New
1)irections — passed the Congress in record setting time. It reduces
deficit spending by over S500 billion; a plan so credible that the markqs continue to reduce interest rates on the American people. These
interest rate reductions, coupled with steps taken by my Administration to deal with the credit crunch, mean Almeria-1i businesses, farms
ind consumers have money to save, spend, invest and grow.
I want to bc the President who helps the American people realize
their call for change.
Enormous changes arc ,sweeping our economy. Inevitable defense
cutbacks arc forcing military bases to close, causing defense manufacturing to lose 'markets and cut jobs. Problems in the airline industry
have caused massive lay-offs in aerospace firms and among the
• Ionic-stir carriers-.—America's -economic partners- abroad are beating
• American companies in the race for markets in the former Soviet
,
That's why My economic program will help the American people
turn these changes into real economic progress. I have offered a $20
billion, five-year initiative to reinvest in- workers, communities `and
.-ompanies affected by cuts in military spending. I have formed-a coinnission to recommend real changes in federal policy to help restart
- our aviation and aerospace industry. ,And I have provided an
...nterprise-oriented aid initiative to save the Russian democracy and
_ apur. American economic growth. .
Beyond growth; Americans want a return. to responsibility in our
•_•hools, our communities and our economy. And in that spirit, this
Aministration is leading the way: by reforming welfare to make it a
.ciind chance, not a way of life; by reforming the health care system
• prcutide health security to every American and bring rising costs
ider control: by making national service opportunities available to
-udents so that they can exchange opporturtities for education with
immunity service.
Finally. I am working to give the government back to the American
eople. At the beginning of my Administration. I announced my *deciion to cut the White House staff by 25 percent and eliminate the
• inds of perks and privileges which isolate federal- workers from the
...ople they are supposed to serve.
I have cut billions from the budgets of federal agencies and departTients, telling them they must do.more with less. I have appointed
• ice President Gore to head the National Performance Review, which
ill oversee our efforts to streamline government, eliminate waste and
lake our government more accountable to the American people.
I. am committed to bringing this presidency directly to the people
•Iirough such things as town meetings and electronic mail with the
White House. And the Vice President and I will continue to particiin regional events like the Forest Conference, a meeting which
.ought solutions for the environmental and economic problems of the
icific Northwest.
Most importantly, I. am committed to enacting tough campaign
sinance and lobbying reform legislation to.drive special interest dealrig out of politics.
What will come from what we accomplish here — mere economic
growth, comprehensive health and welfare reform, a new system of
national service, a government that once again belongs to the people
- are new opportunities for achievement, empowerment and progress
for Americans who work hard and play by the rules. It means a new
direction for us all. It is indeed America's season of renewal.
Bill Clinton
The White House, Washington, D.C.

Questions raised about abortion
Dear Editor.
Thirty-three people from Paducah and surrounding areas attended
22 hours of training recently to be. counselors to women who find
themselves in a crisis pregnancy. We learned much that was extremely
disturbing re: the act of abortion.
The deceit that A used by family planning clinics in their efforts to
influence women' have an aboraion is appalling. So many of these
%..omen never fully recover from post-abortion trauma. Of course, in
our pro-abortion society we 4on-4-beaeabout the emotional and psy:hological pain experienced following this operation. The guilt and
:hame these- girtsTtive with due to-the pressure- of others to get rid of
dic "tissue" that is inside their womb is so very- sad:
The most prevalent type of abortion is suctioning. The tube to the
powerful vacuum which is usedto remove the fetus is too small for
the baby to pass through in one piece. How can we as feeling human
beings justify this atrocity?
complacent
can
we,remain
and allow the freedom of choice
How
ict to pass, which would grant free license for abortion to be performed through the ninth month for any reason — even gender selection. When these full or near full-term babies are born, they are alive,
which of course means they must be killed. usually by &Owning,
sometimes in the mother's amniotic fluid. Something else we learned
is that the word "fenis" is. a Latin word meaning "young one." Isn't
that interesting' •
Why arc these grotesque facts being covered up! Why are there no
'spots" on TV educating people with the truth on this subject? It is
obvious the reason is mime). The abortion Indust!" is big business
. So you hetter believe ihis-practice is not going to be given
up without fight. Those of us who believe in the sanctity of life will
HO a% ctle.tively as we can - through eduLation, through knen
like this, ss ith much prayer, with love and compassion for human life
nee mother at a time, one hafts at J time
Melva Cooper
Route 4, Box 162, Murray

At least I still have shoes
Boy, did I feel like a fool all
week. It's not something I did,
but just a feeling deep inside.
I've had an opportunity to
meet many people in Murray the
first three or four months I've
been here. And most of them
know my story.
MSU dropout (financial reasons only) returns to western
Kentucky to finish degree. Lands As a high school science teacher,
job at Murray Ledger & Times it was difficult for lier to take her
plus carries full-time college two weeks vacation and spend it
course load.
on a college campus. I think DayIt's enough to make a person's tona Beach was more to her
hair turn gray. OK, my hair was liking.
already geuing the grandpa look
But, anything for her loving
to it long before this semester husband. She didn't come here
began.
kicking and screaming, but defiThe last couple weeks have nitely wished she could have met
been extra strenuous on me. Not me on the sandy beaches of Florionly has the work load doubled, da. As it turned out, Murray
but the dreaded finals week was made quite an impression on her.
just around the corner.
(Good plug for the Murray
No matter how much I
Chamber of Commerce and Tourattempted to prepare for the ism Commission.)
rigors of work or school, I could
She enjoyed her-stays here. For
never catch up, much like the
the first week, the•weather didn't
national debt geuing paid off in cooperate. But her spring break,
my lifetime.
just about a month ago, featured
Along with those two items
Moderate temperatures and some
topping my stress list, my wife is
sun to boot.
still in New York. A few of my
During those times apart,
newly found friends know this, which seemed like decades at
also. She has managed to make it
times, we were able to purchase
to Murray twice, once on winter
large blocks of telephone time.
break and once on spring break.
Ma Bell appreciated it. In fact,

I'd bet we get a Christmas card
this year from AT&T.
Other forms of communication
included cards and letters and
boxes of candy for Valentine's
Day.
But still I hung my head and
acted depressed. People
attempted to cheer me up. Most
of those attempts were futile.
Honestly. I acted like a baby
unable to_do what he wanted to
do.
All this attitude was because of
1,000 miles which separated us.
Being a teacher, she understood.
my need to return to college and I
knew the -importance of a degree.
Still, knowing those things
didn't make it easier.
,At the top of this piece, I discussed how foolish I felt. Certainly, it's not foolish to miss
someone you love. But it's foolish when you don't put things
into perspective.
As you've read the past couple

days, I spent some time with
W.A. Franklin. He and his wife,
Margaret, were in a bad car
wreck in December. She remains
in a coma to this day.
W.A. has not had a chance to
see hersince before the accident.
Although she's in a hospital just
two hours from where he's staying, he's not fit enough to make
the drive. And even when he'll be
able, odds are Margaret win still
be in her comatose state.
So, yes, 1,000 miles apart creates frustration. But I can't even
fathom leaning over her bed just
a foot away and not be able to
communicate with her.
I feel partly foolish and partly
guilty about it all. Who am I to
hate the world for my predicament when the situation doesn't
even hold a candle to W.A.'s?
A lesson for all, then, I guess.
Just when you think life is
unfair, you Meet someone like
W.A. who puts it all into
perspective.
What's the saying? I felt
deprived when I had no shoes,
until I met a man with no feet.
Well, W.A., if I could, I'd give
my feet if it would help
Margaret.
I'd like to think I speak for
many when I say my prayers are
with you.

Good time not worth consequences
FRANKFORT — The twoweek bribery and racketeering
trial. of former House Speaker
Don Blandford in U.S. District
Court here revealed things about
the Kentucky General Assembly
most observers suspected but
could never actually prove.
Money regularly changed hands
between lobbyists and lawmakers. Junkets by legislators to
beach resorts during legislative
sessions were financed by special
interests. Girl friends also went
along.
Blandford, who was convicted
on three counts by the federal
jury Friday, admitted in his testimony taking money from his
lobbyist-friend Bill McBee and
going on trips to Fort Lauderdale
and other sunny spots paid for by
harness-racing interests.
He just didn't think there was
anything wrong with it. He
insisted no promises were made
in exchange for hundred-dollar
bills given him by McBee for
what Blandford said was only to
buy dinner and drinks for himself, other legislators and
lobbyists.
The reformer who gained the

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
gation of corruption in Kentucky
government hit the system precisely where it was — and may
still be — the most vulnerable.
The veteran lobbyists snared by
BOPTROT — Jay Spurner,
McBee (a veteran legislator
before turning lobbyist) — were
very much at home in the hotel
sillies and inner offices where
decisions are made out of the
public eye during legislative
sessions.
Tilt, handful of legislators
snartd by FBI recording machinery taking bribes to kill possible
legislation in 1992 that would
harm harness racing were equally
comfortable in those closed suites

and offices, the bar well-stocked,
the shrimp and crab plentiful, the
airline tickets to Florida in frigid
February free for the asking.
Bruce Wilkinson, nephew of
then Gov. Wallace Wilkinson,
was in the perfect spot to accept
the $20,000 bribe he was convicted of taking last month. What
happened to the money he got for
influencing the selection of an
arbitrator in a racing dispute is
still unanswered.
And Don Blandford as speaker
was king of the mountain in all
this. Even though the legislature
meets regularly only 60 days
every two years,' Blandford as
speaker had a suite of offices in

-.4ust drop us a Ifni\...

It._Ileaders and residents are welcome and encouraged to exploit
0Wr
oons on our 'Perspective" page by writing letters 10 *Or
speaker's chair by premising -so
reduce the power of lobbyists in tilditee. We print letters on a varier/of topics, provided they comply
th the following guidelines: all Wien must be signed by the
the Bosse horned out to be as
the writer's address and telephone amber included in
outlay as they come, his hand
svarincatioe is neeassary (idephose embus MK not be labow, willing to Compromise the
Lenses westtat be more doe SOO words. Won should be,
second most powerfel position is
and double-spaced If possible. We memo the .rIght Is'
Kentucky government is
eelieeee or rejed sty lam and th Up* impost anion.
exchange for a tweak a drink. a
Should be 4reaae4 lAmee to die Moe,fidaneyiki
sail on a yacht a load hoe.
P.O. Dee 1040, Dfarte% KY 42071.
The federal IMMO? leveed-

the Capitol, a full-time aide, secretaries, even his very own attorney. Tables were held for him
and his entourage at restaurants.
He led the guest list for expensive parties and receptions given
by special interests.
It must have been quite nice
while it lasted and, in fact, it
lasted a very long time.
Now, however, the king is no
longer atop the mountain. The
new House speaker, Joe Clarke of
Danville, acknowledges the office
isn't full time and has cut staff
and costs accordingly. No one
can imagine Clarke frolicking in
Florida at anyone's expense but
his own, which is one reason he
was elected to succeed Blandford.
A lot of Kentucky lawmakers,
who may taki a free drink or dinner but not junkets and hundreddollar bills, have been as spelled
at BOPTROT as everyone else.
But they also'nced to remember that the new legislative ethics
law they enacted in response to

BOPTROT doesn't forbid accepting from lobbyists the very things
Illandford admitted taking wads
of money from McBee to pay for
— dinners, drinks, jest a good
time.
That good time got Don Blandford and others in a heap of trouble. brought scandal to the executive and legislative branches of
government and undermined the
faith of Kentuckians in how
important laws are enacted
By any measure, the good time
wasn't worth the consequences
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Senator opposes U.S. troops in Bosnia

NEWS OF THE WORLD
SERBIANS ARE WARNED TO MAKE PEACE

PARK HILLS. Ky. (AP) —
U.S. Mitch McConnell spoke out
against. any U.S. troop involve*
• ment in Bosnia, contending that it
would not be in this country's
national interest.
"I'm pretty hawkish. but Bosnia looks a whole lot more like
Vietnam or Beirut than' the Persian Gulf or Somalia." the Louisville Republican told a group of
Covington Catholic High School
students.
Intervening in Bosnia is not in
the United States' national interest, McConnell also said
Monday.
McConnell commended the
United States and other nations for attempting to end the killing
in Bosnia. But he said the big
problem is to accomplish that
without miring America down in
a lengthy, costly military

MOSCOW (AP) — Secretary of State Warren Christopher is warning Bosnian Serbs that they risk the wrath of the Western allies if their self-styled
parliament doesn't ratify a peace agreement and Serbian forces don't stop
attacking Muslims in Bosnia-Herzegovina. Christopher, here to coordinate
Western strategy with Russian President Boris Veitsin, said more than just a
show vote was necessary when the Serb assembly-rneets today to reconsider a U.N. peace plan. "Favorable action by the parliament will not be sufficient," Christopher said Tuesday, "if it is contradicted by action on the
ground which evidences bad faith." Spikifically, Christopher wants the Bosnian Serbs to halt their offensive,.permit relief to get to the homeless and
hungry and to accept the territorial arrangements set out in the agreement
Serb leader Radovan Karadzic signed in Athens on Sunday. The plan would
leave Bosnian Serbs with less than the 70 percent of the former Yugoslav
republic they have taken in a 15-month war. About halfway through his
consensus-building trip, Christopher said "there is no basis for saying we
have reached any final decisions.

PLAN MAY CHANGE MALPRACTICE
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton's health care planners are weighing dramatic changes in medical malpractice laws, including the possibility
of barring lawsalts against individual physicians. Instead, under a theory
called "enterprise liability," patients harmed by a doctor or hospital would
sue the health plan that paid for their medical care. The White House health
reform task force is also considering other changes in malpractice law,
including caps on damages awarded for pain and suffering and encouraging
patients and providers to resolve disputes without going to court. Consumer
groups and organized medicine alike have misgivings about some of the
• possible changes, still being debated within the White House. "Enterprise
liability is sort of a black hole," said Gene Kitnmelman, legislative director
for the Consumer Federation of America, who saiti it was unclear whether
injured patients would get more redress or less under such a system. The
idea has been championed by two law professors, Paul C. Weiler of Harvard
Law School and Kenneth S. Abraham of the University of Virginia School of
Law, who argue that malpractice suits should be aimed at organizations, not
individuals. Ira Magaziner, the senior White House official directing the task
force—Said Monday tat. Qlinton's reform plan_wguld include serious malpractice reform" to discourage frivolous lawsuits and encourage alternative
methods of resolving -disputes.

ALCOHOL MAY HELP HEART
'WASHINGTON (AP) — Imbibing three alcohohc drinks may'reduce heart
. attack risk. But then again, it may increase chances of breast cancer. Doctors still don't fully understand how diet affects health. "We all want to know
what is the best diet to maintain health." said 'Joseph T. Judd, a scientist at
the Agriculture Department's Human Nutrition Research Center in Beltsville.
Md. Marsha E. Reichman, a former researcher at the National Cancer Institute, said diet "is tromendously important" to maintaining health. Yet, medical science doesn't know precisely how various foods affect the body.
Researchers worldwide are studying the effects of vitamins, vegetables, fats
and other nutrients on the diseases that kill people. And in such work,"alcohol is just another food ingredient tous,- said Judd. Some epidemiology
studies have shown that women who drink have more breast cancer than
teetotalers. Other theories had suggested that tormtm-es, particularly estrogen and its chemical relatives, play a role in the development of breast
cancer. Judd's team at the Beltsville lab, along with Reichman and other
researchers at the National Institutes of Health, organized a small controlled
study to see if they could prove a link between alcohol . and estrogen.
Results of the study were published today in the Journal of the National
Cancer Institute. .

CLINTON WANTS BACK ON TRACK
WASHINGTON (AP) — President ClintorOrustrated by a flurry of setbacks
• and missteps, is calling in his top advisers to explore ways of getting his
administration back on track. As part .of that effortton is talking about
adding another trip White House deputy, turning fiTs emphasis to themes
popular with the public and considering frequent traveling outside Washington. "We think that there needs to be a little tighter coordination here to
make sure that we've got our priorities straight and that those priorities are
communicated all the way down to the staff,- the'president said Tuesday.
"And a little better focus." The defeat of Clinton's jobs package and the fiasco at the Branch Davidian cult compound near Waco, Texas, were followed
by a week's worth of 100-day soul-searching by the White House. The
White House was ofail %reed Vote& or a pair of presidential jokes at a
vieekend dinner.
'
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engagement.
"Wc want to make people *ho
have been hating eath other for
2,000 years to stop shooting at
each other." McConnell said.
The Clinton administration is
preparing for military action if
the Bosnian Serbs break the
pledge of pe,,ace signed Sunday.,
"The world- needs a policeman, and many feel comfortable
with the U.S. in that role,"
McConnell said. "But we can't
go to every crime scene."
Perhaps the United States' role
should be more that of a police
chief, he said. Bosnia is by no
means the only world trouble
spot, McConnell said.
"There arc eight or 10 situations around the world, where if
the TV cameras were them. atten-

tion would be focused." he said.
"If the situation were settled in

reduce the federal deficit, is the
largest in history, McConnell

Bosnia, the cameras would move
elsewhere, and there would be
sentiment to reach out and solve
that one."

said.
The problem isn't too little
taxes, but too much spending,"

he said. Never has a tax hike
resulted in the creation of jobs or
leis spending, McConnell said.
For every Si iti4ax hikes, spending goes up ...$1.59. he said.

In assessing Clinton's performance, McConnell gave him high
marks for political acumen.— for
taking unpopular positions now
rather than when the next election
rolls around. -

•

Despite Clinton's run-ins with
The conflict between Clint- Republicans, McConnell said he
and Republicans in 'Congress is
will support Clinton when he
basic,. McConnell said. Demo- thinks the president is right, especrats want bigger government and cially in foreign affairs..
the taxes to suppon it, while
"I'm not anxious to see hint
-Republicans want less government, he contended.
tail," McConnell said. "He's
very smart, the best politician
Clinton's proposed tax hike, I've ever seen. I'm a great admirwhich the president says will
er of his political skills."

Crisis hits Fleming County farmer
FRANKFORT, Ky. {AP) —
ity Farm Alliance, which is publThe health-care .exisis.- has hit
icly backing Jones' proposed
Lynn Chaney's dairy farm in
plan. The alliance became
Fleming County. •
involved as a growing number of
Her only hired milk hand was
farmers lost health insurance or
ordered to bed for 10 days
had it priced out of reach, Chabecause of a pinched nerve in his
ney said.
back. Chaney told legislators
"Kentucky farmers arc an oldTuesday.
er population. They're harder to
The employee, 37-year-old
insure," Chaney said in an
Larry Workman, "is wondering
interview.
how he's going to make ends
"Originally I was real optimismeet," Chancy said.
tic" that something would be
As long as he worked, he could
done, she,said.. But optimism has
avoid welfare but could not given way to disappointment
afford insurance. Nor could-- "because of all the complexity of
Workman afford the deductibles
the problems," she -said.
he would have to pay if the farm
Under Jones' plan, employers
provided coverage', Chancy said.
that did not insure the health of
But Workman would benefit
their workers would be assessed a
from Gov. Brereton Jones' proppayroll tax of 3.75 percent. The
osal to require health insurance
plan was criticized throughout the
for all Kentuckians, Chaney told
hearings by .companies or organithe joint House and Senate
zations it would affect.
Health and Welfare. Committees.
Some other comments
Chancy, 35, of Ewing, was part
Tuesday:
of a parade of witnesses in the—Clarence Traum, president of
last of a series of public hearings __Highlands Regional Medical Cenon health-care reform. The Genter near Prestonsburg and chaireral Assembly is to convene in
man of the Kentucky Hospital
special session pn Monday to
Association board of trustees: A
take up Jones' proposed
4-iperepitAiz on hospitals would
drive sonie"Out of business, and
— Though she testified privately.
rate setting would amount to
Chaney is a member of Commun-

YOU CAN WIN
A SMALL FORTUNE
If YOU HIT

tuck. an emploers' group: Bus.:
mess owners are skeptical of the
state's ability to control costs.
Projections of "rosy but unrealistic sayings ... could be a
disaster."

micro-management. He also said
disallowing growth of rates above
the Consumer Price Index would
be "totally unrealistic."
—Edward Holloway, president
Associated Industries of Ken-

1990 Lincoln Continental

Sale Price

All pwr., leather, dual air bag, AM/FM cassette, $12

digital dash, rear defogger, 49,xxx miles.

I

Purdom Motors, Inc.
Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac
4300 Hwy 121 By-Pass
Salespeople

753-5315

Jim Suiteir, Bob Harrington, John Purdom, Tripp Purdom, Janice Asbridge
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Prices Good
May 5 thru
May 11

Pitatrlicat

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

Pr.aot gexetets 96144

exia.et —
We

New Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri.,& Sat. 8-8

Accept Food Stamps - We Rats•rvta The Right To limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Center Cut

U.S. Choice Boneless

Country Style

1/4 Sliced

Chuck Roast1 49

Spare Ribs
79
1
Chuck

Pork Loin
1 59
Stew

Eckrich

Jumbo
Franks
$ 39

Lb

I

Steak

Lb

28 L.2

79fb

Owen's Best Family Pack

'2

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb
2 Liter

Dixie Crystal

Bathroom Tissue

Sugar

0
89

Charles Chips

Potato Chips

5W.

99

$2
99'

6 oz
Chicken of Sea Oil or Water Pk.
2/$ 1 00
6.2 oz.
Prairie Farm
$ 1 89
gal
I
Brawny Single Roll

Coffee
$ 11 9

13 Oz. Brick Pk.

$109
12 pk.

Libby F.S. or out

/$100

Green Beans

16
Libby C.S. or W.K. Golden

3/$ 1 oo

Corn

2% Milk

Sweet Relish

Paper Towels

pop
Peaches 1/2 or Slices 29 oz. 7 /

17 oz.
Hyde Park Hot Dog, Dill or
10 oz.
Rosedale Yellow Cling

glen,
Owens Famous

BBC) Pork
$499
Owen s Best
Hot or Reg

Eckrich
Pickle Pimento
Loaf,
Jalpeno loaf,
Old Fashion Loaf,
Olive Loaf

Owens Best
Oven Baked

Turkey Breast
99%

Fot Pee

$3

Cole Slaw
Pimento Cheese
$26?,
L
lb

0
99

2/$ 1 00

I

Hyde Park Pinto or Great

Northern Beans

15 Oz

Skippy

Peanut Butter

3/894
$1 79

18 oz

I

Veg. or Corn

Wesson Oil

48 oz.
Ocean Spray Orange Cranberry

Refresher

48 oz

Apples
$_ 29

Lb.

Baby Swiss

Cheese
89

$3

3 Lb. Bag
Red Delicious

Lb

Idaho
5 Lb. Bag

Potatoes
$ 1 29

There are several circumstances which will permit Calloway Countians to use an absentee
ballot to vote in the- May 25
primary election, according to
Secretary of State Bob Babbage.
An absentee ballot may be
used when the voter will be
absent from the county on election day and the ballot is to be
mailed to an address outside of
the county.
Voters who work out of town
and whose work hours will not
permit voting the ballot in the
clerk's office during normal
working hours may apply for and
use an absentee ballot.
When the voter will be absent
from the county on election day,
but not for the reasons noted in
the other two situations, the voter
can vote the ballot in the county
clerk's office up until the day
before the election. Voters in this
circumstance must still make
application for an absentee ballot
at least seven days before the
election.
Recent changes in the laws
regulating the use of absentee
ballot have been expanded to
allow any qualified voter who
finds, within the last seven days
before the election, that they will
be unexpectedly absent from the
county on election day may apply
for and vote on an .absentec ballot
as late as the ay before the
election.
Persons using the emergency
absentee ballot are allowed to
vote the ballot in the county
clerks office up to the close of
business the day before the
election.
Disabled voters, who arc unable to go to the polls due to age,
infirmity or illness may vote
using an absentee ballot.
The 1992 changes in the law
included medieal emergencies.
Now if a voter, due to a medical
emergency which occurs after the
normal deadline for an application for an absentee ballot, finds
that they will be unable to vote in
person at the polls on election
day, may use a special application to obtain an absentee ballot.
The voter's- signature must be
notarized on this ballot and it is
the only one which can be voted
on election day. It must be in the
county clerk's office by no later
than 6 p.m. local time on election
day.
Kentuckians who are members
of the armed forces or their
dependents and those who are
working overseas may apply for
an absentee ballot by means of
the federal post-card application.
Also election officers who are
assigned to work ouside their
own precinct are permitted to
vote by absentee ballot in the
county clerk's office up to the
close of business on the day
before the election.
Babbage explained that Kentucky law requires the county
clerk to present to the Grand Jury
all the absentee ballot applications received and all the voter
assistance forms executed during
the election.

Musselman's

Apple Sauce 15.5 oz. 2/89' Man charged
on six counts

1
21/1.6•Chiee

29

Owen s Best
Storemacle

8'9°

Maxwell House

Tuna

69'

'6 oz

Cake Mix
18..89'

$ 1 69

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Caffeine Free Coke, Tab

Sunshine

Duncan Hines

99'

Northern

12 pk

U.S. Choice Boneless

99
,
69°

3 Diamond
15 oz Jack

I

Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb,
Welch Grape, A&W

Lb

Hyde Pork

1/2% Milk
$ 1 79

4 Roll Pkg.

$ 1 39

Beef
Shoulder Roast
Ground Turkey Ground
3-4 Lb. Pkg.
C. Hamburger
Saltine 18
L
?
b
Dill
Slices
Lb.
Crackers
Mackeral

Flav-O-Rich

Gal.

Bologna

LU
$ 79

59

$ 1 59

Eckrich 1 Lb
Thick or Reg

Meat

Mr. Turkey

Frying Chicken
BBQ
Sauce

Extra Lean

Lb

I

$ 1 69
Lb

Country Cut Up

.•*

US Choice
Boneless

Pork Chops
1 99

Absentee
ballot is
discussed

Golden Ripe

Bananas

3b

Florida
4 Lb. Bag

Oranges
139

Yellow Sweet

Sno White

Corn

Mushrooms
8 oz Pkg.

3/89' 99'

To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916

NEW YORK (AP) — A man
was charged with strangling or
stabbing to death his former girlfriend, her three children, lier
mother and her mother's
common-law husband, then buiiiing down their apartment to cover
up the crime.
Ramon Concepcion, 28, was
charged with six counts of murder Tuesday. He was also
charged with arson.
Detective John Hill said Concepcion stabbed Maria Rodriguez
during an argument in her East
Harlem apartment Saturday, then
strangled her mother, her
18-month-old and 5-year-old
daughters and her 10-year-old
son.
Concepcion stayed in the
apartment with the bodies overnight before attending a New
York Yankees game Sundiy,
police said. When he returned he
allegedly ran into the older
woman's common-law husband
and stabbed him to death.
He set the fire Monday before
leasing for work hut returned to
Nhatch it burn and was arrested.
Hill said.
Rodriguer and her mother had
tiled four complaints against
Contepcion for hatassment and
property destruction Hill said the
.ouple had a two-year "love-haw
relattonshsp
•
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
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"Angel Alert" of Calloway County Schools' Family Resource
Center at East Elementary School is in URGENT need of some clothing and other special needs to help families in the county. Donna
Herndon, director, said the need is for girls' summer clothes such as
tops and shorts in sizes 5 and 6; boys' pants in size 14 slim; boys'
tops in size 16; girls clothing in size 12; infant boy's clothing; newborn disposable diapers; and a playpen. Any person having any of
these to donate may take them to the Center between the hours of 7:30
a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, or call 753-3070 for more
in

L

May Fellowship luncheon Friday
Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County will have its May
Fellowship Day observance on Friday, May 7, at 10 a.m. at Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Church, located east of Dexter off Highway 1346.'Human
Touch, Divine Healing' will be the theme of the program to be presented by
the women of Brooks Chapel Church. The offering of the Least Coin will be
taken. A potluck luncheon will follow the program. Mildred Smith, president,
urges all interested persons to attend the program and luncheon.

Dog Club meeting on Thursday

•

German Shepherd Dog Club of West Kentucky will meet Thursday,May 6,
at 7 p.m. in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library. The program will
be on the subject of "The Hijacking of the Humane Movement." The public is
invited to attend. For more informat:on call 436-2858.
4.44111.

Eastuyood Academy plans open house
Eastwood Christian Academy, located one mile east of Murray on Highway 94, will have an open house on Friday. May 7, from 9 to 11 a.m. Interested persons are encouraged to drop by to visit the school, according to
Libby Conley, teacher.

TOPS Ky. 469 to meet Thursday
TOPS Chapfer #469 will meet Thursday, May 6, in the Annex of Calloway
County Public Library. Weigh-in will be from 6 to 6:45 p.m. with the Meeting
. to begin at 7 p.m. This week's topic will be "Planting the Seeds.of Success."
Anyone interested in weight loss is invited to attend the meetin§.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lee Potts in 1'943

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lee Potts in 1993

Local couple will be married for 50 years on May 15

_
Mr. and Mrs.' Harry Lee Potts of 10.1; Box 149, Kirksey, Will observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturda.\la) 15.,No celebration
is planned. They were married May- 15, 1943, in Cape Girardeau: Mo., by Gust Schultz, Justice of the the Peace. Their attendants were Mr. and
Club plans luncheon on Sunday
Murray Country Club will serve_a Mothers' Day luncheon on Sunday. May
- Mrs. Gilbert L. Jones. Freda Baker and Thomas Lee' Armstrong..
9, from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. The menu will be grilled chicken breast, green
Mrs. Potts, the former Marian Elizabeth Murdock, is-the daughter of the late William Bryan Murdock ansti Addle Lou Rogers Murdock. She is
beans, potatoes, broccoli cauliflower crunch, roll, fresh fruit and brownies.
employed with West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperanye. Mr. Potts is the son ot the late Durward Madison Potts and Chloe Norsworthy Potts.
The price will be $8 for adults and $4 for children under 12. Members may
-He served three years and one month in the U.S. Army during World War II. He was a dairy farmer and milk hauler ior many years. He retired
invite immediate family in-town guests. Reservations should bp made by
in 1982 as a truck driver . tor Kentucky State Highway Department.
•
.
Saturday by calling 753-6113.
Mr. and Mrs. Potts have two sons, Gary ! ee Phos and wile, Angela; of Chattanooga, Tenn.,.and "Roger Mack Potts and wile, Robin,- of
_Flowery Branch, (ij I heir ,siv r mdi li1dr ii iR Laurene Elizabeth Potts, Lauren Nicole Potts- and Chloe !•ladtson Potts of Chattanoog. and
Gospel •sfriging on Saturday
Chestnut Grove General Baptist Church will have gospel singing featuring
Barbie Faye Pints, Brandy Leigh Pous and Melissa Dawn Potts of Flowery Branch.
"Unity" on Saturday, May 8, at 7 p.m. at the church, located at Chestnut and
North Third Streets, Murray. The Rev. Jerry Bradford, pastor, invites the
public to attend.

Palestine plans Saturday event
Palestine United Methodist Church will have a gospel singing and potluck
supper on Saturday, May 8. The supper will be served at 6 p.m. with the
gospel singing featuring The Finchers will follow. at 7 p.m. The public is
invited.

.Homecoming_ at New Jenny Ridge
New Jenny Ridge-Pentecostal Church will have its annual homecoming
on Sunday, May 9. Services will be at 10:30 a.m. followed by a potluck meal
at noon. The church is located off Highway 94 East. The public is invited.

Classes planned at Lourdes
A four week session of combined education classes and support group
meetings will begin Thursday, May 6, from 6 to-8 p.m. at groundfloor Classroom II, Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. For registration and more information,
call the Education Department at 1-444-2128.

Special contest planned Saturday
The first West Kentucky Pickin' & Fiddlin' Contest will be-held Saturday;
May 8, at Clay Campbell's Kentucky Opry, Draffenville. Registration will
begin at 10 a.m. with the first event at 11 a.m. The event is a fundraiser for
the Draffenville Lions Club. For more information call 1-527-3869.

Harris Grove Club makes donations
lion. Irom the proceeds of the
Two lessons were presented at
promotion to Need Line,
the April meeting of Harris
Center, Habitat for
.at
W.A.T.C.H.
Club
held
Homemaker.
Grove
Humanity, Calloway ,County
Ellis Community-Center.
Public I.ibrary, and Life House.
"Cooking for One or Two" was
Meint)ers will bring food and
Agnes
by
preserifed
lesson
the
participate in the Tasting luncWatson. Melva Cooper presented
heon- to tie held May 13 at First
a lessOn on 'Preserving Flowers
United Methodist Church. This is
_
yoliage."
and_being sponsored _by Calkmay
Ger* Wrather, presidenti-presHomemakers Club. Tickets are
Marided with reports given by
Jones.
each and are for sale from any
$3
Myrtle
and
Taylor
garet
homemaker club member.
Obena Hale gave, the devokion
Hostesses Yizere Katherine Ray
from Genesis 4:1.
Margaret Taylor. Gail Gage
dona,
give
and
to
voted
The club

The 1993 Walk for Life and Annual BBQ in honor the 10th anniversary of
Life House will be Saturday, May 15. The walk will start at 9:30 a.m. and the.
BBQ at 11:30 a.m. at Life House at 1506 Chestnut St., Murray. Free 5-shirts
and BBQ plate with $100 in pledges and free BBQ plate with $50 in pledges
will be given. Pledge sheets and tickets for the BBQ are available at the Life
House. "The purpose of the walk and BBQ are to secure funding for the Life
House ministry, and to celebrate the joys of life and the accomplishments of
the ministry this past year," said Kathy Perkins, director. The public is urged
to get involved. For more information call Life House at 753-0700.
The Youth Group irom First Christian Church will have a fundraiser on
Friday and Saturday, May 7 and 8, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the parking lot
of Piggly Wiggly. The youth will be selling BBQ ribs ($8 whole'and $4 half);
BBQ chicken ($5 whole and $2.50 half); and pork tenderloin sandwiches at
$2.50 each. Funds from the event will be used for a mission trip in July.

'Anything Goes' will be presented

Murray High -School will present Cole Porter's musical, "Anything Goes,"
on Friday, Saturday and Monday, May 7, 8 and 10, at 8 p.m. and on Sunday, May 9, at 2 p.m, at Playhouse in Murray-Calloway County Park. Tickets
at $5 per person will be available at the door

6

,-A,5 This Mother's Day
) treat that Special 'Mom"
to nothing but
the Finest.

ENGLISH FARMS
SPECIALTY FOODS
MA Baskets - Popcorn Tins -

pta....

• •ht•

ao•

& Amnia

1 Group
City Shorts

1/2 price
ATTEND CONVENTION — Murray Woman's Club members
who attended the recent 98th annual convention of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs stand behind KFW(' President, Trulla
Poynter, seated left, and First District Governor Irene Morgan,
seated right. NIWC members are, from left, Second Vice
President-elect Sue Allison, President Gerry Reed, First Vice
President-elect Evelyn Wallis, President-elect Martha Andrus and
Past President Barbara Brandon. The convention theme, "Soaring
to Success," was demonstrated by the announcement of various
awards from the federation's reported 'projects carried out in the
communities across Kentucky. The eight awards won by the local
club will be announced at its annual closing meeting on Saturday,
May 22, at 11:30 a.m. at the club house. Deadline for reservations
for this open meeting is May 15, and may be calledto club treasurer Naomi Rogers, 753-4/1-19.

Saturday
May 8, 1993
7:00 p.m.
MSU Lovett
Auditorium

4L.)

1 Group
Pink & Navy
That's Me

30% off

•

1 Croup
Illou•es
Dresses

20% off

Select Items
Throughout Store
Marked Down!

1/2 price
1 Cro up
Red & Navy
Birch Bros.

30% off

rr,

How To Please
Mother
Give Her A

Presented by

Gift Certificate

Jane Marie's
Dance Studio
tone Prone Chapman,
Mr.( tor

From

_
imjbiu IfiNntet1
AdiriWor

fia..._c.iies.

111-4 104 • Ilas. 104

Pier 1 1111110111S
.”.54••!-,
120511 Chestnut • 753 11451

Remember Mother's Day

The Hazel Woman's Club will hold its Annual Senior Citizens' luncheon
on Saturday, May 8, at the Hazel Community Center. Lunch will be served
at noon for residents in and around the Hazel Community. Each person
attending will receive a "bag of goodies." Door prizes will also be given.

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will continue the tradition of honoring the widows of deceased brother Masons. "On Friday, May
7, at 6:30 p.m. the group will meet at Seven Seas Restaurant fdr a meal and
to pay tribute to these fine ladies," said R. Harmon, lodge member. All
Masons are invited to come. Each Mason is asked to provide a meal for one
widow if possible as a memorial for a deceased Mason.

(.RIMIE

Chestnut St., Murray
Shopping Ctr.
Thru May 8th

Hazel Club plans senior luncheon

Masons will honor widows Friday

Support

Spring Sale
.1)14stAtist:;brt

Youth Group plans fundraiser

Calloway County 4-H Rifle Team has rescheduled its car wash for Friday,
May 7, starting at 3:30 p.m. at K-Mart parking lot on North 12th Street.
Donations will be taken for washiAg cars.

Melissa Lampkins
bride-elect of
Ashley Thurman
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

OF HURRAY AND CALLOWAY C,OUNTY INC

Walk for Life planned at Life House

Pour-H Rifle Team plans car wash

became a new member.
The club has changed its meeting this month to Thursday. May
6, at 10 a.m. at the Ellis Center.
Karen Hicks, Calloway County
Extension Agent, will speak
about -Government Labeling .ol
Foods.' Agnes Watson and
Martha White will be hostesses.
Visitors are welcome.
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WRITERS'
POTPOURRI

Mother's Day Sale
riT

he Perfect

1,

All Containers for
Floral Arrangements
I- ALSO 20% OFF • -Lamps • Prints •
p.

• Happin
. eRPlace
305 South 12th • Murray • 753-4567
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for Moms & Grads

•

25% OFF

Selected Groups
• •

•

•

•

• •

•
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• •
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4 DAYS ONLY

•

•

•
•
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E
;OMENS APPAREL

753-7435
406

• • • •
Whispers In the Wind
By Deborah Joyce Williams
A cold room existed in the house,
their
House so carefully planned, labored
in love.
-Our room." he thought to himself as
his chair
Rocked beneath his frame (thoughts
of his beloved).
'She was as pure and .gentle as a
dove.
If only she could return,' he thought
when
Looking Back
He opened the window looking
By Charlie E. Usk
above
The old log cabin
To the heavens Curtains blew in
chinked pith straw and clay.
the wind
Stands To remind us
Their lace, an empty bridal veil to
of a by-gone day.
bend
When hands worked hard
His heart with memory. A; white
and men died young.
dress danced
From these humble dwellings
In the wind. His soul longed to hear
our freedom begun;
again
Many of our progeny
The voice which he loved — that
these hardships knew.
brought him romance
So long' ago
Into his life. Gently, the wind echoed
it's such a'dim view
The reply stirring the depths of his
When love and hard work
soul
were akin_
• • • •
And mothers tucked
Love Lost
hungry children in;
By Linda Parker
The songs and stories
I had a little fishie
even old wives tales.
how
I loved him so
Have weathered times
But one day 'had to let him go.
stormy gales,.
I put him back into life's waler
Our day is filled
• so he might grow
with speed and din_
Oh: little fishie how I miss you so
Quite -a contrast
Sometime later caught that fishie
to our distant kin.
again did I
• • • .
Why! I even found a familiar tear in
April Morning
my eye
•
By Linda M. Siebold
A tear of joy it was, for that little
It is morning.
fishie
A ghost-moon
I was happy -to see
Hangs yet
But 1 am not so sure that little fishie
in the early sky.
watns to -go ham° with me.
Diminishing
I guess I should let him go
as sunlight
Increases in strength.
Live with only his memories
Birdsong everywhere
But I am not sure I Can
Fills me with joy
Standfroing him' again.
• • • •
as the sky turns blue...
Bright Aptil-morning blue!
Leading with the Heart
And"pm ALIVE!
By Wilma Jean Sanders.
• • • •
If you lead with your heart, you will
Starlight Over Atlantis be hurt.
Words will cut, when they are curt.
By Mary Kate Apperson
When there's nothing ventured,
Starlight over Atlantis
nothing's gained.
Land of love and story
And nothing' grows, where it's not
Did the stars know the fate of
rained.
Atlantis?
Love is like, a fragile flower.
Fate that we know today
Words and action, have tremendous
That the lovers that night on Atlantis
power,
would be only a memory next day.
It's love and happiness, you stand
Ancient stars shining
to gain:
Ancient hearts pining
_
So lead with your heart, and risk the
With lingering dreams ever new
pain.
In a land, long ago
Young hearts all aglow
Pledged a love that could never
come true.
Stars bright over Atlantis
Mystery land of. glory_
.
Under the waves rests Atlantis
With young hearts together still
And the love once pledged on
Atlantis
Never died nor never will.

Writers' Potpourri will be
Saturday, May 9, at 9:30 a.m. at
the Calloway County Public
Library.
This is open to all interested
writers, according to Mrs. Gladys
Jarrett, director.
Mrs. Jarrett has released some
of the poems written by participants as follows:
• • • •

20% Off °
• Baskets • Furniture
• Pillows •

GladysJarrett,
Director

S. 12th • Murray

Crissy Maree' Ebersohl and
Jason David Wright to marry

•
Ebersolh Wrigt
h vozvs
will be said on June 5
- The engagement and approaching marriagetA Mis-s Criss y Maree'
Ebersohl to Jason David Wright, son of Mr. and Mrs: Larry D. Wright
of -Benton, have been announced by her-parents, Mrs. Bonnie Rawlings Day of Benton and Gale E. Ebersohl of Fairview Heights, Ill.
Miss Ebersohl is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. E.L. Rawlings
of Benton, and of Mrs. Mae Ebersohl and the- late John Ebersohl of
Oraville, Ill.
Mr. Wright is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. H. Brent Morris and
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Wright, all of MurrayLand the great-grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Macon M. White of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1990 graduate of Marshall County High School
and attends Murray State University. She is employed at Rodney's
1G A'
-,11 Beaten.
The gni:I'm-elect is a 1991 graduate of Marshall County High.
School and attends Paducah Community College. He is also employed
at Rodney's IGA.
The couple will exchange wedding vows on Saturday, June 5. at 7
p.m. at Hardin Church of Christ at -Hardin.
A receptioh will folk* the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception,

Local hospital
lists newborn
and dismissals

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Nlurray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
May 3, have been released as
foliows:
Newborn admission
Evans baby boy, mother, Elizabeth
Norwood, Rt. 2, Box 19, Springville,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Rupert Tynes, 506 Richirson, Murray; Mrs. Della E. Taylor, Rt. 4, Box
65, Murray;. Mrs. Verlie C. Allen, P.O.
Box 150, Mayfield;
William Smith, 1500 Coach Estates
E-11, Murray; Nolon Taylor, Rt. 3, Box
164, Fulton; Julius Paul Johnson, 1603
Catalina, Murray;
Mrs. Blanche Blalock, 1514 ChaUcer, Murray; Mrs. Murrell Smith, 903
Fairlane Dr., Murray; Herbert W. Cherry, 839 Hurt Dr., Murray;
John Sparks. HCR 75 Box 68-L,
Hamlin; Mrs. Ruth Shekell, Rt. 4, Box
314, Murray; Mrs. Eliza Craig, Rt. 2,
Box 125, Hazel;
Mrs. Brenda Jetton, Rt. 7, Murray;
Mrs. Cheryl Camp, At. 2, Box 145-A.
Murray; Mrs Charlene Dee Knight.
Apt. F, Murray Manor, Murray;
Mrs. Blanche Heathcott, 1511 Henry, Murray; Virgle Brittain, Rt. 3, Box
1050, Murray; Mrs. Diana Fuller and
baby boy, 1017 Cowan, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Cindy Ann Thompson and baby
girl, At. 2, Box 199, Mayfield; Miss
Catherine Michelle Chambers and
baby girl, 1628 Main St., Murray

in Nina, Connies, Easy Spirit
and J Renee

Southside Shopping Center
Murray, KY•753-8339

-AA

FIVE GENERATIONS — Mrs. Lena Brumley Bucy of NIurray.
seated right, is pictured with four other generations in her family.
who were the first children in each generation. Mrs. Eva Brumley.
Alexander of Murray, seated left, daughter of Mrs. Bucy, holds
her great-grandchild, Brandon Ray Alexander of Fulton. Standing
right is David Alexander of Fulton, grandson of Mrs. Huey, son of
Mrs. Alexander and grandfather of Brandon. Standing left is Ray
Alexander of Fulton, great-grandson of Mrs. Bucy, grandson of
Mrs. Alexander, father of Brandon and son of David Alexander.

TRIPLE CHANCE
GRAND PRIZE! Player's Riverboat Casino Cruise for Two with
Buffet Dinner, Night's Stay at the Executive InnPaducah, and '300 Cash.

1ST PRIZE! (5) Players Riverboat Casino Cruises for Two and
'100 Cash.

4

Winners (Per Store) Weekly
•11•••••

(Names Drawn Weekly Entered in Final Drawing)
-•-••••••••11m.••••••••

• 20 Lottery Tickets

"Selections" will offer the finest in China,
Crystal, Stemware, Flatware, Silver and Pewter.

• 12 Packs of Pepsi Products
• 34 oz. Jr. Food man Mug with Fill
-

Opening Soon In Dixieland Center
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CALENDAR
Wednesday, May S
Sharing Group of South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church/7 p m /home of
Chivis Brown.
Oak Grove Baptist Church prayer meet
ing and Young Peoples Class/6:30 pm
Eastwood Baptist Church service/7 30
p.m
-Dexter Baptist Church Bible Studs MI 30

RECITAL PLANNED — Students of Jane Marie's Dance Studio
will present their "Sea Cruise" dance recital on Saturday, May 8,
at 7 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University. Among
those to be featured are, from left, Lauren Hines, Katie Wagoner.
Rachel Oakley, Jonathan Chapman, Jennie Jones, Betsy Inman
and Angela Earwood. Not pictured is Lindsey Barnett. The public

Maxwell chosen finalist
volunteer Shelter Director for
eight years. During that time and

Shawn Maxwell, director of
Calloway County Animal Shelter,
was recently chosen as a 1993
Jefferson- Award's4inalist. The
recognition is sponsored jointly
by WPSD-TV,. Westvaco at
Wickliffe and the American Institute for Public Service.
Mrs. Maxwell received a
plaque "for outstanding community service" at a banquet held in
honor of all Jefferson Award
winners and finalists at JR's
Executisve Inn, Paducah. She was
selected as a finalist out of 88
nominations from a four-state
area.
The letter nominating Mrs:
Maxwell for this award read, in
part, "Because of _Shawn's
efforts, our shelter has become a
model for this region. We receive
numerous inquiries - and visits
from other shelters and humane
societies asking our advice and
guidance. It is largely thanks to
the hours that Shawn gives--toimprove the shelter that this is
true."
Further, the letter of nomination noted, "Shawn is a caring
neighbor and friend. Her volunteer work, though very lowprofile, touches our community
and its people in countless ways
year after year. She epitomizes
the volunteer, spirit."
Mrs. Maxwell has served as

Harley Dean
Deines born
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan L.(Duke)
Deines of 1629 Farmer Ave.,
Murray, are the parents of a son,
Harley Dean Mines, born on
Sunday, March -21, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The
baby weighed four pounds four
ounces and measured 17 inches.
The mother is the former Dotty
D. Smith.
Grandparents are Nordene Lorson of Murray and Lavernue
Smith of St. Clair Shores, Mich.
A great-grandparent is 011ie
Deines.

Murray Women ot the'. Nloi
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mu41Z
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4.1.417114°4S.4444":414-1""
114".r Baptist Young Women ol Y.e.uside

First Presbyterian Church events
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Shawn Maxwell

SOW

Westside Baptist Chords events include
business meeting/7 p m
Memorial Baptist Church nem. include
":"Kff clhierts actolhe.
H. Eddie Roberts Post ts291 of
Eelltosship meal/6 pm ; prayer Ser.% it,r
Auxiliary 1 pm Aational Guard 5,r,
p.m.; Sanctuary Chou/k p m
First united m ethodist church c„.„1, _ AA and AVA non dosed
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longer; she has been working to
bring the Calloway County Animal Shelter up to the national
guidelines for animal shelters
_recommended by the American
Humane Association and the
Humane Society of the United
Slates.
• "National accreditation for our
shelter is very important," Mrs.
Maxwell said. "It will mean we
mea the highest standards for
animal care, adoption procedures.
and general operations. These
standards ultimately mean that
the community benefits from a
more caring and Professional
approach 16 animal welfare and
public 'safety.-"._ Accreditation is
- expected to be complete by early
.
this summer.
Although Mrs. Maxwell volunteers over 6G.hours a week at the
Shelter, in addition to serving on
the Board of-Directors of the
Humane Society, she is quick to
give credit to the dedication of
the Shelter staff.'lam pleased-to
have been honored as a Jefferson
Award finalist, but I certainly
didn't attain this alone. All the
workers at the Shelter deserve
more credit than I_ can say for
their dedication and hard work."

Thursday, May 6
Quill Losers' 10th anno.cirsais par
p.m /Callus.ay County Publ i lit,,.
Publis ins 'test
Garden Department of MUITA Woill,
gu,
Club/noon/club house to go

Mr. and Mrs. Donald K. Edwards

Anniversary, reception will
be here Sunday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Donald K. Edwards
anniversary on Sunday, May 9.

will, celebrate their 25th wedding

The couple was married on May 1 1, 1968, by the Rev. Lawson Witliamson at Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Mrs. Edwards, the former Sherry Dian, McCuision, is the daughter
of Trellis P. McCuiston and the late Emma Lee McKinney McCuiston
of Murray.
Mr. Edwards is the son of Mts. Janie .Hendrick Edwards and the
late Raymond Edwards of Murray.
Their twosons are .David Keith Edwards, a junior at Murray State
University; and Christopher Michael Edwards, a senior at the--t4river_
sity of Louisville.
A reception, giveni by their fatuity, will be Sunday, May 9, from 2
to 4 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Edwards' father and stepmother, Mr.
and Mrs. McCuiston, at 1711 Olive St., Murray. All relatives and
friends are invited to attend.

Tottertozvn Club meets
Wanda Dixon, president, presided at the April meeting of Pottertown, Homemakers Club held
at Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday
Inn..
A donation

was made to he
given for a child to be sent to

camp.
Mrs. Dixon opened.the meeting
by reading the Homemakers

Creed. Reports were given by

Kay Carlson, secretary, and Mary
Moore, treasurer.
The recreational period was
conducted by Anita Purvis...
-Also present. were Christine
Collins, Jo Roberts, Bobbie
Cook. -Nancy Wright and Lavine
C:irter. •
The club will meet Wednesda. ,
May 12, at 10:30 a.m. at Holiday
Inn.
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BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER KY. • (502)674-5530
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Owner, DWAIN WARREN

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Fab. Carpenter Built. All Quality
t ed Material
2 rt.

A 4 concrete Floor
I Sell supporting 2x.
reinforced with
wire mesh
0.C.
B. 12"footing
J 1/9:plywood
Polyurethan
C.
o decking
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
i..0v
ri,ficangn
km csovigi
K. Seat
b ered
n
= re.
=
I
concrete
M.d
Oovoerhead steel
ILjnik
E Treated
ram,MI En LIMA
bottom plates
N.Steel service door
""2"-.
F. I1 studs, 16-0.C.
0.2x4 fascia
G. 7/16" Blondes
aluminum cover i
r
undersiding
P 2x10 headers
H. Masonite, wood or vinyl s.d •-g
0.4e4 raised curb
We offer you: FREE Esimates. References and Location of
Garages In Your Area. and Written Warranty.

with hardboard siding
1112 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
21/2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2'/2 CAR (24x30)

Deluxe Models
vinyl slding
$3,325
1
CAR (12x20)
$3,72
$4,025
2 CAR (18x20)
$4,425
$4,325
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$4,825
$4,525
2,2 CAR (24x24)
54,9
$5,025
LARGE 2,2 CAR (24x30) $5,5

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

FIFTH BIRTHDAY — Justin
Lee Parrish, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Elvin Lee Parrish of Murray, celebrated his fifth birthday on March 6 with a party
given by his parents at 7 p.m.
at his home. Many family members and friends attended. He
was the recipient of many cards
and gifts. He is the grandson of
Chester and Ruby Garner and
Mr. and Mrs. Lubie E. Parrish;
the great-grandson of Mrs.
Ruby Youngblood, Mrs. Nitaree
McCallon and Mr. and Mrs.
James M. Parrish. His
friends are Charles and Bobbie
Burkeen. His late greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Rufus Garner, Truman H.
Anderson, Tai Youngblood and
Hoyt McCillon.

Save Now Thru
Mother's Day
On All These
Great Fashions!
Take An Additional

25% OFF
'5 Off
1/4 on
'19.95
*5 Off

Daniel Green House Shoes
Purses._
All Canvas Tretorns
All Sandles
—Free

Our Already Low Prices On:
* SPRING DRESSES
* COORDINATES
* 2-PIECE DRESSING
* FASHION HATS
* SPRING HANDBAGS
* DRESS SHOES
* HAIR ACCESSORIES
* FRAGRANCES

Gift Wrapping—

Shoes For Mom, Grandmom, Aunts,
Sisters, Etc.

Thoe
hack

759-4795
Olympic
Plaza

•

•

•

••

.•

•
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61 EARS OF SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS DEALINGS IN MURRAY, NOW
REATEST MONEY SAVING SALES EVER HELD IN THIS AREA...
OF

urf4

E

STORE HAS
BEEN CLOSED
—All day Saturday, Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday,
May 1st through May 5th, to mark down all prices engage and train extra help, - arrange and rearrange
stock. Everything in our store will be marked in plain
figures on sale tickets. Nothing will be left undone to
make this the greatest selling event in our entire
business life. MAKE PLANS TO BE HERE WHEN THE
DOORS OPEN THURSDAY MORNING AT 9:30 A.M.

103 SOUTH 3RD STREET - DOWNTOWN MURRAY, KY.

GREAT $1,000,000
FURNITURE

DISPOSAL SALE
OUR GREATEST STOREVVIDE SALE EVER! INCLUDING EVERY ITEM IN EVERY DEPARTMENT
AT THE MOST DRASTIC AND SUBSTANTIAL PRICE CUTS OF OUR ENTIRE 65 YEARS
EVERYTHING IN OUR STORE REDUCED SPECIAL
STORE HOURS
AMERICA'S FINEST, MOST Don't miss our most important sale in 61 years.Everything
in our store in all departments Is marked down for quick
TRUSTED BRANDS
GREAT
sell-out for a shontgneonly.Truly 14e_chance of a lifetime
ALL ON SALE!
to save on fine qddityllbilie fumittitiand a6cessorles at

Broyhill, Lane, Cochrane, Athens, Chromcraft, Stanley, Barcalounger, Sealy, Oriental
Accents, Winters, Art Master, Carolina Mirror, Designer Accents, Large Sculpture,
Rivercrest, Jasper, Harris Marcus

AND MANY AMI:1E!

savings that will amaze'you,coming as it does tight in the
face of constantly rising prices and right at the start of the
season when this merchandise Is needed most. ANTICIPATE your needs now and for the years to come.Expect to
save important money Thursday 9:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Nothing reserved - nothing held back! COME, SEE, and

YOU BE THE JUDGE.,

SALE
DAYS

THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

9.30 A.M. TO 8.00 P.M.
9.30 A M. TO 8:00 P.M.
9130, A M TO 5:00 P.M.
'''..........

TO $450.00

UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS

SOFAS
One lot of sofas in the better
styles, covers. etc by the fine,:
makers Out they go Thursday,
while they last at

$488
TO
RE6CirvRs
$238

One lot Ot, fine—Upliolstered
chairs by exceljent makers
Assorted colors. Fine styles
Out they go Thursday, while
they last at..

Ts
OCCASIONALTABLES
One group of occasional tables
assorted styles and finishes
Good makers Out they go
Thursday, while they last at

$88

HUNDRED...JPREDS MORE UNADVERTISED BARGAINS ALL ON SALE!

325.00
7 PC. Di
ROOM

.00

One lot of fine recliners in the
most sought after styles, assorted colors Out they go
Thursday while they last at

ALL SALES,F1NAL

By Broyhill 7 piece dining
room, table wit leaf, 1 arm
chair, 5 side chairs Better
finish Out it goes Thursday.
while it lasts at

ONE LARGE GROUP

$658

ACCESSORIES
60ohoFF

mplement your home,
lots
nusual pieces The
most so ht after, hand
picked by our decorators,
go Thursday at

NO REFUNDS - NO EXCHANGES - NO PHONE ORDERS!

$2452.00

$3237.00

TO $100.00

7 PC. SECTIONAL
$988
By fine maker, 7 piece secbonal in the most sought after
style Out it goes Thursday.
while it lasts at...

ll
TABLE LAMP,
One group of fine makers table
lamps in the finer styles, colors. They won't last long at
savings like these

3 PC. BEDROOM SUITE

By Broyhill, 3 piece bedroom suite, $
dresser with 171 view, beveled mirror,
6 drawer chest on chest, pineapple
Pester bed. Out it goes Thursday,
while it last at..

HURRY! 1ST COME - 1ST SERVED! ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE! SOME ONE-OF-A-KIND!
TO $377.00

$1499.00

NIGHT STANDS

7 PC. DINING ROOM
By fine maker, table Wee 6 side chairs
Good style, finish. Out it goes at

One et of barter night stands Assorted
styles finishes Out they go at

'748

$911

5869.00 Dears*

TO $14200

TABLE, FLOOR LAMPS
One lot of better table and floor lambs,
f..ne rnaKer, nice selection Out they go

$2062.00

FILE CABINET

3 PC. BEDROOM

Deluxe four drawer file cabinet
Accue glide drawers By fine maker
Out it goes at

By rne maicer dresser Wtri-fold mirror, 5
drawer chest, poster bed Out it goes at

$58

$988

$348
USE VISA-MASTERCARD-DISCOVER! FINANCING AVAILABLE! 90

DAYS SAME AS CASH!

BARRISTER BOOKCASE
By better maker, bamster book.
case 60" high glass doors Fine
knish Out it goes Thursday while
it lasts at

$388

00
l\11iTTE SET
5 PC. iil'
By famous maker, 5 piece dinette
set table 4 chairs Excellent style
Hurryl Out it goes Thursday while
it lasts at

$688

TO $1652.00

SOFA and LOVE SEATS
One lot of better sofa and love seat
sets in the fine covers assorted
styles Boner makers Will go fast
Thursday while they last at

S

ALL ITEMS WILL BE SOLD ON A FIRST COME - FIRST SERVED BASIS! NO PHONE ORDERS!
$1204.00

TO $770.00

$679.00 42" WIDE

SOFA and CHAIR

RECLINERS

BUFFET and HUTCH

By famous maker sots and Char,
E xceilent cokx Better style Out it
goes Thursday whole they lest at

1;

One group of better made rectin
ers in the wanted colors by famous
makers Out they go Thursday
white they last at

$3311

The deadline to host a sale in
West Kentucky's Biggest CityWide Yard Sale on May 15 from
7 a.m. to 3 p.m. is fast
approaching.
Applications are due by May 7,
1993 in the Murray Tourism
Commission office of the Commerce Centre.
Applications are still available
at the Murray Tourism Commission Office- in the Commerce
Centre at 805 N. 12th St. and
should be submitted with the
application fee, which is $5 for.
individuals and $10 for civic
groups and merchants.
There will be more than 50
yeard sale areas throughout the
city as well as in the MurrayCalloway County Park.
Last year thousands of people
travelled from as far as four
states to hunt for treasures and
bargains during the one-day
event.
Any resident, civic group, or
merchant in the city or county is
encouraged to hold a yale sale in
conjunction with the Freedom
Fest event.
This would be a perfect opportunity for local merchants tO host
sidewalk sales and specials.'
Freedom Fest '93 will promote
and advertise West Kentucky's
Biggest Yard Sale throughout the
region to:assure widespread participation by shoppers everywhere.
For those interested in hunting
bargains on May 15, maps with
detailed- descriptions of items
available and various locations of
sale areas will be available for $1
at th-e Commerce Centre on May
14 and 15.
There will be something for
everyone, but hurry — the bargains could be gone early!

.

SALE BEGINS THURSDAY MORNING MAY 6TH PROMPTLY 9:30 TO 8:00
TO $1160.00

Deadline approaches
for west Kentucky's
largest city yard sale

By famous maker 42 wide
bunet and hutch Solid oak
Fine finish Out it goes Thurs
day whilst it lasts at

8338

Carlisle awarded
$4,500 fellowship
to attend MSU
Thomas Taylor Carlisle 11 of
Murray has been selected as the
recipient of the .$4,500 Jesse
Stuart Fellowship for 1993-94 at
Murray State, University,
Carlisle earned a bachelor's
degree in public relations_ and
advertising at Murray State in
1986. Since then, he has worked
as a freelance writer, sports editor of the Mayfield Messenger,
and as advertising manager for
Bright's in Paducah.
A graduate of Mayfield High
School, Carlisle plans to pursue a
master's degree in English. He
also plans to earn a doctorate in
English and teach on the collegiate level..
Awarded for the first time in
1975, the Jesse Stuart Fellowship
was established to honor Stuart,
the renowned author and educator
from Grecnup County in camern
Kentucky. He died in 1984. •
Stuart's collection of manuscripts, papers and memorabilia
is housed in the Jesse Stuart
Room of Murray State's Pogue
Special Collections Library.
'Stuart- initiated .the Jesse Stuart
Writing Workshop in 1969 and
was its, director for several summers on campus.
Stuart was awarded an honorary doctor of pedagogy degree by
Murray.State in 1968. It was one
of the first two honorary degrees
ever conferred by the university.
Serving on the selection committee for the fellowship were:
Dr. Robert McGaughey, chairman
of the department of journalism
'and-.radio-television; Dr. Janice
Hooks, associate professor of
elementary and secondary education; Dr. Thayle Anderson and
Dr. Jerry Herndon, professors of
English; and Dr. Keith Heim.
professor of -library -science.
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Company unsure of document impact
It will be some time before
Murray Cablevision and its customers know how or if the 450-page
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Rate Regulation document will affect Murray, according
to Burnette Ferguson, general manager of Murray Cablevision.
The documnent, issued Monday
by the FCC, will proivide initial
federal guidelines of rates. A
separate "cost-of-service" proceeding will be conducted by the FCC on
the costs that cable companies have
in providing cable to customers.
Since expenses are essential it; any
form of rate regulation, it's important to keep in mind that these initial
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guidelines are not complete, Ferguson said.
"Like most cable companies, we
don't have a copy of the 450-page
document," Ferguson said.
"I
understand the FCC only released a
few copies of its report last night.
When it does become available, it
will take a good amount of time to
sort through the rules and the official 'report and order' which helps
interpret the rules."
Previous rate regulation summaries of the FCC have served only to
create for cable customers and cable
companies. "We continue to feel it
will be a disservice to 'guess' how
these rules will affect us here in

50
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Murray. The bottom line is we will
comply with the law."
The overall price of basic and tier
levels of service is frozen until
August. The FCC did this to allow
cities and cable companies time to
determine how to implement the
complicated new rate guidelines.
"As soon as we know how the
rules will impact our business, our
customers will be the first to know,"
Ferguson said..
The rate regulation ruling is one
of 23 separate regulation proceedings related to cable television fol-
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Norman Rockwell's 1964 painting "To Keep Myself Physically'
Strong" is among the 29 original Rockwell Scout paintings on permanent exhibit at the National Scouting Museum on the campus of
N1urray State University in Murray.

pr1st

Murray houses "national
treasure" with collection
of Norman Rockwell art
There is a "national art treasure"
located in Murray, Ky., that is
relatively unknown to most people
living in the region. That treasure is
a collection of 54 original works by
Norman Rockwell, America's bestloved artist.
Over half of the works are currently on exhibit at the National
Scouting Museum, located on the
campus of Murray State University.
This year, the museum is placing
special focus on its world-class
Rockwell originals in an effort to
gain greater recognition for this
exceptional collection of illustration art. Most of the paintings were
produced by Rockwell as images for
the Boy Scouts of America annual
calendar. Except for 1928 and
1930, Rockwell produced a new
Scouting painting for Boy Scouts of
America each year from -1925 to
1976. Those illustrations also found
their way onto handbook covers and
were used as covers for "Boys'Life"
magazine.
For the 1993 museum season,the
Rockwell Gallery has been reorganized and expanded, with several
paintings that have not been previously displayed. The paintings are
now in chronological order, better
illustrating Rockwell's changes in
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WOMEN'S HEALTH SERVICES
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style throughout his career and
reflecting changes in Scout uniforms and the Scouting program.
To further explain those stylistic
changes during Rockwell's 60 plust
years of work with the Boy Scouts
of America, the museum has produced a new Rockwell Gallery
Guide. The plinted guide is available this year free-of-charge to all
visitors thanks to the generous support from Shoncy's Restaurant in.
Murray.
In addition, the National Scouting Museum has joined with the
Murray Tourism Commission to
produce a new card brochure featuring the Rockwell Collection. The
brochure will be distributed
throughout the region at all tourist
information offices Land welcome
center.
The National Scoining Museum
will be exhibiting 29 of its original
Rockwell Scout paintings through
out the 1993 season. The museum is
open March 1 to Nov. 30 each year,
Tuesday through Saturday,9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. and Sunday, 12:30 to 4:30
p.m. It is closed Mondays, Easter
and Thanksgiving Day. An admission is charged. For more information, call Steve Ross at (502) 7623383.

The Opening Of The Practice Of

LAURA DELLOS AND
KATHRYN YUHAS

The reign of 1994 Miss Teenage America begins in Kmart's ladies
fashion department N1ay 1 as contenders pick up official entry.
forms, the retailer announced recently. The entry deadline is July.
15. The Miss Teenage America program emphasizes many of the
same American ideals embodied in Kmart's 5-year renewal program," said Rick Pellino, divisional vice president of Kmart Fashions. "Female teens more frequently select Kmart as their source
for ontrend, quality fashions, friendly service and the best value
for their money," Pellino said. kmart has been a major corporate
sponsor of the Miss Teenage America program for the past nine
years. Shown above is 1993 Miss Teenage America, Mary Nguyen.

Certified Nurse Midwives
Specializing In Obstetrical Care
In Association With Leland J. Elliott, M.D.
Board Certified Obstetrician/Gynecologist
120 West Walnut, Mayfield

Appointments: Phone 247-8100

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE
FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
Daisy Watkins, left, presents a report she wrote about the history
of the Murray-Calloway County Park in Pete O'Rourke's 7th
grade World Civilization class to Gary llohman, the parks director. Daisy chose this topic because her father has been- maintenence forman at the park for 7 years. Information on the report
may be obtained by contacting Mr. Peter O'Rourke.
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Why pay rent and more per gallon for gas
when you can own your tank and buy from us
at a GUARANTEED LOWER PRICE!
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Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.
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nSeveral Murray State University students from Murray received
awards at the fifth annual honors banquet sponsored by the Murray State Center for Continuing Education and Academic Outreach. Dr. Vi Miller,(second from right) dean of Continuing Education, presents awards to (from left) Michelle Ward and Sharyn
Hollingsworth, Never Ever Too Old (NET()) Club's Heroic Student awards; and Becky Phillips, NET() Member of the Year and
NET() Leadership Award.
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EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1. Low Back Pain
2. -Headaches
3. Shoulder Pain
4. Arthritis

5.
6.
7
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13
14
15
16

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches

Dr. Donnie
/4- Heakort, D.C.

and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neuroiogical lest,a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.
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by Congress in October. One of the
other significant rulings may impact
the carriage of broadcast networks
(ABC, CBS, NBC, PBS
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Wylwood

Cream Corn,
Cut Green Bean

Pimento Spread

Reelfoot Red Label

Morning Gem

Country Style

Bologna

_

a dfli
BOLOGNA

16 oz. Pkg.

Queen's Pride Tropical

Country Cupboard

Fruit Salad

Waffer
Meats 2.5 oz.

Golden

Tostados

Good Sense

Biscuits

Baby
Powder

Milk House

Swan

Shredded
Cheddar

Petroleum
Jelly

Texas Style

........ "

So Cheezy

American
Singles

Plantation

81 /4 oz.

Fudge
Brownies

69
Frisk

Fries

Fabric
Softener

Jeno's

Whiz

Pizza
Rolls

Liquid
Detergent

O'Days Crinkle Cut

Park Instant

27 oz Jar

Banquet

Star

Vegetable
-Pies

Cleanser
Natures Own

Banquet

Paper
Plates

Crenie
Pies

We accept checks for
the amount of purchase only, food stamps
and
manufacturer's
coupons. Savings up
to 40% on the food youi
use the most — 100%
guaranteed?

II

Prices Good
Wednesday, May 5
Thrn
Tuesday. May 11, 1993
We reserve the right
to limit quantities
and comet printing
errors.
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Kurth receives reco nition from WICE1
Shown above is the seventh grade Calloway County Middle School
Mathematics team which on 2nd place. Witty them is APSI President Oscar Page.

Shown above is the eighth grade Calloway County Middle School
Mathematics team which won 2nd place. With them ig APSU President Oscar Page.

CCMS wins big in math tourney
In the eighth-grade division.
Calloway County Middle
School r students won several Patrick Haney won the first-place
awards at Austin Pcay State Uni- individual award, and Mike
versity's recent Junior High Wojciechowski took the fourthSchool/Middle School Mathema- place spot. Haney also won the
top award among all Calloway
tics Contest.
Seventh-and eighth-graders 'seventh-graders..
Two teams of Calloway stii-competed separately against other
students from middle Tennessee dents also placed during the conand southern Kentucky. More test. The seventh-grade team than 200 students were on cam- consisting of Stickler, Ernstberger, Witte and Elizabeth Bryant
pus for the day long event.
— won the second place award.
In the individual competition
for seventh-graders, Calloway
The eighth-grade team won
County's Erica Stickler won the
second place, also. -Team. memfifth-place award, while Kenny
bers include Haney, WojciechErnstbergcr won the sixth-place owski, Robert Jaszenko and Scott
spot. Laurie Witte tied for ninthKellie.
place in that category. Miss
APSU's Dr. Thomas Hamel,
Stickler also won the first-place
professor of mathematics, coordiaward among all Calloway
:nated the contest.
seventh-graders.

Humane Society Bequest

Doris Johnson is pictured with her dog, Charlie, enjoying a
moment together. The Humane Society recently received a substantial bequest from the will of the late Doris 0. Johnson, a longterm friend of animals and a member of the society, who passed
away in Murray a year ago in February. It was her wish that the
money be added to "The Toby Fund," a permanent endowment
for the society. Johnson was a warm and caring person, who loved
both people and animals. She moved to Murray in 1977 following
her retirement from a chemical company in Bensonville, Illinois,
and was a special friend of the Humane Sociey, lending enthusiastic support despite failing health. Through her generous gift to the
Toby Fund, she will continue to make a difference in the lives of
the animals she loved so much for many years to come.--The
Humane Society of Calloway County is an agency of United Way.
For information call 759-4141.
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FLEETWOOD

14150 Westwood (35675).2
bedroom. I bath Wail to wall
carpel. snack bar. correkete
with stove and -ming. Great
lake nano ot starter home.
Clown payment as low as
OM Monthly payments as
Wm as 1150.

24244 Fleetwood Double
Wide 3 bedroom 2 bath Vinyl
Wing with Moon* rool. garden
tub. ceding an, wail to wall
carpiti. stove and ruing
Complet• won centre' air
condition Doh) wad Pr.:. at
221.6004 Down payments as
low as 111.210. Payments
=Yak 1230 pet month

441

241152 Fleetwood Double
Wide 3 bedroom. 2 bath.
Vinyl skImg with shtrogle root
Garden tub. °offing Ian wad
to wail carpel stove and
ruing Complete with central
air conOdoon Two hoof plans
to Ch001111 from 127.000.
Down payment as low as
$1.445. Payments aliCifol
ittes per month

16260 Fleetwood "34514) 2
bedraorn. I bath Woodgfain
111161110f: storm win0 gar'Muss'
don tut. coi .
g. Fly
kitchen. s
nts all Me
'NO
ice at $15.200.
Down •ayment ALS low as
$825. Payments a0Clroll.
2170 Per month.

FREE
DELIVERY
SET-UP

_

KEITH BAKER
HOMES, INC.

wart. ni I., Paris, TN
1lIP,ss14S4'flSS

(101)6444012

The - Technology CAnter at
Murray State University_ has
announced the first of many
workshops planned during the
next few months to-assist industrial architects, drafters and engineering consultants.
"Introduction to the Programmable Controller Using -the AllenBradley PLC-5," an extensive
training course featuring 35 hours
of instruction will be held May
10-14. This course is an introducion to Allen-Bradley's latest
programmable coaroller series,
the PLC-5 family of controllers.
hardware considerIt will
ations and introductory programming using-ICOM's Ladder Logic software. Relay logic timers,
counters, sequencers, file moves
ancrprogramming techniques will
be covered. Participants will
devise program soft-line using
computers and test those programs on-line using Allen-Bradley
PLC-5 systems.
Danny Clairborne, assistant
professor in the Technology Center advises that pre-registration is
required due to a class limit of 15
participants.
All sessions will meet from
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. daily in
room 254 of the Martha Layne
Collins -Cerqr for Industry and
Technology. There is a fee of
$500 per individual. Groups of
three or more are eligible to apply for tuition adjustments.

/4111.:
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THE PICK...Kentucky Lottery's newest, mosi
exciting, easy way to win $200,000!
-- Think you coact-use $2110.MTEP Wr)., T•' Win,
,
Pock Match
00r;

With THE PICK you might lus•
with
-- cash all at once
numbers' :Better-yet you car: r

,

It's as simple as...
It,..
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Picking how many numbers you want toN
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Prcking your favorite numbers between 1 an -56
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Picking how many draws you wan! lo
.
Could wrung be an easier thav gi ifr iV
HE PICK gives you the options tr; piO,
TI-IF
--- 1;2.3 4.5 or 6 ul your r:6 :
Or play a Quick Pick' THE PIO, I
and win il your way'
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Payouts bad
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Play THE PICK at your Kentucky Lotto retaile,
KE%TUCK

it
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AOW
43.01
Paris
(
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.46.444.4114

Landing State Park Inn

)

Invites You To

Mother's' Day At The Lake'
All You

4
4
4

4

11:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Can Eat $795 Tax & Drink
Entrees:

Chef Carved Prime Rib & Roast Round of Beef

Vegetables:
Vegetable Stir Fry
Yellow Squash Casserole
Green Bean Almondine
Au Gratin Potatoes
Honey Glazed darrots

44
•

Golden Fried Shrimp
Full Salad Bar:
Whole Baked Stuffed Salmon
Roast Pork Tenderloin
Crabmeat Salad
Fresh Boiled Shrimp
Mandarin Orange-SaladCrispy Fried Chicken
.
Green Pea Salad
Southern Fried Catfish
Fresh Broccoli & Cduliflower
Anti--PastaSpecial Desserts:

4
4

5% Down Payment
with Approved Credit

im.
111-6
"
41.
101,114.
—
NEW SHIPMENTS OF
tot&
11 SING LEWIDES & DOUBLEWIDES

ships in fostering edu.ati
reform." -•
A cooperative etilleax,,r
Murray State. Digital Equip
Corp., and the WK
resulted In electronic mail .
bilities_ for the central
the 28 public school dtsirict.
innovative project noa pro‘i
model 107 other wpm). a.
nological advances are poi
'Again. Dr kurth's
public school education ha,
Wed 3 lust tor tint
Crisp said.

Technology class
offered at MSU

•

SOUTH RIDGE

14170 Fleetwood (35925) 3
bedroom+. I 1/2 bath. House
type door. snack bar. ceiling
Ian in living room. vaulted
ceiling. Priced for Mos event
at 11114.2CO. Down payment as
tow as $775.- Paymentsaddroa.tido oar fronds

"Dean Weaver established the
also provides all.utiliOs.
Dr. Ronald 1. Kurth's leaderposition of director of school ser"With Dr. Kurth's unqualified
ship in the pursuit of quality
vices and research to directly support and through the efforts of
public school education has
assist school districts in western
Dr. Vi Miller and the staff of the
earned him the praise of the
Kentucky with professional deve- Center for Continuing Education,
board of directors of the West
lopment activities and other ini- the interactive television network
Kentucky Educational Cooperatiatives mandated by the Ken- has embraced the two school distive (WKEC).
tucky Education Reform Act of tricts in Fulton County, providing
The board of directors of the
1990," she said.
...cliiSes that would not otherwise
WKEC has unanimously adopted
Murray Suite also. houses the
be available to their students,"
a letter of appreciation in support
Region One Service Center in
Crisp said. "Funding is being
of the Murray State University
Stewart Stadium. The facility has
sought to add three other counties
president's work on behalf of the
been remodeled and furnished at to the network. Dr. Kurth clearly
West Kentucky school districts.
no. cost to the Kentucky Depart- recognizes the role of technology
"Dr. Kurth's acknowledgement
ment of Education. Murray State and the importance Of partner!
of the cooperative role necessary
between Murray State University
and the public school systems in
western Kentucky has earned him
the strong support of the superintendents who are members of the
WKEC," according to lane C.
Crisp, executive director of the
cooperative. "The cooperation
and support between Murray
State and the 28 school districts
in the WKEC have improved
greatly as a result of his efforts."
Kurth has attended WKEC
workshops where school superintendents have had the opportunity,
to communicate first hand the
educational needs which can be
addressed by Murray State, Crisp
said.
The board also praised the sup-port of the dean and assistani
dean of the MSU College of Education. Dr. Jan Weaver, dean, and
Dr. ,Bill Price, assistant dean,
helped further Kurth's support of
the public school systems, Crisp
said.

Hot Fudge Cake
Granny's Punch Bowl Cake
Cookies 'N' Cream Pie
Dietetic Cheese Cake
Lemon Ice Box Pie
Hand Dipped Ice Cream

Fresh Strawberry Short Cake
Homemade Chess Pie
Cherry Cheesecake
Apple Cobbler
Caramel Pie

4

R.rvationa for parties of 8 or more. Call (9(fl) 842-4311 Ext. 450 (8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.)
Located 16 miles fait of Paris. Tn. on .
Hwy. 79 S. on beautiful Kentucky Lake
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Hu Mat courses
will begin May 12
at Murray State

Members or the Murray State University class of 1943 were honored April 23 at the Emeritus Club
Luncheon during Alumni Weekend activities. The class of 1943 originally numbered 93 graduates.
Members of the class who attended the luncheon were (first row, from left) Curtis Wayne Doran,
Murray; Jane Bratton Kallenberg, Murray; Jack Thompson, Powell, Tenn.; James Washam, Southern Pines, N.C.; Samuel Rayburn Watkins, Louisville; Lyndle Barnes Sr., Princeton; Angie Apperson, Kevil; Jean Hicks Tucker, Cordova, Tenn.; (second row, from left.) Dr. H.E. McDaniel, Alamo,
Tenn.: Dr. Hugh Malrath, Louisville; Emma Sue Gibson, Murray; Mary Gore Routen, Billings,
Mont.; Helen Lovett Hogancamp, Murray; Dr. Dorothy White Harkins, Richmond; Anne Berry Lesnikowski, Vineyard Haven, Mass.; Frances Nelson Bell, Nashville, Tenn.; Tass Hopson, Murray;
Ithird row, from left) Wayne Reynolds; Mount Vernon, Ill.; Ray Moore, Winter Haven, Fla.; Levi
Oliver, Princeton; Jack Weaver, Paris, Tenn.; Luther Shaffer, Memphis, Tenn.; Nelson Boyd, Mayfield; Calvin C. Brown, Avon, N.Y.; Pat N1. Gingles, Nashville; (fourth row, from left) James D.
Edwards,-Fairfax, Va.; Eugene A. Waggonert Murray; William Miller, Murray; Dr. Conrad Jones,
Murray; Lonnie Rudd, West End, N.C.; Haron West, Murray; George Wilson, Memphis; and Ted
Davis Haley, Danville.

Satellite Cable is
HOT! HOT! HOT!
Tired of paying premium prices
for poor service?

Satellite Cable
Is The Answer!

r.

* 100's of FREF. Channels!
* Monthly and annual
packages for premium
channels!
Call Us For More Information
Or Just For Programming
"You Do Have Another Choice"
E
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CALL (502) 759-1835

Training opportunities will be
offered in May to assist individuals who have contact with
hazardous materials. The sessions
are part of a series developed by
the Occupational Safety and
Health Training Center at Murray
State University.
Incident Command Training, a
16-hour course that requires prior
knowledge of emergency
response techniques, is scheduled
May 12-13. Cost is $325 per
individual.
"Coordinating a hazardous
material emergency response
requires a strong background in
crisis management and communication," says Jimmie Quinn,
Training Center director. He
explains that this course will
enable participants to manage and
effectively mitigate emergencies.
Forty hours of training will be
offered in a special workshop for
hazardous waste site workers
May 24-28. This course will provide emergency responders and
hazardous waste workers with
classroom and hands-on response
scenarios. This seminar will
enable participants to recognize,
minimize and clean up hazardous
material releases that they may
encounter in unique situations
during their normal work day.
The course will also enable
hazardous waste workers to work
safely in complex hazardous
waste areas. There is a fee of
$695 per individual for the complete five-day course,
All courses are conducted in
the new Martha Layne Collins
Center for Industry and Technology at Murray State. State-of-theart equipment is used with
emphasis on "hands-on" training,
Students are provided manuals
and course materials containing
key information and written compliance documents.
Maximum class size is 24 students and customized training is
also available for your organization. Persons interested in attending should call the Training.Center to pre-register.
For additional information,
contact the Department of Occupational Safety and Health, Murray State University, 1 Murray
St., Murray, Ky., 42071, or call
(502) 762-3385.

Murray

Ts

This
s Newspaper
Contains

Recycled Newsprint.

COMMUNITY

Dennis Jackson (right) of Paducah accepts the president's gavel of
the Murray State University Alumni Association from the 1992-93
president, Mack Bushart. Jackson is a teacher at Paducah Middle
School and a 1%6 graduate of Murray State. He will serve as
president for the 1993-94 year. He was installed at the annual
alumni luncheon. Bushart is the property valuation administrator
for Marshall County.

Three Murray State University staff and faculty members were
recognized at the fifth annual honors banquet recently sponsored
by the Murray State Center for Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach. Dr. Vi Miller, (second from left) dean of the
Center of Continuing Education at Murray State, presents awards
to (from left): Dot Newbern, an adult counselor at Education
Talent Search, Outstanding Staff Member; Nancy Williams Wahl,
Special Award; and Dr. Gordon Loberger, professor of English,
Outstanding Faculty member award.

Piggly Wiggly of Murray was honored at the fifth annual honors
banquet sponsored by the Murray State University Center for
Continuing Education and Academic Outreach with the Outstanding Community Supporter Award for supplying food for a Never
Ever Too Old (NETO) Club cook-out. The club is made up of
adult students at MSU. Accepting the award from Dr. Vi Miller,
dean of the Center of Continuing Education, is Delbert Saalwaeclter, Piggly Wiggly manager.

Read the classifieds daily

* ANNIVERSARY SALE *
WHOLE HOUSE
SALE!

12

8110 Had

3 Bedrooms, Living Room & Hall,
Up to 70 Sq. Yds. of Carpet & Pad
Many colors of
sculptured to
choose from

e48900
41

OR
Choose from
Plush, Hi Low or$6490
Track Less
A Heavier Carpet

OR
Nth this group you $79900
can have a Monsanb
Trackless or a great
Monsanto Saxony
I nit")

Kathnn

NNI.

OR

NN1, NISN

00
Step up to a dons*199
Mansanto that is
designed for
heavy traffic

NURSE MIDWIVES SPECIALIZING IN
OBSTETRICS & OTHER WOMEN'S SERVICES
\Vi'men,I lealth Service,
is'\1'.est W.1111111. \1.i‘ held. KY 42066. RN .App.anent: 502-247-81A'

12

Sales tax or Installation is not included. No
other promotion, coupons or discounts can
be accepted. Price is for up to 70 yds. of
carpet & 7/16 pad.

LARGEST STOCK OF
FIRST QUALITY CARPET
IN THIS AREA
SUBJECT TO PRESENT
STOCK—NO ORDERS.
HURRY FOR BEST SELECTION!
Prices Good At Both
Locations With A
Combined Stock Of
Over 2.000 Rolls
Of Carpet
Flawed Carpet Tiles, Do A 12x12
Room From '151". Yes, Only •19II

Make Your Home "A Cut Above" With Our 100% Wool
Hand Made Area Rugs From India.

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

"All Area Rugs On Sale Now!"
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Obituaries
• Fred Kendall P'Pool, 23,
-.Cadiz, died Monday at 3 a.m.
from injuries sustained in a trailic accident on Kings Chapel
• Road in Trigg County.
He was a student at Murray
State University and was employed by Briggs & Stratton, Murray.
Born in Hopkinsville;he was
U.S. Army veteran and a member
of Rocky Ridge Baptist Church.
He was preceded in death by his
grandfathers. Waymon P'Pool
and G.E. Herndon.

CALENDAR
(Cont'd from page 9.4)

Mrs. Maude Lee Boyd Howard

Fred Kendall P'Pool

Services for Mrs. Maude Lee
Boyd Howard will be Thursday at
11 a.m. at Burnctts Chapel
United Methodist Church. The
Rev. Harry Nall and James
Shockley will officiate.
..Pallhearers, will be Howard J.
Howard, Harold Boyd Howard.
Jeffery Don Howard, Kelvin
Howard, William Hale Whitten
and Thomas Freeman, active:
nieces and nephews, honorary
pallbearers.
Entombment will .follow in
Highland Park Mausoleum,
Mayfield.
Friends may call at Byrn Funeral Horne, Mayfield, after 5 p.m.
today (Wednesday).
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy be in the
form of contributions to the
Beech Grove Cemetery Association, do Hoyt Jones, 701 Hillcrest Dr., Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
Mrs. Howard, 104, Rt. I. Farmington, Tr -City community,
died Tuesday. at 2:55 a.m.,at her
home.

Survivors include his parents,
Ronald Kelly and Peggy Herndon
P'Pool, Cadiz; two sisters, Pam
P'Pool Bush, Cadiz, and Kristi
P'Pool, Auburn, Ala.; his grand
(
mothers, Mrs. Imogene P'Pool
and Mrs. Lucille Calhoun Herndon; Trigg County: one nephew;
one brother-in-law.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m.
it the chapel of Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz. Burial will follow
in East End Cemetery there.

A member of Beech Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Churcb,
she had taught school in public
schools in the Dukedom section
of Graves County and was a
member of the Extension Home-makers Club from Bell City.
Her husband, Hollis V. Howard, preceded her in death is well
as two sisters, Mrs. Lexye Waldrip and Mrs. Ruth CoOk, and
four brothers, J. Clifton BOyd,
Curtis J. Boyd, Byron P. Boyd
and Novel R. Boyd.
Born Jan. 20, 1889, at Boyds
Crossing in Graves County, she
was the daughter of the late Thomas Jefferson Boyd and Willie
Alice Jones Boyd.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Margaret H. Adams,
Hickman; three sons, Harold
Boyd Howard, San Antonia-Texas. Maurice Jeffrey Howard,
Boyds Crossing, and Max
Edward Howard, -Wabash, Ind.:
10 grandchildren; 20 greatgrandchildren.

Dr. Vi Miller,(standing, left) dean of the Murray State University
Center for Continuing Education provides details about the trip to
Scotland that a group of 25 Murray State alumni and friends will
make on May 30. Among the group going to Scotland are (sitting.
from left)- MSU first lady Charlene Kurth, Ruth Hale; (standing.
from left) Miller, Trudy Baker, Agnes Morris, Sodie Hale, Jean
Lindsey- and Al Lindsey.

MSIJ Alumni and friends
-\•to take trip to Scotland
•

•

Twenty-five Murray Slate University alumni and friends will
-begin an exciting adventure to
Scotland on May 30. The usual
excitement that a two-week visit
to Scotland generates will be
even greater on this trip because
the group will be hosted by the
'Duke of'Athol! at his. home, Blair
Castle in Pitlochry, as well as by
officers and members of the Murray Clan Society of Scotland.
• The group will visit the two
largest Scottish cities of Glasgow
and Edinburgh and then travel to
Blair Castle where they will stay
at the Athol! Palace Hotel, a converted palace.
Included in the tour group are
Murray State President Ronald J.
Kurth and his .wife, Charlene.
The Kurths, along with several
other university rcpresenatives,
will visit with the Duke of
Atholl, Lord -George lain Murray
in his home, and extend official
greetings from the university and
the City of Murray.
After the group has visited the
Highlands and the islands of
Investments Since 1854
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Scotland, they will finish the trip
at Abcrcairny, Creiff in Perthshire where members of the Murray Clan. Society will host a --formal reception in honor of the
Murray State group. The reception will be held at Abcrcairny
House estate, the oldest Murray
property_ still intact. It has been in
the ownership of the Murray family since the 14th century.
"We are going to spend a night
on the Isle of Skye and of course
visit the traditional Loch Ness
and Loci" Lomond," said Dr. Vi
Miller, dean of the Murray State
Center for Continuing Education
and Academic Outreach. "We are_
going to.try and visit St. Andrews
for our golfers because it is the
birthplace of golf. Many of the
people going have some sort of
connection with Scotland, maybe
Scottish ancestry of just a desire
to visit Scotland."
The group will also be escorted
on a tour of the Drummond
Castle Gardens, hosted at a luncheon at the Crciff Hydro Hotel,
and given a tour of the private
-13th century church of Fowlis
Wester.
The formal reception, hosted
on the estate at a site that was
used for the film, "Chariots of
Fire," will include traditional
Scottish food, Highland dancing
and bagpipe music.
The trip is organized through
Murray State's Center of Continuing Education and Academic
Outreach, Center for International
Programs and the Office of Development and Alumni Affairs.

HOG MARKET
Federal-State Martel N
Sereke May 3, 1503
Kentucky Purchase Ares Hog Market Report lealailes
Baffin Statism Iscelptr Act. 3111, C.335 Barrows &
Gilts .93 briber Sore Am* be 36 WNW
1151.3411-44
US 1-2 235.330 lbs.
545.55.43W
US 1-2 2111435 lbs.
1143.1111-43.51/
US 2.3 23*-360 lbs.
143.511.43.14
US 3-4 240.7711
Sem
US 1-2 2141-354S
US 1-3 31/5-445
1.101-511-33.13111
US 1-3 410.515 lbs.
S36.1*-3400
US 1-3 523 and up
smao•stIS
US 3.3 3511411/
Beare weally S27.56.38.3111

Thursday, May 6

Thursday, May 6

•

Singles Friendship of Parrs. Tenn /7 30
p.M A•arm Bureau Building. Info/Kennith
Broach. 753-3580.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
8:30 a.m.-.4:15 p.m
National Scouting Mosconi/open
'
a.M.-4 30 pm

* * * *

Land Between the Lakes events include•
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace; Planetarium Show/11
a m. and 2- p.m./Visitor Center.

Subscribe!

* * * * * * * * * * * *
Elect

• EDDIE STONE
For Sheriff
Your Sheriff I Will Strive To:
• Be available 24 hours a day; 7 days a week
* • Hire qualified & professional deputies
•• Make a prompt 8. courteous response to all
calls
* • Implement new drug education programs
for our youth
* Ai

• Thank You for your support!
Had by C...abi.u. 22.1I'...

IS2 Mum..

* * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * *

Mother's Day Gifts She'll Love...

4

*Cards
'Pottery •Rugs
•Picture Frames •Baskets *Scented Candles

Mrs. Frances E. Dunning
Final rites for Mrs. Frances E.
Dunning were Tuesday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
Tommy Burnham officiated. Burial was in Saratoga Cemetery -in
Lyon' County.
Mrs. 'Dunning, 61, Calvert
City, died =Friday at _her residencc. She was the widow of Al
Dunning.
Survivors include_ four .stRis,
Steve Hood and Lyndon Dun-
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.- ning, Calvert City, Gary Hood,
Ballston Spa, N.Y., and Lynal
Hood, Murray; one stepdaughter,
Donna Durdon. Hopkinsville; two
stepsons, Roger Dunning, Bossier
City, La., and Tormity—Danning-Illinois; three sisters, Mrs.
Mildred Methony, Calvert City.
Mrs Helm- Cornwell,'Paducah.
and Mrs. Nellie Stuart, Flint,
Mich.; one brother. Albert Philps, Minonk„ 111.; 1 1
grandchildren.

Bob Dunn, R.Ph. 109 S. 4th St. 753-1462

Mark Nesler
Services for Mark Nesler were
Monday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield.
The Rev. Loyd Heavin officiated.
Pallbearers were Steve Greer,
Jody Brown; Chuck Woods. Toni
Kauffman, ,Doug Ford, Bud
Beckham, Jimmy Redden, Robert
Peeler, Mark Monroe, Greg Monroe, Tony Gray and Steve
Dupree. Burial was in Liberty
Church Cemetery.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy be to
Graves County Booster Club, do
Graves. County. High School, Rt.

Ezra L.
Blackwell
Ezra L. Blackwell, 70,- Rt. 2,
Benton, died Tuesday at 4:25
p.m. at his home.
He was a member or Oak
Level Church of Christ and a veteran of World War H. lie was the
son of the late Ernest Blackwell
and Hattie Debugue Blackwell.
Three sisters and two brothers
also preceded him in death.
Survivors include
- wife,
Mrs. Mamie 'Waddy Blackwell:
one daughter, Mrs. Linda Walters, and one son, Ricky Blackwell, both- of Rt. 2, Benton; two
sisters, Mrs. Rcetta Phelps of
Calvert City and Mrs. Mary Harris of Murray; two brothers."
James Paul Blackwell of Symsonia and Victor Blackwell of
Paducah; five grandchildren; one
great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Thursday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbcck
and Cann Funeral Home, Benton.
Leroy Lyles will officiate. Burial'
will follow in Oak Level
Cemetery.
Friends may call at -the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
.(Wednesday).

SUBSCRIBE

CH/ROPRAC.TIC
FOR BETTER HEALTH
DR. MARY BROERVIGMEYER
CHIROPRACTOR—
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8. Nlayfield, Ky. 42066.
Mr. Nesler,- 40, RL , .Oak Haven Road, Mayfield, died
Saturday at 12:30 a.m. at
Humana-Surburban Hospital,
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Sherry Nester; one daughter,.
Mykala Nester, and, one son:
Mako Nesler. at home; his
parents. Norman and Ruth Smith
Nesler, Mayfield: two brothers,
Joel Nesler, Rt. 6, Mayfield, and
Fred Nester, Rt. 2, Mayfield: his
grandmother, 78.Irs. Genie Nester,
Melber.
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MEGA
FOOD BAR

1

SALADS - MEATS - VEGGIES - DESSERT'§
Served Monday thru Thursday at 5_p.m.

1

-%
'

S - 4-.t

Open Mon. thru Sat. at 4 p.m. Closed Sundays !
Hwy. 641 North • 753-4141

THE MARION EYE CENTER
Is pleased to announce

Paul Runge, M.D.
and
Thomas N. Fleming, M.D.,
Fellowship trained surgeons have joined the
Marion Eye Center's Vitreoretinal
Department full-time
Marion Eye Center's Vitreoretinal Department Surgeons
Provide advanced:
Laser treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy and
Age related Macular Degeneration
Surgical Repair of Retinal detachments, tears,
holes, Epi-retinal membranes; Intra-ocular
bleeding, and other Retina-Vitreous disorders
In addition to scheduled surgeries, Dr. Runge and Dr. Fleming
will be available for emergency surgery, Transportation Available

)
(
For An Appointment Call
1-800-344-7058
Maqbool Ahmad M.D.
Ukeme Umana M.D.
George Ortiz M.D.
Paula L Crawford M.D.
Paul Runge M.D.
Robert L Kippenbrock O.D.
Thomas N. Fleming M.D.

There's/ no need to travel to a large city for
Quality Ophthalmic Care.

_Abr.
The Marion Rye Center provides
Full Scope Oplittlialinic Cars.
*çcT
1CARE ASSIGNMENT
4
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• BUY ONE,
FREE!!
ONE
GET
It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!

•
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Humane Society
to conduct camp
Plans are underway for the
Humane Society's second summer youth camp. This year the
camp will be held June 7-11,
from 9-12 each morning,- and is-open to any youngster aged 7-10.
Cost for the camp is $30, which
covers registration, craft materials and a daily snack. There will
be a limit of 15 campers.
The summer camp will
emphasize nature observation and
appreciation. Walks and special
field trips will enable .the campers to experience and learn
about their own natural environment. Entertaining and educational programs on a variety of subjects are also planned. •
Last year, donations allowed
some financially disadvantaged
kids to attend summer,camp. The
Society urges any business, club
or individual wishing to contribute to this year's summer camp
fund to send thC full. registration
fee of $30 or any part thereof, to
Humane Society Summer Camp
Fund, P.O. Box 764, Murray, KY
42071. Children funded by these
special contributions will be
selected later by the Summer
Camp Committee upon the
recommendation of parents,
teachers and • interested
individuals.
- The camp will be supervised
by Kandy Carstens, Kathy Cohen,
Betty Duvall and Cheryl Polichette. For'more information, call
Carstens- (753-3627) -or Cohen
(436-2603).

Sunshine
21% Protein

Dog
Food
s4 ,41
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Joan of Arc
Great Northern or Pinto
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Site team visits
Marshall Co. school
Christian Fellowship School recently 'received a reevaluation site
visit by an accreditation team from
the International Christian Accrediting Association. The team of
experienced educators from Oklahoma and Louisiana was sent to
analyze and evaluate the school and
its programs over a three day period.
The purpose of the site visit was to
determine the schoOl's eligibility to
maintain its full accreditation status.
To achieve and maintain full
accreditation status, a school must
meet a number of specific standards
in each of the following areas:
Institutional Purpose and Description, Administration, Faculty and
Support Staff, Educational Programs and Services, and Facilities
and Support Services. The Site Visit
Team reviewed the school's written
documentation such as curriculum
guides, standardized test scores,
student files and records, and personnel Ides and transcripts, etc. for
compliance to the standards. They
also observed the school's daily
operations, sat in on classes, and
interviewed staff and students to
determine whether the compliance
was ongoing and the school had a
high quality program.
The Site Visit Team determined
that Christian Fellowship School
was in full compliance with all
standards and was eligible to retain
Full Accreditation status for another
five-year period. The team acknowledged a number of commendable
aspects about the school. Among
the comments they made were that
Christian Fellowship School is a
model Christian school and the
school is an outstanding example of
true Christian school education.The
team compiled their observations
and comments into a detailed report
which gave both commendations
recognizing Christian Fellowship
School's strengths and recommendations the school can consider in us
master planning to help it continue
to improve and maintain excellence
in all areas.
Christian Fellowship School,
which is the only accredited Protestant school in the area, is located on
U.S. 68 about 5 miles north of
Benton It is in its ninth yew of
operation and currently serves 156
students in Kindergarten through
12th grade.
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Stayin' Alive
Suns squeeze out 107-102 win
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer

A dozeq. people in Los
Angeles, alf of them associated
with the Phoenix Suns, and the
faithful back in Phoenix are the
only true believers. 110
That's just fine with the Suns.
"Tonight we played with
enthusiasm and emotion, like we
did all year," Charles 'Barkley
said. "Now we have to take it
game by game, because only our
fans in Phoenix and the 12 guys
in this locker room believe we
can win it all."
The Suns stayed alive Tuesday
night with a 107-102 victory over
the Lakers. It wasn't pretty, but it
was a victory, just like coach
Pall Westphal had predicted.
"It wasn't easy," Westphal
said. "It wasn't easy at all."

•

STEVE PARKERIedger 8 Tithes photo

Calloway County's Courtney McCoy, right, and Murray High's Jenny Bell run neck-and -neck
around the turn during the 300-meter hurdles. McCoy won the event with Bell second.

Murray, Calloway girls dead even
Staff Report
Murray Lodger & Times

Like Churchill Downs or
Keeneland, they`re always racing at Calloway County High
School.
The latest run of the spring
meet was held on Tuesday, with
the same horses as usual —
Calloway, Murray High, Mayfield, Fulton County and Caldwell County, a new entrant.
While there is no wagering, you
can bet that Calloway and Murray will be at the top of the local track and field scene.
Tuesday was no different.
With little challenge, Murray
High took theboys competition
with 105 points. Calloway took
third with 60 points, just four
points behind Mayfield. Fulton
County was fourth, followed by
Caldwell (40).
The two local girls maths
shared the power Tuesday, as
Murray and Calloway tied for
first with 98 points apiece.
Caldwell was second with 85,
followed by Mayfield (44) and
Fulton County (12).

In the boys' competition, B.J.
Jenkins won two events for the
Tigers, taking first in the
110-meter high hurdles and the
3410-meter low hurdles. Calloway was led by Thomas Hornbuckle, who placed second in
the triple jump, 100-meter dash
and 200-meter dash; and third
in the long jump.
-Caleb Johnson 'Won the
800-meter run and Scan Malinauskas -won the 1,600-meter
•
run.
— For Murray, Adam Blalock
(shot put), William Holden
(1,600), Tim Hinton (300 hurdles), Tim Brittan (800), and
Greg Miller.(3,200) took second
places for the Tigers.
Finishing third for the Tigers
were: Jon Bell (discus), Hinton
(110 hurdles) and Sam Green
(3,200).
For Calloway, Salem
Sanchez took. third in the 4(X),
Jared Lencki took third in the
300 hurdles and Wesley Cogdell took third in the 200.
Murray won the 3,200 and
1,600 relay and Calloway took
second -11i the *1600 relay.

Fielder breaks out of slump
with 459-foot home run rip
By BEN WALKER

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland 5, California 3
New York 4 Oakland 2
Seattle 7, Boston 6
Milwaukee 6 Chicago 1
Minnesota 4 Baltimore 3
Texas 3 Toronto 2
Detroit 5 Kansas City 3

AP Basoball Writer

Cecil Fielder had gone 20
games without a home run, his
longest drought with the Detroit
Tigers. Don Mattingly had gone
174 at-bats without a home run,
the second-longest slump of his
big fuss over it. You have to be a
career.
man about stuff like that."
On Tuesday night, they both
Mattingly homered for the first
got back into the swing.
time since last Sept. 15, sending
Fielder hit a 459-foot shot at
New York past Oakland 4:2. He
Tiger Stadium, leading Detroit
went 312 at-bats without connectpast Kansas City 5-3.
ing in 1991, and stopped this skid
"I just haven't been on," Fielwith a drive at Yankee Stadium.
der said. "But I have to fight my
way through it in my own way. It
doesn't do an', good to make a • TURN TO PAGE 36

A4 GUTTERS -,
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
, Commercial & Residential)

EARN
6.20%
I kik Ill I FRI(FD ,%\\I III
It I F (.1 1R1NIF F I)
irs,F NFU(

On the girls' side, Jackie
Geurin and Courtney McCoy
led the Lady Lakers with two
first place finishes each. Gcurin
took- first in the 1,600 and
3,200, while McCoy won the
100 hurdles and 300 hurdles.
Gcurin also finished second in
the 800.
Murray High was led by
Bonnie Payne, Connie Payne
and Darlene Foster. Bonnie
Payne took first in the discus
and high jump, while Connie
Payne took the shot put. Foster
won the 100-meter dash.
Placing second for Calloway
were Farrah Beach (discus -long
jump), Chrystal Nadeau (1,600).
Placing second for Murray were
Jenny Bell (100 hurdles, 300
hurdles), Renee Hornbuckle
(200).
Finishing third for Calloway
were: Heide Wilson (shot put,
discus) and Kristic Beane (high
jump).
Taking third for Murray
were: Bell.(long jump), Foster
(200) and Sarah Kneebone
(3,200).

The Suns had the best record
Tonight, Boston is at Charlotte.
in the-NBA during the regular Portland at San Antonio, Cleveseason. The Lakers were the only land at New Jersey and Houston
team to reach the postscason with at the Los -Angeles Clippers.
Barkley had 27 points and 11
a below-.500 record. Guess who
won the first two games?
rebounds to lead the Suns, who
After the Suns fell behind 0-2 squandered most of an 80-66 lead
in the best-pf-5 series, Westphal they held with two minutes to go
flatly declared his team would in the -third period. The Lakers,
win three in a row. They took the who outscored the Suns 18-1 in
first step at the Forum.
the closing moments of their two
Game 4 will be held Thursday upset victOries in Phoenix, pulled
at Inglewood, Calif., with a fifth, to 101-100 with 1:25 to play, but
if necessary, in Phoenix on scored just two points after that.
Sunday.
Oliver Miller, Richard Dumas
In other first-round games and Kevin Johnson each hit a pair
Tuesday, the Chicago Bulls, of free *throws in the final 46 secseeking their third consecutive onds to finally put away the
NBA title,(Watt(' Atlanta 98-88 Lakers*.
Vlade Divac scored a, playoff
to sweep the Hawks; Indiana
defeated New York, which holds career-high 30 points to pace the
a.2-1 lead, 116-93; and Utah took Lakers. but threw lir an air ball
a 2-1 lead by stopping Seattle
90-80.
• TURN TO PAGE 3B

Tewits' RBI single
spells 6-1 Card win

Calloway falls
in doubleheader
at Mayfield

one more than,last season — and
has a 3.03 ERA.
,
"He pitched a good game and
he
got a big hit," Astros manager
• ST. LOUIS — There's just no
Art Howe said. "He gave the
pleasing Bob Tewksbury.
Cardinals the momentum."
Tewksbury won his second
Tewksbury struck out three and
straight start, got the St. Louis
Cardinals' first complete game of had his typical pinpoint control,
the season and -contributed hiS-- walking only his second batter in
second.two-run single in as,many 32 2-3 innings. He also stopped
games in a 6-1 victory over the Jeff Bagwell's 11-game hitting
Houston Astros ..on Tuesday streak. Bagwell had been batting
.400 (16 for 40) during that
night.
stretch before going- 0 for 3 with
SO what did he dwell on? A
failed sacrifice attempt in the a walk.
"He kept us off-balance, like
eighth inning.
he always does," Bagwell said.
"My first priority and any "Hc's a great pitcher."
pitcher's job is bunting," TewksAfter entering -the year with a
bury said. "If you can, help your- .126 career batting average..
self on top of that, then fine.
Tewksbury also is now at least a
"It was a 50-50 job. The hit pretty good hitter.
was big, but I've got to bunt and
On the other hand, Astros starthere's no excuse -for that."
ter Pete Harnisch (2-1) must have
Tcwksbury (2-3) was probably been telegraphing his - deliveries.
the only one who even remem- He allowed
nine hits and all six
bered the play, since the Cardi- runs, five
earned, in 4 2-3 innings
nals led by five runs. He limited in another
dismal outing against
the Astros to six hits and his St. Louis.
single with two outs in the secHamisch is 0-3 with an 8.44
ond inning gave the Cardinals the ERA for his career against the
lead.
Cardinals. He's also allowed 12
After a slow start, Tewksbury earned runs in 14 2-3 innings on
has picked it up on the mound the road.
and at the plate. He's hitting .300
in 10 at-bats with four RBIs
MI TURN TO PAGE 3B
By R.B. FALLSTROM
ap. Sports Writer

Girardi returns to Windy City,
brings hot hitting mates along
By The Associated Press
Joe Girardi took his new buddies back to' the old neighborhood just to show them all the
stories they'd heard were true.
Girardi, a former catcher for
the Chicago Cubs, led the firstyear Colorado Rockies into
fabled Wrigley Field on Tuesday night, and craziness ensued.
Eleven innings and 27 runs
later, Colorado had a 14-13 victory to show for its first outing
in the Windy City.
"It was the craziest game I
ever saw here," Girardi said.
"I feel like a survivor, not a
winner, after this exhibition of
baseball," Colorado manager
.Don Baylor said.
_
go..11 innings?
It was so wild that I don't know
how* many innings it went,"
Cubs manager Jim Lefebvre
said. — Nobody could get anyhody out Guys were swinging
and balls were flying all over

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Tuesday's Games
Florida 9, Cincinnati 6
Montreal 6. San Diego 1
Atlanta 3. Pittsburgh 2
St. Louis 6, Houstcw( 1
Colorado 14, Chicago 13 (11)
Los Angeles 8, New York 4
Phila 4, San Fran 3 (121

the place."
Two of the longest balls were
struck- by Sammy Sosa, who hit
a three-run homer with two
down in the ninth to tic it 10-10
and a two-run shot as the Cubs
scored three times in the 11th to
fall just short.
-"I know I can play this
game," said Sosa, who was
benched during the weekend
because of,a slump.''l was just
trying to make contact-and-the
ball was gone. We tried hard,
we came back, we did all we
could."
Jim Tatum hit the first grand
slam in Colorado history during
a six -run eighth inning that

gave the Rockies a 10-5 lead.
Girardi, Jerald Clark andk Charlie Hayes also homered for the
Rockies in a game that was
scoreless until the fifth.
In the 11th, Clark hit a tworun double and an error by
PhIllles 4, Giants 3
• At San Francisco, Dave Hollins hit a two-run, opposite-field
homer in the 12th inning off
reliever Dave Righetti (1-1) as
Philadelphia won a matchup of
teams with the best records in the
National League. John Kruk
singled leading off the inning and
Hollins followed with a.-drive that
cleared the fence in right Larry Andersen (2-0) pitched
two shutout innings in relief of
starter Curt Schilling. Mitch Williams got his NL-leading 11th
save despite walking two batters
and giving up a run on Mark Carreon's sacrifice fly in the 12th.
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Murray Ledger & Times

MAYFIELD — Calloway
County's softball team now
knows how the Detroit Tigers'
Major League opponents feel.
The number of hits were
practically even in Tuesday's
doubleheader atMayfield High
School, but while Calloway
was swatting singles, Mayfield
was smacking doubles and
home runs en route to a sweep
of the Lady Lakers.
Mayfield's Patricia Powcrs,
the most powdful sif all First'
Region hitters', belted a tworun homer in the fifth inning
to break a 2-2 tic and give
Mayfield a 9-2 win in Tuesday's first game.
Calloway, which collected
four singles, got hits from
Marti McClard, Molly Wisehart, ;arm Pigg and Stephanie Holland.
In the second game, Calloway trailed 3-0 before scoring
a run in the top of the sixth.
Mayfield (16-2) bounced back
with five runs in-their half to
blow the game open.
McClard and Holland
picked up two hits each to finish with three on the day. Linda Stubblefield and Pigg also
had hits.
Calloway, now 7-11, travels
to Fulton City today before
Thursday's district game at
Marshall County.

Western joins
football group
on way down
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
—Western Kentucky University
is one of a group of schools apparently exploring the possibility of
playing one another and reducing
their commitments to football.
Western • President -Thomas C.
Meredith said Tuesday that five
or six institutions have been discussing the possibility of implementing a three-year program
which would eventually limit
each participating university to
10 football scholarships.
Meredith says the proposed
plan would start in the _Sall of
1994, and could involve programs such as Morehead State,
Alabama-Birmingham and Austin
Pea y.
Meredith said the universities
involved in the discussions
"want to play football at a level
we all can afford to play."

—Vinyl Siding
FARM
BUREAU

—Replacement Windows
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LANDOVER, Md. (AP) — Dale' Hunter of the Washington Capitals
received a record 21-game suspension without pay by the NHL for a blindside check on the New York Islanders' Pierre Turgeon in a playoff game
April 28.
IL The suspension, the longest for an on-ice incident in NHL history. takes
Pact at the start of next season. Hunter cannot play in exhibition games
or practice with the Capitals until two weeks before the suspension ands.
The suspension will cost Hunter about $150,000 in salary. Under league
rules, the Capitals also will be fined that amount. Turgeorr had just given
New York a 5-1 lead and was raising his arm in celebration when Hunter
rammed him into the boards. TUrgeon sustained a separated shoulder that
has sidelined him for the Patrick Division final against Pittsburgh.

.

BASKETBALL

..

' •

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Spoils Waist
The Pittsburgh Penguins are
back, even though__ _Mario
.Lemieux isn't.
"The .last thing we could
afford to do was'lose the first two
games and go (to New York) for
Game 3, maybe without Mario."
Penguins goaltender Tom Sanas-se-said after Tuesday night's 3_0
playoff victory, over the New
,.

•

......-.............

PAGE 3B

•

.

,

York Islanders.
sion final 1-1.
"This speaks for how we have
Lemieux's status for Game 3
to play. Wc have to be more eon- - Thursday night at the Nassau
servativc ... because , we're missColiseum probably won't be
in8 a lea of points when he's out
known until game time. Lemieux,
of there."
who only played 2V: minutes in.
With Lemieux ,watching from a
the series opener. was expected
„
Private box at the Pittsburgh Civ- , to play in -Game 2 alter his- spov
iwcitC
hcribta
ccrifop
llaoiwn
,ingthrodlehicerndbionugt
'
aBduitc
eased Monday.
the
smsr-eS-urfaced TilesStanley Cup champions relied on, day and he decided 10 minutes
Barrasso's goaltending and tight 'i:
bxnifiti)
.
(riLn
• ,I:
th;
x1 lapjegame v.'arrinip he
defense to tie their Patrick pivi-

In Tuesday night's other playoff game, Montreal defeated Buffain 4-3 in overtime to take a 2-0
lead in their Adams Division'
final
•

-

Suns squeeze out...

SEC unites with Peach BowlATLANTA (AP) — The
Under the agreement signed
Southeastern Conference has
Tuesday, the Peach Bowl will
agreed to send one of its top
choose an SEC team after the
teams to the Peach Bowl to meet
first three schools hatic been
an Atlantic Coa-KI COriterenCe- - selected for the other bowls.
opponent.
The Peach Bowl is in the sec"This will be another opporond year of a three-year agreetunity for the SEC to continue. its 4ment with the ACC. and bowl
rich bowl tradition," SEC cornofficials said they were excited
missioner Roy Kramer. .,
the prospect of an ongoing SEC..... —
. .. .
I ne Stk.; sows its cnampion •to
ACC contest.
the Sugar Bowl and its next two
The bowl already had such a
highest-ranked teams to the -Florimatchup in last season's gamy,
da Citrus Bowl and the Gator
when North Carolina beat MissisBowl..
sippi State.

•Tewks
FROM PAGE

1
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The playoffs continue tonight
with St. Louis at Toronto in the
Norris Division and Los Angeles
at Vancouver in -the Smythe. The
Maple Leak and Canucks each
lead 11jeir series 1-0.

9•
•
•

' FRe Cardinals had two hits
and Ray Lankford. Mark Whiten
and Todd Zeile -had an RBI
-apiece. St. Louis scored two runs
in the second and four in the
I ifth.
•

.

•.•

2B

The Cardinals also got some
good delensIti Luis. Alicea, makmg (nth his sectnid career start in
lett held. made a quick relay to
shortstop 0//ie Smith to throw
out Bagwell at the plate in the
bunk .on
Anthony 's two-out
double.
•

•Fielder...
PAGE 2B

FROM

Fielder's home run was his
first since April 9. It was the
third of the year for the slugger
who has hit 130 in the past three
seasons,, _
•

The Tigers have been doing
just fine without him, hitting
home runs. Rob Deer and Chad
Kreuter also homered as Detroit
held first place in the AL -East.

SCOREBOARD ._
Jane Rogers Ins.
"See me for all your family insurance needs.'

. 4.

305 N. 12th St., Murray

•..•.

(next to Century 21)

753-9627

STI/r/A•1.1

w_jao
JkISIJ••Nt t

•

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

.

•

—
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
Pct.
G8
Philadeiphia
19
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760 —
AN Tines CDT
15 11
577
St Louis
LEAGUE
't.ERICAN
AM
Montreal '
14' 12
538 5%
East Division
12 13
480 7
Chicago
W
L Pct. GB
Pittsburgh
12 13
480 7
16
9 .640 —
1 Devoe
12.. 14
-462-, 74
Flonda
15 10 .600 1
, New Vork
New York
375 9%
9 15
577 1%
Boston
15 11
West Division
14 12 538 27i
Toronto
W L
Pct.
GB
'
11
13
458
4%
Milwaukee
.17 10
San Francisco
630 —
11
15 ..423 5%
Cleveiand
Houston.
15 • 10
600
1
Bahimote
'9 15 .375 6%
11
Atlanta
14
500 3'n
West Division
11
14
440 5
San Diego
W .L Pct. GB
10
15
Colorado
400 6
Califorma
13 10
565 —
10
16
Los
Angeles
385 .',
14 11
560 —
Chicago
Cincinnati
9 16
360 7
14 11
560 —
Texas
Tueedsys
Games
13 13
500 1%
Seattle
Florida 9. Cincinnati 6
11
14
440 3
' Minnesota
Montreal 6. San Diego 1
385 4%
10 16
Kansas City
Atlanta 3. Pittsburgh 2
364 4%
8 14
Oakland
St
Louis 6. Houston t
Tbestley's Games
Colorado
14. Chicago 13. 11 innings
California
3
Cleveland 5.
Angeles 8. New York 4
,;---Los
.
New York 4, Oakland 2
Philadelphia 4. San Francisco 3. 12 innings
Seattle 7 Boston 6
Wednesdays Games
Mikvaukee 6, Chicago 1
Colorado IReynoso 1-01 at Chicago (Hibbard
Minnesota 4. Balernore 3
pm
1-21, 220
Texas 3. Toronto 2
Philadelphia (Jackson 2-01 at San Francisco
Detroit 5 Kansas City 3
(Swift 2-1). 305 p m
• •
Wedneedey's Gemes
Cincinnati (Browning 1-21 at Flonda (Bowen 2-21
Bellmore (Muswne 3.fr at Minnetota 'Banks
635 pm
2-1). t215 pm
San
Diego (Serrinara 1-21 at Montreal (Hill 4-01
Kansas City (Appier 2-31 at Detroit t Wells 4-0i
12 35 pm
635 pm
Chicago (Fernandez 3-2) at Milwaukee ;Navarro
Atlanta (Madclux 2-21 at Pittsburgh (Walk 2-21
321 105 pm
635 pm
Seattle (Cummings 0-41 at Cleveland iBielisclu
Houston (Portugal 2-21 at St Louis (Cievares
2-2). 605 pm
• I-0). 735 pm
Caktornia (Ferro t-31 at New rod, (Perez 1 it)
New York i Saberhagen 2•3i at Los Angeles
6 30 p m
IR Martinez 2-31. 9 35 p m
Oakland iDareng 0-1) at Boston IDopson 2-1),
Tfturedey's Games
635 pm ...
Cincinnae Mitchel 1-3) at Houston (Drabeli 331
Toronto 15tottlemyre 3 2)•Texas (Rogers 2-II
705 pm
735 pen
Atlanta ISmoltz 231 at Colorado (Ned 3 211r05
pm
Only games scheduled
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Jane Rogers Insurance
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305 N. 12tk (Nut To Cutary 21) 7534527

KOPPERUD REALTY'S
Featured Home of the Week

ii
Two year ohl 3Immiressa. 2 both country home located on!
algoespidsbenLjemi4 nuke from Mummy WWIin the IMO.
this property
Call 7534211 tor a showing
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BOSTON (AP) — Boston Celtics star Reggie Lewis underwent aadition_
while a cardiologist
career!
end
his
al tests for a heart problem that could
,
-- said doctors have no hard feelings about Lewis decision to change
•
hospitals.
Lewis, who collapsed during Thursday nights playoff game against
.
Charlotte, spent three days at New England Baptist Hospital then switched
FROM
PAGE
28
night.
began
Sunday
its
best-of-5 format in
to Brigham and Women's Hospital late
Jordan scored 14 of his points
in the third quarter.
1984.
on a 3-point attempt that should
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Former Kentucky assistant Dwane Casey can
' alter his iniurN as the Bullswept
s
The two free throws by Miller
. .
. ..__ .._ _
_
return to an NCAA school without restrictions'after an NCAA appeals cornhave tied the game with eight_ ___ _ _ and
nov..
the
Hawks
await
the
tied
the game at 59 and ignited'a
probation
conditional
Bulls
98,
Hawks
five-year
88
of
a
final
year
the
that
ruled
Monday
mittee
seconds remaining. Johnson then
winner of the New Jersey- -spurt - of AO consecutive- points
The
imposed- in 1989-be 'Idiot-Casey was a MeMber-of the coaching staff in
Bulls
were
stunned
When
his
•
scoring
with
closed out the
,
1989 when Kentucky was placed on probation by the NCAA for recruiting
and a 19-4 run by the Pacers that
Michael. Jordan crumpled to the Ck•veland series,
tree throws.
and academic rules violations.
Dominique Wilkins scored 29. blew the game open. Alter the
floor in the third period and had
Phoenix is also lighting histo lead Atlanta.
ejection. the Pacers outscored the
.
TENNIS
tory: no team has ever bounced to he carried off the court in
Knicks 59-34.
Pacers 116, Knicks 93
hack from a 1-0 playa! deficit Atlanta. But the league's scoring
VAIL, Colo. (AP) — Monica Sales was scheduled to talk to reporters
In
Indianapolis.
New
York's
shook
off
a
right
after losing the first two games at leader
..
_
•snrained
•
. today about her treatment for the stab Wound inflicted Friday by a spectaThe Knicks lead the serk-s 2-I. home. The Lakers, on the other ankle and finished with 39 points John Starks was ejected from the,
tor at a tournament in Hamburg, Germany.
game when he head-butted Indiawith
Game 4 in Indianapolis on
in
leading
defending
the
two-time
hand, arc trying to ,become the
nit's -Reggie Miller wah Nt4:!' fen _Thurs,la night
last eighth-seeded team to upset champions into the second-round
. ..
'_ a No. I seed since the NBA of the playoffs.
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TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
chmacutft.• are 2 days in advance and ate as follows:
Friday 3
Saturday 10
Monday 3
Tuesday 3
. Wednesday 3
Thursday 3

Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition
Thursday Edition
Friday Edition
Saturday Edition
NOUN( 1. MENts
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
.. Lost & Found

010
020
025
030
040
050

•

070 .

NUM t.1.1-ANE01. S

.Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare

Situation Wanted
090
100 ..... Business Opportunity
110

230
250
290
530

410

Public Sale

540

For Trade

560...Free Column
Wanted

570

...................

470
480
485
490
495
SOO
510
520

Want To Rent

3211.r

Apartments For Rent

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

ELECTION NOTICE

CITY OF MURRAY

Property owners.reitiiiing .in litre District
No. 6 (Formerly Harris Grove and Hazel
Fire District(not Hazel City])are eligible to
vote for two(2)trustees to serve with three
that have been appointed by the County
Judge Executive. Those nominated are:

PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE

020

020

Notice

Notice

VCR Service
‘11 Brand

iVard -Elkins
753-1713

To all interested citizens of Murray. The
Kentucky Department ofLocal Government
is accepting applications under the 1993
Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) Program. The following information concerning the CDBG program is available for public inspection:
A. Amount of funds available and range of
activities that may be undertaken.
B.Estimated amount offunds proposed to be
used for activities benefiting persons of
low and moderate income.
C. Plans for minimizing displacement of
persons as a result of activities assisted
with CDBG funds and plans for providing assistance to those persons to be
actually displaced as a result of CDBG
funded activities.

Sc-

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza.
fresh salads, sandwiches.
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues
1-800-649-3804

Vote

Phillip Lynn Rogers
1st District Magistrate
The ONLY Candidate who has...
•Attended the fiscal court meetings for 16
months
•Visited the city, county jail
*Visited the animal shelter
'Visited the fire rescue - CCFR
Paid for by candtelate Rt. 3, Murray, Ky.

D. Records regarding the past use of CDBG
funds.
E. A summary of other important program
requirements.
The above information is available at the
city planner's office at 200 Andrus Drive on
May 5 through May 12, 1993 during regular
business hours.
The City of Murray will hold a public
haring prior to the submission of the
application. The public hearing will be held
on Wednesday,May 12, 1993at 11:00 a.m.at
the Murray City Hall, 5th 8z Poplar Streets.
The main purpose ofthis hearing is to obtain
views on housing and community development needs, review proposed activities,
review the proposed application, solicit
public comments and inform citizens that
technical assistance is available to help
groups representing low and moderate income persons in developing proposals.

COMMENTS ON APPLICATION
America's Second Car

A copy of the CDBG application will be on
file in the city planner's office at 200 Andrus
Drive for citizen review and comment during
business hours from May 5 through May 12,
1993. Comments on the proposed application may be submitted to the attention of the
Mayor until Wednesday, May 12, 1993.

Ugly Duckling",
6.4=3
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

020

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Notice

APPLIANCE PARTS
To Fit Most Major Brands
1000's of New and Used Parts
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky
f wove

140tPOint

cher,

Akr

FOR AVON'S "ANEW and
SKIN SO SOFT Bath Oil
Avon Service Call
753-1915 8arn-8pm
MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Advisor. A true born
physic, gifted from God
554-7904 call for
appointment

GE
TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
7.25%
INTEREST

AfTlana
Vtlegin9h0usemayla9

Guaranteed 5 years

WARD ELKINS
Court Square

Murray

753-1713

Monthly income
available!
100% reinsured'
100% investment
grade assets!

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Alse at age 65 to 65'h,
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service. We
represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West. Ky. for over 30 years and
would - like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency

•

tionitInsvMs Fed. Savings &Wing
7th at Main
Murray, KY 793-41411
Nationwide toll hew
1411114111-41116

,
0•1",."!
•'.
14 1,,
.
4, 4
/
4411
4
-0.-

--N. •
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Pre Season
Pool Pass
Murray Calloway
County pool on
sale during month
of May at the park
office.
10th & Payne St.

Phone:
762-0325
PSYCHIC Festival. Paducah. KY . Executive INN
Saturday. May 8
10am-8pm Sunday, May
9, 10am-6pn• Readings,
vending booths, demonstrations Free lectures every 15 minutes with admission of $5

Substantial penalty
for earty withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199

is
Paglial's
moving to 970
Chestnut, May
3,4,5&6th and
will be closed.

RE-OPENING

CLASSIFIED

270

Mobil. Home* For Sale

365

..0•14
.
For Sale Or 1

420

Horne Loans

430

Real Estate

435 ......................... Lake Property

Fri., May 7th
at 11 a.m.

•• By Way of the
Grapevine
Antiques & Gifts
_New selection of herb wok & rwess, soodivressers
dsbeas & more demos,pie/masa & nostias. copper.
preset. bops. paliewere. cow & apple kitchen
ettelantliss. Ilk pub= Emllewers. Cease by he
the Imimrs' Moises Day ONtl
1S1 Os. Is OM lisIssi Si
Ws4.4114. le AM-4 PM esit. S-S PM

Help
Wanted

Node*

A JOB Announcemen
93-66(A) Date 4-14-93
Position Park Worker (Part
time) Kenlake State Resort
Park, Hardin, KY Grade
f4:134jtactt Par:senf5.7od
IMILCOSIESI
1711INIAN
and salary. Grade 4, Salary
4-765/hour Minimum reTRACTOR TRUER TRANING a.onms
quirements None Apply
l
rmia
3i
c
=
mamr
by submitting a state application (which can be obtained at the local Department of Employment Services or any other state
government office) to Kentucky Department of Personnel, Room 384, Capitol
Annec, Frankfort, Ky
40601, Attention Job AnROGER Hudson Hauling
nouncement No 93-66(A).-Hudson Horse and Clo- Job announcement- numthing Supply 753-4545
ber should also be placed in
WANT to lose a little weight the upper right-hand corner
or alot Try Forst Place a of the application in the
Christ Centered Health "Special Announcement
Program For more infor- No' blank Official documation call 753-5400 or ments verifying education
must be submitted with the
436 2657
current application e original college transcripts,
original high 'school diploma, or original GED certificate) Original documents
FOUND Set of keys on will be returned if a selfaddressed envelope is inMaple Street 753-4646
cluded Deadline for applyLOST Pear shaped blue ing You must qualify, test
topaz ring in JCPenney. and be placed on the regisMurray If found. call ter by May 14, 1993 'Test
753 1573 leave message
not required Filling this
LOST Rat Terrier, white position is subject to any
wfblack spots, has eoTlar, state government hiring restr tons An Equal Opporanswers to Peanut Re
rty Employer WO
.wardl 489-2580. 345-260

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
ALLIANCE

LOST Reward $100f mall
fluffy tabby cat Vicinity of
12th or 13th of Olive
753-4828
.

CLASSIFIED-

$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
40% Discount bid Ran.
SOS Dismount 3rd Ran.
(All 3 Ad. Must Ran Within e Dey Puled.)
$1.75 per column inch ewe fr• Tuesday(Shop
ping Guide).

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. Sr per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A s2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.
nn

060

BABYSITTER needed
Days and nights Must have
references Call 753-1078
DANCERS waitresses
$500 plus wkly 642-4297
after 6pm Doll House Hwy
79E, Paris. Tn

Help
Wanted
DO you need a JOB or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years if you are not in
school Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
8 00am 3 00pm We are an
EOE This project is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry Council
JTPA

TAKING
APPLICATIONS
Pockets Food
Mart
12th & Chestnut
needs friendly,
reliable people
for all shifts.
Please apply in
person.
DRIVERS Min age 22 1
yr OTR exp Spousal riding
program Good pay & benefits w/CDL Starting at
25 5 centsimile_ McClenTrucking
don
1-800-633 7233
EASY work' Excellent pay'
Assemble products at
home Call toll free
1-800-4675566 ext 8047
GUARANTEED Homebased positions available'
Easy work Excellent pay/
benefits Full/pan time No
Call
exp required
1 800-238 1363 ext 187-7
M-F 9am 5pm CDT

JOB Announcement
93-65(A)- Date 4-14-93
Position Park Worker Ken lake State Resort Park,
Hardin KY Grade and Salary Grade 4, Salary
$4 765/hour Minimum requirements None Apply
by submitting a state appliEmployment from 6/1/93 through 12/21/93.
cation (which can be obtained at the local DepartGuaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. All tools
ment of Employment Serprovided. Housing provided for non-comvices or any other state
government office) to Ken muting workers. Transportation and subsislucky Department of Pertence reimbursed to worker upon completion
sonnel Room 384 Capitol
Annex, Frankfort KY
of 50% of contract. Pay rate is 55.09/HR.
Attention Job Aro40601
Reply to your local employment office.
'nouncement No 93-65(A)
Job announcement number should also be placed in
the upper right-hand corner
of the application in the
"Special Announcement
No " blank Official docuThe Pennyrile Allied Community Services,
ments verifying education
Inc. of Hopkinsville, Kentucky has the
must be submitted with the
following positions available
current application e orcollege transcript orFamily Preservation Clinical iginal
iginal high school diploma
Supervisor/Program Administra- or original GED certificate)
Original documents will be
tor- Salary Negotiable.
returned if a sefl-addressed
Family Preservation Counselor - envelope is included
Deadline for applying You
Salary $15,000
must qualify, test and be
The Clinical Supervisor preferably must
placed on the register by
have a Masters in Social Work, PsyMay 14,1993 'Test not required Filling this position
chology, or related human services field
is subject to any state govand or a Bachelors Degree with demonernment hiring restrictions
providing
experience
professional
strated
An Equal Opportunity Emtreatment services to families and providployer MiFf1)

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

mcDonaid's
II
1
"
Now Hiring!!
Full & part time
'shift available.
Must be willing
to work
weekends.
Apply in person
at MclIonalds,
Murray.

MIG welders and general
helpers needed immediately Apply in person
Vegan Metal 328-8980

NURSES Aide-PRN work
all shifts as needed Must
be flexible, prefer experience but will train Not a full
time position at present
Pleasant atmosphere,
good working conditions
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505
Stadium View Dr,- Murray
EOE
SALES person needed
seviing experience necessary Apply at Murray Sew
ing Center Bel Air Shoop
ing Center
SECRETARIAL position
available, 30 hours per
week computer skills es
sential References re
quired Send resume to PO
Box 1040-F Murray. Ky
42071

CLASSIFIED

Murray-Calloway Counts Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tenne&see, announces
the following lob openings

SPEECH PATHOLOGIST.Full-time position. Bachelor's degree in Speech Pathology and Kentucky Licensure required.
CANCER REGISTRAR: Part-time position on
days. Certification: CTR, ART, RRA, RN, or LPN
required.
PARAMEDIC: Full-time 6P - 6A shift. Seven 12
hour shifts per two week penod. Must be a
Licensed Emergency Technician Paramedic

•

Tobacco Worker
Needed

For details contact:
Person nel lie pt
(502)762.1106

MURRAY

CAILOMY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

hiplar Street • !Murray. Kentucky 12071

POSITION AVAILABLE

ing supervision to program staff.
The Family Preservation Counselor
must have a Bachelors Degree in Social
Work, Psychology or related human services field.
PACS/FPP is an in-home family crisis/
education teaching model of therapy serving 17 Western Kentucky counties. Successful applicants must be willing to work
some evenings, weekends/holidays, and
be within electronic pager range 24 hours a
day. Must have a valid drivers license and
reliable transportation.
PACS offers excellent hospitalization,
dental, vision, and life insurance; 12 paid

PART time 20-25 hours per
week for local business office Send resume to PO
Box 70, Murray, Ky 42071
PART time receptionist
needed for local insurance
office, light typing, some
computer background
helpful Send resume to:00
Box 1145 Murray, Ky
earl

Murray-Calloway Count) Hospital a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and N'orthwest Tennessee announces
the follouing lob openings

REGISTERED NURSES
House Supervisor: Full-erne weekend positions
7A - 7P & 7P - 7A
Critical Care Unit: Full-time 3-11
Mental Health Unit. Part-time 3-11
Cardiac Cath Lab. Part-time days
Cardiac experience required
Long Term Care Unit: Full-time 7-3
PRN pool positions available with flexible scheduling. Salary is 15% above base

For details contact:
II Ryan El N
Nurse Re; ruder
(502)762-1319
t;mai tyyrIrtxmrtv

MURRAY
CALIANAY
COUNTY
1-10SITTAL

$03 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

holidays; accrued sick/annual leave days.
Travel reimbursement.
Interested applicants must submit a
letter of introduction for positein they are
plying, resume and college transcript no
later than May 20, 1903 to:
John Tedder, Exesutive Director
Pennyrile Allied ComitaunNy Services, Inc.
70S IMO Mercy Sweet
P.O. Sex NI
lioOldnevillse KY 42211
An &pal Oppsilvally employer
Toispmme: 1 tsoo) 264-0543

• 411••!

•

4

•

\It lit II \
.Computers
120 ...
For Sale Or Trade
130
Want To Bay
140
Articles For Sale
150
Appliance*
155
Home Furnishings
fee
Antique*
165
a
Vacuum Cleaners
170
Sewing Machine.,
180
195 .............. Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
200
Firewood
210
Musical
220
Miscellaneous
240
Radio
&
T.V.
260
Pete & Supplied'
390

171

020
UPI
Nonce

IA*
Notice

Election will be heid at Southwest Elementary School June 6, 1993, from 6;30 a.m. to
10:30 a.m.

i-

310

RANSPOR 1 A 11ON
......... Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

010

Charles Cooper
Glenn Crawford
Route 7, Box 566 and Route 4, Box 162
Murray, KY 42071
Murray, KY 42071

i

Exterminating 280
Homes For Rent
Business Service.
285
Lota For Rent
Home
Mobile
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered
Business Rentals
300

oin

Nodal

REM.1,1\li

REAL ESTATE RENTAL

SERVICES

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

EMPLoYNIEN
060

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.

1.‘li N11 Its N1 %It 1st 1
190
370
390
400
550

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion oftheir ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible bronly one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

753-1916

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

,5,111115:1111.1115

•

•

•

•

;.1,
;.

••

1-'
ee.fArIff,*
,
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CLASSIFIEDS
070

450
Domestic
& Childcare

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable & experienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553

Position
Wanted

Home
ruttishly.

QUEEN size bed $125
Moving must sell. Also cat,
male, declawed & neutered, YI Himalyan
436-2031.

Apsnesseis
For Rent
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753-5209
285
Mobile
Homo Lots For Rent

2BR, Ir, dr. kitchen, full
bath, located in Almo
DISK harrow, Kewanee, Heights Available immedi
new, 21f1, special price ately 753-5432
$7900 Bush Hog rotary
120
300
cutters, special discount
Business
prices, 5 to 20 ft Loaders,
Computtni
Rentals
Bush Hog brand for all tractors Field cultivators. Kil- 4 CAR clean-up shop of
NEW letter quality cobo
bros, 24tt with finish har- lice paved lot air
printer 753-7001
row, like new $4900 Allis 753-4509
held cultivator, 23h with fin1140
ish harrow. new $5950 641N IN same building as
Want
B8G Equipment, Parisi Tn, Auto Dealer Supply Inquire
To Buy
at Auto Dealer Supply for
800-727-0895
ANTIQUE & Art Pottery,
details 753-5585
primitatives. oak furniture &
210
BUILDING to lease Forhull. McCoy Roseville potmally Walter's Pharmacy.
tery 435-4327
Firewood
519 So 12th Murray Call
Benson's Sporting Goods
ANTIQUES by the piece or A FIREWOOD for sale
753-1342
collections Call 753-9433 437-4667
after 5pm
COMMERCIAL building for
220
rent Great location on 12th
CASH paid for good, used
Street with lots of parking
rifles, shotguns, and pisCall 753 7435 day or
tols Benson Sporting
753-3966 at night
Goods, 519 S 12th,
MID-SOUTH Musicians
Murray
FOR Rent Business Retail
Network. Get listed in &
NEED 8mm movie projec- receive a directory of area or Office Space in S Side
tor in good working condi- musicians & technicians of Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612
tion 759-9246
all shapes & sizes (pros/
amateurs).
Phone
for
free LARGE commercial buildNEED shallow well pump &
brochure! (901) 642-0773 ing on University campus
tank. good condition
Call 753-2967
436-5811'
OVATION Celebrity guitar
Electric/acoustic cutaway,
310
150
in great shape, only 9
Want
Ankles
months old, black in color,
To Rant
For Sale
hardshell case included.
$525 Call 753-0463 for in- PROFESSIONAL coujle
18HP. 46- cut Murray
formation after 5pm
looking for 3br home toLent
mower, 2yrs old 435-4447
PIANO tuning John for approx 4 5yr in Murray
1982 PONTIAC Grand
x
area
For abfro
Prix, no motor Also maho- Gottschalk: 753-9600
$450 500imo Have refer
gany table & 4 chairs
ences 759-1347
250
759-1645
Business
320
2 USED refrigerators, good
Servkes
Apartments
condition Also used chain
For Rent
link fence, 250f1 753-9240 KEN-TENN Investigations
owner J.B. Wilburn, specie
SHP,electric start, Snapper lizing in criminal, civil, 1, 2, 3,46R apts furnished,
mower, $450 759-1274 af- domestic and insurance in- very nice, some with
ter 4pm
vestigations 14 years law washer & dryer, near MSU
enforcement
experience No pets Also room for rent
BOGARD trucking and exBel Air Shopping ,Center 753-6111, 753-1252 days
cavating, inc We haul top
5 0 2 - 7 5 3 - 3 8 6 8 753-0606 after 5pm
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
502-436-6099 Licensed in Hazel Apartments. Hazel
rock, rip rap 759-1828
Kentucky and Tennessee KY. now taking applicaFORMAL dresses for sale
tions. You must be 62,
or rent Great for socials,
handicapped or disabled
270
---- cruises, class reunions, paRent based on income
Mobile
geant & prom. Call
Equal Housing OpportunHorne* For Sale
527-8899
ity. 527-8574 or 492-8721
1973 FLEETWOOD 24x48,
HEAT pump Trane, 2'4
1BR & studio apt available,
ton, nearly new, $1095.. 3br, 1 bath, central air, re- appliances furnished Colefrigerator
&
stove
stay.
Ask436-5018
man RE 753-9898
ing $14,500 will negotiate
LET us make your clothes, 759-9155.
1 OR 2br apts near downalter and repair Uniforms
town Murray. 753-4109
1980
12x60
PARTIALLY
and sportswear, rentals,
$5900
2BR, 2 bath duplex, apgowns and tuxedos Ruth's furnished
436-2684
pliances furnished, central
Country
See and Sew,
Square, 1608 N 121, Mur- 1984 FLEETWOOD 14x60, gas heat & air, with garage,
w/d hook-up Northwood Dr
ray 753-6981
frt kit, 2br, gas, $8995 Ph
$475/mo
, 1 mo deposit. 1
MOTORCYCLE helmets, 502-527-5253
year lease No pets
camping supplies, Camouf- 1989 CONCORD 14x70 753-290,5
lage clothing, new & used mobile home. 2br, 2 bath
guns Jerry's Sporting with jacuzzi, catherdal ceil- 2BR apt appliances, central
Goods, Mayfield. ings, large deck, landscap- h/a, w/d hookup, $400/mo
247-4704
ing,on approx 2acres over- plus deposit Northwood
looking
pond Lynn Grove 753-5731 or 759-4686
MURRAY parts available at
2BR apt in Northwood,
Keiths Lawn & Tractor. area, extremely nice
753-9959 9am-5pm, after $270/mo 759-4406
759-9831
6pm 489-2068
2BR apt, large rooms, very
SPECIAL purchase! 5hp
horizontal shaft Briggs & 1991 SOUTHERN Lim' near MSU for up to 4 stuStratton engine $189. 14x70 3br, 2 bath, all dents, washer, dryer,
stove, refrigerator furnKeith's Lawn & Tractor, 80 electric, $12,900, ph
502-527:5253
ished Coleman RE
East Main. 759-9831., .
75379898
WHEELHORSE 20 horse 1993 14x52 2br, $10,500.
1993
14x56
2br,
$11,500.
2BR apts. spacious, all
hydramatic, 46" mower,
350 lb loader, weight box, 1993 14x65 3br, $12,900. appliances including
dual rear wheels, snow 1993 14x70 3br, $17,900. washer & dryer $450/mo
blade, down pressure 1993 16x80 3br, $19,900. 753-4573.
grader, like new. New Ku- 1993 28x48 3br, $22,900. 2BR duplex, central ha,
bota generator, heavy duty Jack Thompson, Terry appliances furnished
Ernest Jennings 24 volt Lynch. Lakeland Quality Available now in Westwood
electric wheel chair, will Homes,641 North, Benton, Subdivision. Coleman RE
carry anyone over 300 lbs. Ky. 527-5253.
753-9898.
1978 Pace Arrow RV with
Mitchell gear splitter, lots of 2BR mobile home & lot, 2BR duplex, appliances
water, sewer & electric furnished, $395/mo plus
extras. 436-2000.
474-8702 for appointment. deposit_ No pets 753-1266
WIDE band lct. diamond
before 5pm
duster ring 753-0621 from BEST Home Center, Hwy
45E, Milan, TN. New gov- 2BR located dose to MSU
5 30-9.00pm only.
ernment money available campus, wooded lot, lots of
for mobile home loans. Bad privacy, $325/mo, deposit
ICS
credit in the past but have required 753-8755 leave
re-established, we can help message
Appliance"
you buy a new mobile
ELECTRIC stove, frost free home. Call toll free 2BR near MSU. Central
refrigerator, washer/dryer, 1-800-282-3781_ Credit ap- heat & air, available now.
plication taken over the $300/mo. appliances &
Call 354-8528
lawn maintenance furnphone.
ished. Embassy Apts
160
COMPLETE mobile home 753-9898.
WWI
Phone
and
cable
services
Furnishings
installation Gallimore 2BR, Sherry Lane Estates
New & very nice All apBEEN to Spring Market. Big Electric. 759-1835.
pliances furnished, central
selection plus extra savings CUMMINGS Meter Poles.
quiet neighborhood
on all furniture & bedding. Specializing in mobile his,
Coleman RE 753-9898
sectionals,
re
Special on
home electric services. 200
diners & bunk beds. We amp. $375. 100 amp $325. MUR-CAL Apartments now
can save you money! Car- 435-4027.
accepting applications for
raway Furniture, 105 N
1, 2 and 3br apartments
WANT to buy 2 or 3br Phone 759-4984. Equal
3rd. 753-1502.
mobile home reasonably Housing Opportunity.
ELECTRIC Move,excellent priced Also need to rent
i
condition, $250. Table & 6 trailer lot, preferrably in
—NOW tang applications
efoairs, microwave cart. country 436-2779
for Section 8low rent housMost eel. Cal after 5pm
' ing. Apply in person at
753-4780.
Southsid• Manor. 906
PRICED to move' Pine
Broad St Extended, be11.101.
truss& table. 2 lams, 6
tween Sam- 12noon No
Home Per Heal
chairs. excellent condition
, phone calla please Equal
Other items. 753-0013
IBR, I mile from town, Housing Opportunity
$1110tims, lease deposit
TAKING apptications for
759-2570. 753-31110.
1111113 IMANN
section • net subsidized
1111=AVA
-bidAR furnished in Hazel. swim* 1.2 1 3
rooms, handicap sooneravailable My I 4112-01211
Caw theillfwaleme.AP.
bie Equal Housing Oppor21R.*Om and appliances tunity. AppSdele Apte
Ores% ead Nlea hems
Hee Oar=y Iftwi
furnished Coleman RE. Hardin. -Sty or cell
VA buy
71.1-NIS.
102-437-4113
SEWING jobs wanted including formal wear
'7p 1061

NEW 2br

duplex central
h/a, appliances carport,
$400/mo 1817 Ridgewood No pets 753-7457
NICE 2br duple( central
gas hia, stove, refrigerator
& dishwasher furnished
Washer/dryer hookup 1'4
yrs old on North Wood Dr
$400/mo plus deposit No
pets Days 753-1953
nights 753-0870
NICE 3br,stove & retrigera
to, furnished, carpet
throughout. central ha
available May 1 $450/mo
plus deposit No pets 105
No 16th St Days 753-1953
Nights 753 0870

2BR 1405 Vine 3br 1305
Vine Lease & deposit re
quired Call 753-0932 or
753-5898
211R 172 townhouse
ChestnUrtt Apt central
hie deck, lawn mamte
nance Available 5/11/93
Coleman RE 753-9898

Public
sae

Deck Sale
121 S. to New Concord take 444 to
Hamlin on lift lust
past 6 mi. marker.
May 6-7-8
7-3

Crafts, craft supplies all kinds, lg. womens'
clothes,
men's
clothes, lots & lots of
misc.

Yard Sale
410 S. 8th
Thum., May 6th
Rescheduled if rain
Lot of nice clothes all
size children & adult lots of decorating
items, chicken coops,
linens, Fisher Price
toys, tumiture.

2814t,4 1 bath, one oar garage. central hie $300 de
posit. $300/mor Call
753-6633 On Hwy 94W
2BR. 641 South, 1'4 miles 21 ACRES in Lynn drove
from city limits, $325Imo area Will sell all together or
in 5 etre blocks 489-2161
753-6156
4, •
after 7pm
3BDRM. convenient location, $500/mo, lease re- FOR your real estate
quired, no pets 753-3293 needs. contact Wilson 9ealty at 302 So 12th
EXTRA nice 3br home only 753-3263 Wayne WitSon.
5yrs old. White stone, cen- 753-5086. broker. Pat Col
tral gas hia. low utilities. eman. 753-0818. associ
storage shed, large ate. Dan Miller, 435-4144.
kitchen. 2 baths. $550/mo associate & auctioneer
References required
KOPPERUD REALTY.
753 2339 or 753-8767.
Murrays largest real estate
firm, offers a complete
range of Real Estate ser
For Rent
_vices
with a wide xxiiirirtion
Or Lease
of quality homes, all prices
or
CREEKVIEW Self storage 7 5 3 1 2 2 2,
warehouses on Center 1-800 455-1222
Drive behind Shoney's
KOPPERUD Realty has
$20 $40/mo 759-4081
buyers waiting to purchase
NORTHWOOD storage homes all price ranges If
presently has units avail- you are thinking of selling'
able 753-2905 for more contact one of our courteinformation
ous and professional
aghnts at 753-1222- or stop
SHOP located at 406 Sun
by office at 711 Main St
bury Circle, overhead
doors, gas heat Call RE/MAX Properties Ltd
753-0839 Of 436-2935
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
Bel -Air
Center
370
5 0 2 753 -SOLD.
Livestock
1-800-369-5780& Supplies
ROBERTS Realty Cello
14 2HH Bay with blaze way County's oldest and
Arab Quarter horse good most reliable real estate
with children Trail horse agency For all your real
only Must see to_aPpreci estate needs call them toate $800 obo 753-0516 day at 753.1651i Syca
more and 12th St
after 5pm
REGISTERED Racking
gelding, excellent show &
trail riding horse Pretty ver
stile 2yr old filly 753-9390
WHEAT 'straw, square
bales Delivery -available
753-5107 or 753-4003 after
5pm
YOUNG Simental-cross
cows with--ca4ves
489 2628
1A0

Pats
& Supplies
AKC Pomeranian 8 week
old puppies-,Call 492-8749
leave message
AKC Registered Cocker
Spaniel puppies 4 male, 2
female Black w/white
markings $60 527-7605
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Clatses or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915
410

Public
Sale

Garage Sale
Rain or Shine
May 7 & 8
7:00 - 7:00
94 W.thru Lynn Grove
by Williams Chapel
Church.
Two Lv VCR, furniture,
am. appliances, Coltman
stove II Intern, Hull motor*, iron skillets & been

Lake
Property
9 WATERFRONT lots, 11
water view lots Exclusive
subdivision on Kentucky
Lake Waterfront lots starting at $10,000 and up to
$20,000 15,miles east of
Murray. KY, 10 miles north
of Paris Landing State
Park, near New Concord,
KY New subdivision, but
only 9 waterfront lots remaining Unspoiled sur
roundings, reasonable restrictions insure owners of
stable property values Our
Best Reference Developer
Has Built A New Home In
The Subdivision For 'His
Family's Enjoyment, Developer will be on site every
Friday. Saturday and Sunday to assist you in your lot
selection Directions From
Murray KY travel East on
Highway 121 to New Con
cord, turn left on Highway
444 & go to Blood River
Baptist Church, turn right
and travel 1 mile, turn left
and proceed to the beautiful entrance to Red Water
Estates Subdivision C W
Shelton Real Estate &
Auction Co C W Shelton,
Broker & Auctioneer. 924
Haymarket Drive Mayfield,
KY (502) 247-1385
LAKEFRONT 2 level home,
150ft waterfront. Pine Bluff
Shores Screen porch wi
Florida room upstairs
753-4320 before 5pm

4.AKE lot. '4

mile from lake,
Keniana Shores $1595
753-8257

Ovisold Dr.
C
Aparlmenli
Then.
Uwe. &
&7
we I
.
Ss& Dave
Inside Olio OWN
Rain at Mina
Lela slams el boon st
Met

3 ACRE farm with new well,
2 out buildings, driveway,
completely fenced, camper
optional $10,000 Located
just oft Hwy 280 on old
Murray -concord Rd
436-5744 or 436 2528
LAND 1 to 230 acres
753-1300 a 489 2116 after
7pm 7 5 ton gas heat
electric air unit

1984 FORD Tempo, needs
work. $700 obo Call
753-5350 after 5pm
1984 OLDS 98 Regency.
light Sand color, leatber in
tenor Call 489-2640 after
5pm
1985 NISSAN Maxima sta _
(ion wagon. sun/moon roof
loaded local owner,$4500
753-8096 after 5 30pm
1986 DODGE Omni.
80.XXX miles. sn at, pis.
$2600 753-3120

1987 DOUBLE wide
(28x56), 3br, 2 bath, southwest area, city water. on
approx 1./, acres, storage
building, satelitte -Bank ap
praised at $43,500 Owner
must sell 759-9976

1986 DODGE 600SE, ex
cellent condition 753-9774
after 6pm
1986 FORD Mustang GT.
302H0, auto loaded
'753-9861 after 5pm

services
Offered
'a
Al. AL'S hauling yaird
Work, tree removal. mow
Free,ektimates
759-1683

1990 CHEVY Silvered° duExt cab, 454, auto.
loaded, excellent condition
759-9799

Al TREE Service Stunip
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 alter
5pm 759 9816 753 0495

1991 MAZDA B2200 one
owner • 753-2615
510

ALL around lawn service
mowing. trimming, haUling
odd jobs, experienced Call
759 1041 or 437 4703

Campers
1965 DODGE motorhome,
fully equipped. 52,XXX
miles. excellent condition.
$4500 neg No trades
474.0115

ALPHA Builders Given
try, remodeling porches
roofing. concrete, drive
ways, painting mainte
nance, etc Free estimates
489 2303

24FT Coachman self
contained camper trailer
Affer . 4pm
$3000
753 0276, 753 0236

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years ex
BOBBY
perience
HOPPER 436 5848

B & B BROKERS, Inc. 701
South 12th St, Murray.
2BR country home, central
Kentucky, Phone
h/a, vinyl siding, 1'4 car
502 753 4389. your New
garage, extras, clean and
Airstream Motorhome
well maintained 437-4023
Dealer Five to choose BACKHOE Service ROY
from
Night phone HILL Septic system, drive
1988
IROC
Z t tops
3BR. 272 bath-Beautiful
ways, hauling, foundations
502
753.5960
loaded, mechanically
brick Canterbury home
etc • 759-4864
2400sq ft plus 2car garage- sound 753-2616
SCAMPER 5th wheel. 3211
SERVICE
BACKHOE
Corner lot, privacy fence, 1988 YUGO GVL. am/fm self-contained, electric'
beautifully landscaped yard cassette. aic. 4sp, new ex- gas, refrigerator, gas hot BRENT ALLEN septic tank
& patio area Price just haust 753 9501
water heater. aic. full bath, installation, repair, replace
reduced to,$105,000 Call
queen bed, very nice condi ment 759 1515
1990- MERCURY Topaz non 759 9475
Coleman RE 753-9898
BAILEY'S MOWING -41;
air, stereo, p/b, auto, excel
LAWN CARE mowing let
3BR.2 full bath home.large lent condition, $7500
USED Airstream Trailers tilizer aerating & leaf re
16x24 deck, storage build
753-0440 days. 436-5099 Also used trailer baches moval 99% customer re
Mg Built in 1979, excelleht nights Ask for Randy
Will trade 753 0114
tention rate Free esti
condition Kirivy area Prmates Call David Bailey
1990 SEDAN DeVille,
iced in the $40'5 489-2801
520
753 6986
loaded-leather, red on red 3BR 3200sq ft Ranth
Boats
excellent condition & looks
BILL Musser yardwork
overlooking the #10 green
& Motors
priced to sell by owner
436 2043
tennis courts & pool at $14,995 Call 759-4871 L._
1975 ASTROGLASS 40hp
Oak's Country Club 2 mas
Johnson, trailer' new tire BOBS Plumbing Repair
1991 CAMARO RS, excel
ter bedrooms. 22x28 recre
Service All work guaran
492-8749
anon room. 2 large decks. lent condition 753-2041
teed 73 1134
3'4 baths, new oak kitchen. 1991 RED Mazda Miata
1984 FISHER Pro Challen
BRYON'S LAWN SERcustom decorations & land
air p/w, anti lock braking ger, 85hp motor 16' bass
VICE Professional lawn
seeping • $175,000
system, anti theft audio boat,$4000 excellent con
'care and main tance Free
753-4569
system, head rest speak dition Call after 5pm
estimates 753 4591
759-9455
3BR brick home, 3 miles ers, driver's side air 'bag
from Murray, built under low mileage. $13,400 obo 1984 RIVIERA cruiser pon- BUSH hogging large or
FMHA specs 759 1584 502-522 6769 after 5pm or toon, 50hp Mercury motor, small 753 7457
weekends
leave message
24tt length good condition CARPET and vinyl installa_
759-1882 ir no answer (ion and repairs Glen Bei,
1991 SEDAN DeVille Ca
BY OWNER SAVE $$$$
dillac extra nice 753 4509 leave message
ber. 759 1247
3br, 3 bath brick, central
gas ha, appliances. cus CAR Stereo Installation WANTED cheap boats & CHIM Chim Chimney
motors All kinds Tom Lee Sweeps has 10% senior
drapries, fenced yard, low 753-0113. Sunset Boule
utilities, many amenities! yard Music, Murray's Al 436 5811
citizen discounts We sell
pine Car Audio Specialist,
Owner moving By.appoint
chimney caps and scteens
435 4191
ment 753 0788, 759-1839
DixieJand Center. 1- block
Services
from MSU dorms
COUNTERTOPS custom
HOUSE in Coldwater' 3br.
Offered
Homes. trailers offices
27, _bath, living roorn,__ .
1 A A 1 Hauling tree trim Wulff s Recovery Murray
fling room. ebt-in kitchen,
ming, tree removal clean 436 5560
Upstairs with fireplace
Vans
ing out sheds. attics. & odd
Large den, utility downsCUNNINGHAM'S Heating
tairs, new vinyl siding. 2 car 1989/90 TOYOTA conver- lobs Free estimates
sion van, raised roof, color 436-2102 Luke Lamb
- and Cooling Service Corn
garage, low $705
plete installation and ser
N. dual air system, loaded.
489-2972
lA Al town-"country yard vice
Call Gary at
-eRcellent condition, $9300
mewing, landscaping tree 759 4.754
-753
8500
or
436-5371 after trimming,
470
tree removal,
5pm
light hauling Free esti CUSTOM bulldozing and
Motorcycles
Tim Lamb. backhoe work septic sys
1990 1991 DODGE mini mates
teals 354 8161 after 4pm
436-2528
van,
one
low
miles,
one
1979 YAMAHA $750 obo
high
miles
Call 753-0603
753 1990
1987 MUSTANG, blue,
hatch back, 4 cyl, 5sp,
tinted windows $2400 obo
753-6554

1974 FORD LTD 351 4dr
'4354581 after 8pm
1978 MONTE Carlo. good
running_ condition, $450
obo 753 1134
1982 TOYOTA Celica.
$800 obo. good running
condition 753.1072
1984 FORD Tempo
air cruise, auto, $1400
436-5697

1978 FORD F150 runs
good, some rust, wired tot
trailer, $1250 obo
753-9894 after 7pm

CUSTOM KiTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING

All Types Of:

1979 JEEP pickup, V-S.
auto. pis. p/b, air, 126,000
miles, $1750 753-0649
1988 CHEVY pickup, black
swb sport side 753-5815
1989 CHEVY Silverado
swb. loaded, new tires &
wheels 436-2765

Custom Woodworking
S

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURRAY (B•Pond Bunny Bread)
753 5940

(
11.

YARD
SALE
EASON
ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale
3 Times and SAVE
$7.50

1 insertion

'12.50
'15.00

2 insertions
3 insertions

Ads must be paid in advance. A '2.00 fee will be
required to make any changes to ad after deadline.

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:

ls

1505

For Sale

530

Used
Trucks

Used
Cars

435

pot silverware, dishes,
baby stuff, free

Rummage
Salo

500

.190

Farms

2 WOODED lot on 94E, 5
miles 753-6425 or
759-9703
3,8 WOODED acres. corner lot, northwest Calloway 10 minutes from bwn

Pasture,'garden spot. drkre
way, well, electric pole Cal
Coleman RE 753-2896
v. ACRE near Mood River
Church, Nee Concord
area $1200 753-15241
LOT with trees m South
west Vat SIN 100.'140'or
11117s140 753-341111

Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
'Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday
3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition....
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department
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CLASSIFIEDS Reception to honor Meek's art
CUSTOM TILUNG flower
beds or gardens. etc
Phone 489 2995 .
Z.RYWALL finishing. re.
pairs additions and blow rig ceilings 753 4761
EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing. new construction,
;iddition5. blown ceilings
435 4036

..•••-•••-•*-

FORREST Construction
Remodeling, additions. repair. countertops. and gen
.2ral carpentry 753-9688
15 years experience
nENERAL Repair plumb
g, roofing, tree work
436 2642
WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, paintmg Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 436-2701

I;ERALD

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
iristalled for your specifies!ions Call Sears 753-2310
or tree estimate
HANDYMAN will do plumbelectrical carpentry
and general repair
'530596 '
K B ASSOCIATES Gen
iral construction, remodelrig, garages, decks, patios,
atenor tririf 753-0834
KITCHEN CABINET RE
.OVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgram formica all colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560
SHE ETROCK finishing.
textured ceilings Larry
firisman 492-8742

The Wrather West Kentucky
Museum at Murray State Univer530
sity will hold a reception at 6
Sorvices
Offered
p.m. Friday in appreciation of
Sammie Meek of Jackson, Tenn.,
LAWN mowing service In SUREWAY Tree & Stump for the gift of her late husband's
sureq,. Coleman Benefiel Removal Insured with full art collection.
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
LEE'S CARPET CLEAN- 753-5484
ING Spring cleaning? Call
us for a free estimate THE Gutter Co Seamless
,
'
aluminum gutters, variety
753-5827
of colors Licenser- in
LICENSED for electric and sured Estimate available
gas 753-7203
759-4690
MOODY'S mower repair VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR
Pick up and delivery Wood VCR Service Center,
753-5668
cleaning- servicing $15,
MOWER repair Same day most repairs $35 New loservice 7 days week Most cation Route 1, Almo.
repairs at your home Fac Open 9-12, 1-5, Mon.-Fri ,
tory trained, 15 yrs expen 753-0530
ence 502-753-5299
WANTED large yards to
PAINTING, exterior, inter- mow 753-8908 call early in
ior Call Charlie Rains morning Reasonable
753-5754
WILL mow lawns, trim or
PLUMBING repairman with remove trees & do light
same day service Call hauling Reasonable rates:
Call 753-2772 ask for
436-5255
Donnie
REFINISHING stripping,
WILL mow yards J J Yard
custom woodworking
Call 753-6728 or
Service
753-8056
492-8843
RICK'S Roofing All types
of roofs'and repairs Tor- WILL mow yards Reasonchon modified and rubber able rates 759-1274 after
for mobile homes 17 years 4pm
experience, guaranteed LAWN Mowing Service
work Free estimates Small or large, rasonable
phone 502-437-4559
rates, work guaranteed,
ROCKY COLSON Home very dependable Call John
Repair Roofing, siding, 753-2128
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
phorwi 759-4564

The collection of oil paintings
and ink drawings were the work
of James M. Meek, a Murray
State alumnus who distinguished
himself as a musician as well as
an artist. Meek died in March
1985.

.

SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS,
installation repair, replacement Backhoe service
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

Chess Team Winners

States, Great Britain, New Zealand and Japan.
The James M. Meek collection
can be viewed through the month
of May at the Wrather West Kentucky Museum from 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
and from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday. After the month-long exhibition, pieces of the collection will
be made available to various
offices and the Faculty Club on
the Murray State campus.

A native of Jackson, Tenn.,
Meek earned bachelor's degrees

in boih art and music, as well as
a master's degree in psychology,
at Murray State. He also attended
Union University in Jackson and
taught for seven years in Rocky
Ford, Colo. Meek then settled in
Taos, N.M-., to devote his life to
painting and running an art gallery. His oils, watercolors and
sculptures arc included in 212
private collections in the United

AWN

KEEP YOU

LORIN

FRESH

We Rent a Full Line Of...
Riding and Push Mowers,
Gas Trimmers,
Hedge Trimmers,
and many more
lawn care items.

Murray Middle School's chess team finished fourth in the 1993
National Junior High Chess Tournament in Chicago recently. Pictured are, back row from left, Coach Mark Galloway, Chad
Delancey, Josh Price, David Crouch and Mark Stockton. Front.
from left, Nathan Hughes, Stephen Breeding and Joe McKee!.

WHY BUY
WHEN YOU
CAN RENT!

•

FREE: Cat, male, declawed & neutered, 'A Hirnalyan 436-2031.

RENTAL4SALES
CENTER

200 E. Main

FREE short haired kittens,
8 weeks old 492-8769

753-8201

Horoscopes

MYERS

'Ill RSD‘N., NIAY 6, 1993
For sour personalited daily Jcane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
ire of birth, call I-9(X)-988-7788. Your phone company will hill you 95
a mioute.
II \P11' imam y! IN THE
important project. Someone express-

Josh Price, seventh-grader at Murray Middle School receives a
trophy from USCF Scholastic Chairman Steve Miller for his ninth
place finish in the 1993 National Junior High Chess tournament in
Chicago last week. With five wins and a draw against only one

loss, Price tied for fifth place in the national event and was
NEVI' YEAR OF 1*()I R LIFE: es affection for you publicly. You
awarded the ninth place trophy on tiebreaks.
may not be ready fOr a commitment.
-Yon find fresh sources of inspiration
when you need -them most. though.
VIRGO t Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
\lthough romance could have its
Announcing the results of _recent_
ups and downs this sunitner. you
and your partner will experience re-search leads to success. You think
n
in...September...The _ of. faraway places Have i serious
money talk With the powers that be.
ompanionship of a child tn. patent
Emphasiie teamwork.
A legacy
• s special gift: treasure
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
it promotion in November will
There is a strong temptation to
South dealer.
Extraordinary mental energy make
ricali new tirbinciaUfreedom.. Early
rely on the spade finesse and, if it
North-South vulnerable.
this a great day for studying and
ii 1994. building or buying -a vacafails, to fall back on playing the A-K
NORTH
!ion home holds._great appeal. Check learning.. You. may,' decide to, travel.
ofdiamonds in the hope of felling the
* AQJ
Expressing resentmerit over old
• contractor's references.
ge 763
queen. There is a very good chance
grievances could cause a dear one
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
one of these will succeed, but that
J 97 4
pain. Forg.is e and move on.
DATE: L'iplorer Robert
I 11 1
doesn't mean declarer should rely
+ Q 98
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.'21):
Peary. baseball legend Willie \lays.
exclusively on them. He should try to
EAST
WEST
Try to remain calm in the face of a
heartiluob Rudolph Valentino. rock
# K 73
elevate his chances even more by
* 86 4 2
challenge. Imagination is more
oar Bob Seger.
V A K 108 4 taking advantage of any other facV J 95 2
important than money when choos%RIES M arch 2I -April
• Q 10 2
tors that may exist.
+863
ing a gift. Find out what your partlions iur mate and a close associHe should begin by cashing the
+63
+52
supply
ner needs and do your hest to
ate encourage you to take on nem
A-Q of trumps, hoping for a 2-2 diviSOUTH
it.
Aallenges. Settling financial quession. When this occurs, he ruffs
+ 1095
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
tions mill require a caretul OvestigaVQ
dummy's last heart, preparing for a
21): Taking care of business
lion. Singles find romance.
•A K 5
possible endplay. He then plays the
20i: promptly brings peace of mind. You
l'.‘URUS (April 20-May :
A-K-5 of diamonds.
1074
J
K
A
4
\ n emphasis on action motivates feel impelled to tackle new tasks.
These preliminary maneuvers
bidding:
The
a
about
Try to be more realistic
ou to assert yourself. Organiting
well rewarded when East wins
are
East
North
West
South
romantic relationship; - ‘our -home is also rewarding. Finish
1 IF
the diamond with the queen and
1•
Pass
1+
22-Jan.
(Dec.
CAPRICORN
lip old iirojects before beginning
Pass
finds himself bucking his head
4+
Pass
I9):. Greater authority will soon be 3+
11C+.1.
against a stone wall.
5+
to
efforts
Your
wisely.
it
( \lay 21 -June 211): yours. Use
If he returns a spade, declarer
hearts.
of
two
lead
Opening
A m, irritation you or )our partner help a friend could lead to charges
in dummy with the jack and
wins
business
all
Keep
of favoritism.
but it
n
teei can he handled seZ.Thly.
Planning the line of play that gets rid of his other spade loser on
vvould help it- you took the initiative. arrangements strictly aboveboard.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): will yield the maximum chance for the jack of diamonds.
Hie company,. of someone you
If East returns a heart instead,
A hit of conflict in the work atmos- the contract is a highly important
piritual
C \NCI leads to a new
the effect is the same. Declarer disphere need not spark,animosity. element of good declarer play.
Consider this deal where West cards a spade from his hand as he
C
C ANER
(June 2I -July 221: Offer your services as a mediator. A
a heart against five clubs. East ruffs the return in dummy, and disleads
stress.
you
relieve
budget
helps
revision
one
Speak your mind to the
PISCES (Feb. 1.9-March 20): takes the king and continues with cards another spade on the jack of
lovc. \s oid making accusations if
‘s ant a s_xmpathetic hearing. Household or community affairs the ace, ruffed by South. Declarer diamonds.
Either way,South makes the con-1 hose
ers-who have a private capture yo.ur Atention. As love still faces the prospect of losing a
without risking the spade fitract
loses
he
if
diamond;
a
arid
spade
think
you
of
some
stronger.
grows
bringsAcm
1;111plillIC find that it
nesse. It pays to plan the play.
about making a permanent commit- both, he goes down one.
Itiset'1'imether,
ment. Family members will applaud
23-Aug. 221: The
LEO
Tomorrow: Mandatory falsecard.
power to do a great job is yours. a decision..
You will enjoy cooperating on anl

11/
V.

a
UJ

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.
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Weeping
Cherry.
Bradford Pear.
Red Maple 8
Dogwood

Open Mother's Day
502-527-7825

.4
v.

Large Selection
of Bedding
Plants,
Hostas,
Perennials
ind Roses

v.
.,

4
4

R

,
9
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.,
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Wholesale & Ratall
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Open 7 Days A Wet* 8 a m -6 p m
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Pitman Chiropractic Center
NOW OPEN

_s
:

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450

Carry

Mon.-Fri. 7-5; Sat. 8-Noon

Weighing the Risk Factor

TOD %N.'S CHILDREN are horn skeptics who must see something to
believe it. .11tev. love to disom Cr things for themselves and will he especially
happy exploring the great outdoors. Give these headstrong children plenty of
support and appeal to their better nature. Uninterested in fashion. these Taureans may need to spruce up their appearance. Innovative and practical. they
are especially suited for the world of commerce. Their entrepreneurial spirit
almost guarantees that they will go into business for themselves at some
[sum.
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#6079

Int. Latex Paint
n
s
LOW Sheen gal 11%).

* * *

Special Offer * * *

3

With purchase of 4 gallons or more of Porter
Paints (your choice) receive a

rn

Free Porter Paints T-Shirts

vi

Special Good While Supplies Last
So Hurry & Get Your Free T-Shirt!!

MYERS SI::

Dine Out
(

With L74orn
Mom deserves a special meal out and what
better way to show her she's special than letting
us,serve her lunch or dinner in a relaxing
atmosphere.

We will be open Mother's Day
Dr. Jeff Pitman, formerly of Family Chiropractic
Center in Murray, has purchased the chiropractic
practice of Dr. Robert Yoak in Benton.

11 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Please call for reservations

The office is located at 1201 Birch St.(on the corner
of12th and Birch St.)Appointments can be made by
calling the office at 527-5898. Office hours are
Monday,--Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday 9:0012:30 and 2:00-5:30 and Saturday 9:00-12DO.
Pitman, originally from Owensboro, completed his
undergraduate studies at Murray State University
and is a graduate of Life Chiropractic College in
Marietta, GA. He now resides in Murray with his
wife Tracy, formerly of Hazel, and his son Justin.

M-T-W-F
9:00-12:30
2404:30
Sat. 9-12

527-5898
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Today in History

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Looking Back

Today is Wednesday, May 5, the 125th day of 1993. There are 240
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in -History:
One hundred years ago, the "Panic of 1893" hit the New York
Stock Exchange. Various factors were blamed for the panic, including
the bankruptcy of a major railroad and shrinking national gold
reserves. By the end of 1893, the country was in the throes of a tevere
depression.
On this date:
In 1494, during his second voyage to the New World, Christopher
Columbus first sighted Jamaica.
In 1818, the political philosopher Karl Marx was born in Prussia.
In 1955, West Germany Acame a sovere
ign state.
In 1955, the baseball musical "Damn
Yankees" opened on
Broadway.
In 1961, astronaut Alan B. Shepard Jr.
became America's firgt
space traveler as he made a 15-minute sub-orbital
flight in a capsule
launched from Cape Canaveral, Fla.
In 1980, a siege at the Iranian embassy in Londo
n ended as British
commandos and police stormed the building.
In 1981, Irish Republican Army hunger-strike
r Bobby Sands died at
the Maze Prison in Northern Ireland in his
66th day without food.
Ten years ago: An Eastern Airlines L-1011 carryi
ng 172 people lost
power in all three engines after takeoff from
Miami on a flight to the
Bahamas. The pilot managed to restart the tail
engine and return to
Miami; it turned out that mechanics had failed
to install oil seals in
the engines, causing them to fail.
Five years ago: The Most Rev. Eugene Antoni
o Marino became the
nation's first black Roman Catholic archbishop
during an installation
Mass in the Atlanta Civic Center.(However,
Marino stepped down in
July 1990 because of a two-year affair with
Columbus resident Vicki
Long.)
One year ago: President Bush and Democrat
Bill Clinton picked up
primary victories in Indiana, North Carolina
and the District of
Columbia.
Today's Birthday's: Actress Alice Faye is 78. Actres
s Ann B. Davis
is 67. Actress Pat Carroll is 66. Singer
Tammy Wynette is' 51.
Comedian-actor Michael Palin is 50. Actor Jean-Pi
erre Lcaud is 49.
Actress Tina Yothers is 20.
Thought for Today: "When in doubt, duck."
— Malcolm Forbes,
American publisher (1919-1990).

Ten years ago
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ross
A group of approximately 70. Talley, April 30.
concerned citizens from Lynn
Twenty years ago
Grove and Harris Grove areas
Charlie Owens. Chris Withersassembled last night to organize a poon and Randy
Thomas have
local effort to establish a fire pro- enlisted for
service in the U.S.
tection district for that section of Air Force.
the county.
William N. 11411Ick, William
Dr. Alice Koenecke, a 1958 Gargus and
Max Workman are
graduate of Eastern Illinois Uni- new officer
s of Lynn Grove
versity, is the 1983 recipient of Adult Farmer
Class with W.H.
School of Home Economics Out- Brooks as
teacher. standing Alumnus Award. Dr.
Willard Ails, pharmacist at,
Koenecke was chairman of Home
Economics Department at Murray Murray-Calloway County HospiState University, from 1969 to tal, presented a program on
1982 and last fall returned to full; "Drugs" at a meeting of Kirksey
School PTA. New PTA officers
time teaching at MSU.
Members of 19 homemakers are Mrs. Billy Ba/zell, Mrs._
clubs in Calloway County partici- Charles Coleman, Mrs. Earl
pated in the ninth annual County Lamb and Mrs. Johnny Ingram.
Tasting Luncheon held April 28
Mrs. Edgar Morris and Mrs.
at First United Methodist Church. Angie Gibbs
presented a lesson
Births reported include a girl to on "Historical
Places in KentuckMr. and Mrs. Danny Alexander y" at a meetin
g of North Murray

Homemakers Club held at home
soloist.
of Mrs. Charlie Robertson.
Forty „•ears ago
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Farm Agent
A musical drama, based upon
S.V. Fay said "Blue Mold is ragthe invention of radio by Mur- ing the
county and spreading
ray's Nathan Stubblefield, has rapidly during
this weather." He
been written by Paul Shahan, urges farmer
s to check their plant
member of music faculty at Mur- beds daily.
ray State, and Lillian Lowry, lanCadet Billy G. Jackson. Murguage teacher at College High ray,
sophomore at Murray State
School. It is called "The Stubble- Colleg
e, will be presented the
field Story" and will be presented Gold
Medal by Captain Wendell
May 23 to 25 at the new Kenlake Oury Chapte
r of Daughters of the
Amphitheatre.
American Revolution for highest
Army Pvt, Thomas F. Thorn, scholastii:
standing among stuson of Mrs. Tommie Thorn, has dents
in Military Science at Murcompleted a five-week basic air- ray State.
craft maintenance course at Avia- . Mrs.
L.J. Hill, Mrs. Wylie
tion Center, Fort Rucker, 'Ala.
Parker, Mrs. Billie Joe 'Strader
Dr. Marvin Wade of Sociology and 'Mrs.
Russ Taylor are new
Department of Murray State Col- officers
of Ha/el Unit of Parentlege, spoke at Fellowship lunc- Teache
r Association
heon of United Church Women
The Rev. H.P. Blankenship. IS
held on May 3 at First Methodist
serving as pastor of South PleasChurch. Mrs. W.D. Caldwell was
ant Grove Methodist Church.

DEAR ABBY: Last week, I
attended the funeral of a cousin I
was especially close to. We were the
same age 156) and he was dearly
loved by all who knew him.
in the middle of the minister'seulogy, my son, who was seated in
the row ahead of me, started to
laugh. Seated next to him was his
cousin, and for some reason, they
.139th started to laugh. My son is 31
and his cousin is a year younger.
Abby, here ,are two grown men
attending a funeral, and they were
laughing so hard, their shoulders
were shaking.

Tears were running down my
son's cheeks, so I handed him my
handkerchief. It was pale pink with
butterflies embroidered on it. and
when his cousin saw it, he, got hysterical all over again. Mind You, this
was during a funeral service.
I finally tapped my son on the
shoulder and motioned for him to
leave and take his.cousin with him.
(Later someone mentioned to me
that my son took my cousin's death
very hard. I didn't say anything.1
After the service,- I apologized to
the minister. He said,"I've seen this
happen before; don't worry about

THE FAR SIDE

Abby, is there some explanation
for this? Getting the giggles at a
funeral seems very odd to me.
EMBARRASSED IN BOSTON
DEAR EMBARRASSED: It's
not unusual for the emotions to
become confused when one is
stressed out, grieving or elated.
Inappropriate laughter ("I
laughed so hard, I cried") and
"tears of joy" are natural reactions.
So, as the minister said,
"Don't worry about it."

By GARY LARSON

CALVIN and HOBBES
TOU KNOW, WE RF.ALLT OUGNT
ENTEP. MORE .0141I.STS
I NEVER REALIZED BOW
*KA FUN IT
IS TO -WIN!

BUT tlE
itANEWN
WON YET

BUT WE WILL,
MID T4Et4
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Dr. Gott
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By Peter II. (ion. Mt)
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CATHY
ON, NO! NOT 'Wooly! I DON'T 'YOU WERE 50 0000 AT HOME.
11/1141T YOU TO FMRCH RIGHT 'YOUR CLIENTS
HAVE TV„E FOR THIS TODAY!
Wiiti DO VDU ALWA45 ACT uP
BACK TO YOUR ROOM MO SIT ARE HERE TO
THE SEUND WE'RE OUT IN
THERE UNTIL YOU'RE READY
SEE Wm,
pusuc ??
rAusT tiOU
11) BEHAVE YOURSELF !!
CATHY
ALUMS HUMLIATE Pie
'
7

THEY'LL HAVE
TD WAiT. I'mi
DIVING A
-TIME OUT'
TO Aitl HAIR

arum..5

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
fiRE-THE GREATEST:

v

ANNIE!wt)LGOK MK-ER
APRIL FOR ME,Sa)KeEP
AN EVE-ON OJIk tome
ovir uxup WE
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GARFIELD
WHAT'S
MY
MOTIVATION?

DEAR DR. GOTT. Please discus:
antibiotic colitis in your colionwl•was
recently hospitalized for to days wit h
this condition.
DEAR READER The prolonged
use of antibiotics will depletet i he
numbers of -good- bacteria. as well as
disease causing microbes. iii the
body. This is especially noticeable in
"Whoa! Look at Zagar!...He clressed to the twos!"
the intestinal tract. Once the. delicate
bacterial balance in the intestine has
been upset. germs resistant to the
antibiotics flourish
This may cause extensive. intlam
mation, with diarrhea, bloating. fever
and weight loss The most common
culprit in this scenario is a hardy
microorganism named('
Such an -infection may In'
to
eradicate because sophisticated and
expensive drugs are required to in
ACROSS
Answer to Previous Puzzle
come the C,..difficile resistance
42 Seed
container
Antibiotic colitis is more a problem
1 Morning
OP A L ES P A'T
B Imo
A R in young children and the elderly.
44 Unusual;
run
strange
EMT
4 Later
ERA
Al are especially susceptible to.the riehT
46 Goddess of
9 Unused
M A
A D
N A P dration and malnutrition c
caused hr
discord
12 Harem room
A
T the diarrhea - (;OT.
48 Hindu
13 Crown
DEAR DR OTT Nly -niece was
cymbals
N N A
A
14 Time gone by
50 "Star —"
hospitalized recently with severe diar
15 "experiment
A
E s
0
A
51 Morrow or
in —"
0 rhea and weight loss Biopsy deter
Lowe
17 Hair
mined partial villous atrophy 1 under
HE
Bishop'
53
s
ornament
stand this is caused by a, virus arr.]can
headdre
ss
B
19 Juliet's
last indefinitely
.
. Will she outgrow the
55 Horse's home
suitor
T E
condition?
Masterfu
58
l;
21 Tennis stroke
H
I
0
forceful
DEAR READER: The normal Imes
22 "The Bad —"
61 Dine c'
EILONGISEEM . tine is able to absorb vast quantities
24 Arid
62
1979
space26 TV's Adam —
A R
EONS of minerals, vitamins and nutrients
L E AN
age horror
29 Quotes
5
-5
1993
United
Feature
Syndicate because of structures„eatled villi
film
31 Make lace
These tiny corrugations enormously
64 Conger
33 Owing
8 Wading bird
increase the surfaCe area of the
65 Mimic
2 Poem
34 Hypothetical
9 Caught: slang
66 Wedding
3 Attic
intestinal lining: they're necessary for
force
10 The self rings
4 Tiny particle
proper nutrition
35 Castor —
11
Emerge
d
67 Mr. Mineo
5 Discharged
37 Crowd
Prolonged diarrhea or, more pre
victorio
us
6 Tantalum
39 Father
,cisely. the infectionsimingit_ can
16 — Drive
DOWN
symbol
40 Not a Dem.
18 Nod
make these villi shrink Called vinous
7 Do wrong
1 Iota
20 Morsel '•
atrophy. the condition is ordinarily
22 Tally
1
2
3
4
5
8
7
8
9
10
11
temporary.
23 Downy duck
lbselieve your niece will return to
25 Sweet potato
12
14
normal after therapy with intravenous
11
13111.
11 27 — Bowl
fluids
28 River ducks
30 Small drink
Of course, some intestinal disor32 2.000 lbs.
ders. such as regional enteritis, will
36 "Salem's —" affect the villi More or less perma
38 Arbor
nently and must be treated with
41 Pittsburgh
antibioticsiir cortisone. This is unlike
bosobolity
ly in your niece's case. however.
43 Hoover —
because the biopsy would have shown
45 Diversifies
17 Cry
more signs of inflammation
49 Dwelt
DEAR DR GOTT is there any eft'
52 Gossip
relation between prostate cancer and
51 Containers
the frequency or infrequency of
56 Caspian —
orgasm'
54 304101
117 Ouklo's hh
ig
DEAR READER, No There does
no's
not appear to be a consistent corm's•Meadow
1141A 134.lwe'en prostatic ea-wefts
COM
benign overgrowth and .vsual
roessure
release There was a common miscon
OS Al home
ception years ago that prostate can
e'er is caused by congestion in the
prostate gland this is untrue
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I MEAN,I KNOW MAT
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PEANUTS

PI'•

DEAR ABBY: I do
know
to tell you-this, but this is not a per- ,
feet world we're living in. Sit. 1.11 the
people who are bothered by• their
neighbors' floodlights.
sug-gest that they move- somew here
else?
We live out in Ole sticks of West
Virginia. It takes the state police or
sheriff 30 in
to get to our
'house after they're called. It takes
the fire department 15 minutes.
We farm and have a lot of equipment to worry about. One small
tractor costs more than S211.0on.
Everything we. own is e.rigraved
with our license nuber
m s for the
police to trace if it is stolen.
If we lived in a perfect world.
would ,not needlights to protecte
l. We have six rio-%% au mercury
vapor lights shining bright and
locks on the barns, and still girsiilins•
is stolen from our truck park4.4I iii
our drivewayaleXt to
house
When some. of our cars wer,
stolen. the insurance compaii‘
refused to pay. Why? NO !OWL,on
the gates! Our woods are usedliii
sexual fun house! In spite off lie rim I
'trespassing signs, someone grew IA a
in seven containers m mar woods
last year. There arc varmorts in the .
country. both the four-leggeei anti
two-legged variety.
PHILIP D.
GREENVILLE, W V.\ •
DEAR PHILIP: I suspect N•ou
are attempting to downplay the
many attractive aspects of your
beautiful state in order to discourage people from moving
there. (Look what happened to
California; even the threat of
earthquake's didn't help.i

PONT 114.1 Ott. 'IOU KNOW
AIREADI ? • HoIN
EYER1ONE WILL
P. THE.1
KNOW BOW GREAT
ONLY RECOGNIZE
WE ARE
GREATNESS With
SOME AUTIAORM
•'N
w1
CONFIRMS it.
tor
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Dear Abby

Daily Comics

WEIL PioBBES, M.1 WE.
AK. 10 DO %OW tS WAIT
FOR THE JUDGES
TO AWARD MR \j'
FOSTER FtiZsr
?RlZE , /AD VC.L
BE ROLIAG ttA )
liDOLNI4 AND
PRESS- k GE
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WELL,ACTUALLY,
KNOW WNAT'S GOING
ON,OUT I'VE SORT
OF LOST TRACK
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We are having an Anniversary Celebration Sale
with GIANT TREMENDOUS Savings in every
department. It's just our way of saying
'Thank You' for helping to make our past years succesful.
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Jamison Bedding

Large Selection
Of Area Rugs
& Pictures

$7(100
ea. pc.

Twin

$nvunoo

Full

\\

ea. Pc.

Queen

$24800set.

1/2 Off

Sold in sets only!

BEDROOM
3-pc. oak bedroom. Includes tripie dresser and mirror, large
chest and pediment head & footboard.
Reg. $1,399.95
3-pc. bedroom in cherry. Inciudes triple dresser and mirror,
large chest and pediment headboard.
Reg. $1,299.95

NOW

$899"
NOW

$799"

4-pc. bedroom in oak. Triple
NOW
dresser and tri-view mirror,large
chest, headboard and night e99995
stand.
Reg. $1,765.00

NOW

QueensIze sleeper with innerspring mattress by La-Z-Boy. Green
& Burgundy strip cover.
Reg. $1,199.95

1/2
NOW

Queen size sleeper from Overnight. Peach, blue & green tapestry like cover with contrasting
pillows. Innerspring mattress.
Reg. $799.95

$450"
NOW

Full size sleeper from Overnight.
Mint green with mini print cover.
Innerspring mattress.
Reg. $899.95

MISCELLANEOUS
NOW

1/2

NOW
3-pc. group of tables. Oak with
formica tops. From Peters Re- tow o,,„
vington.
Reg.
$999'95

%/OLP°

3 verde Iron tables with glass
NOW.,
o
tops, from Hammary. Floor „
samples.
Reg.
$429
'
95
ea.

*10Uw

Buffet & Hutch. Black with tile
top.
Reg. $549.95

Assortment of oak barstools. All
24".
Reg. $139.95

Brass & Glass Etagere with five
shelves.
Reg. $199.95

Iron headboards. Available in
twin or full size. Blue & pink
colors.
Reg. $69.95
7.":"•••

3-pc. wall unit. Booksheive,
china desk-& 2-door unit in oak
by Peters Roviligton.
Reg. $2,100.00

Queen size sleeper with innerspring mattress from Overnight. Multi-color cover.
Reg. $799.95
Twin size sleeper from overnight.
Beige tweed cover with arm pillows.
Reg. $699.95
Queen size sleeper with innerspring mattress from Hickory
Hill. Blue, green & burgundy
plaid cover.
Reg. $1,099-.95

NOW

1/2
NOW

1/2
NOW

NOW

$59995

NOW

1/2
NOW

DINING ROOM
8-pc. solid oak dining room by
Keller. Round pedestal table with
6 heavy style chairs and large
Reg. $3,705.00
china.
5-pc. white washed dinette with
Reg. $999.95
formica top.

1/2
NOW

$200°
NOW

5-pc rectangular table with natural finish and almond formica
Reg. $999.95
top.
5-pc.table & chairs. Round glass
top with iron base and 4 padded
chair*. From Kesler.
Reg. $1,999.95

Shaker style rocking chair by
Sam Moore. Upholstered seat &
back. Slightly damaged.
Reg. $399.95
2 Queen Anne style chairs from
Craftmaster. Tea stain cover.
Reg. $549.95
Wing back chair with Chippendale legs from Best. Teal green
cover.
Reg. $399.95
Chippendale wing back from
Fairfield. Green cover. Slightly
damaged.
Reg. $499.95
2 Chippendale wing backs from
Hickory Hill. Blue, green & burgundy tapestry cover.
Reg. $549.95

SOFAS
NOW
$24995

NOW

1/2
NOW

2 Lounge chairs by Fairfield.
Traditional style with Charles of
London Arm. Multi-color tweed
fabric.
Reg. $549.95
Swivel rocker by Best. Traditional style with salmon color
cover. Floor sample.
Reg. $299.95
Colonial style chair & ottoman.
Blue & burgundy tapestry type
cover.
Reg. $749.95
2 Transitional style chairs from
Fairfield. Multi-color cover.
Reg. $549.95

'349"
NOW

$175"
NOW

$199"
NOW

1/2
NOW

$150"
NOW

$225w

$349"
NOW

1/2

NOW

1/2
NOW

1/2
NOW

1/2
NOW
$24995

SOFAS
Teal leather double reclining sofa
from Lane.
Reg. $1,999.95

NOW
1,199

Camel back style sofa from Craftmaster. Burgundy & grow snip
cover with fringe pillows
Reg. $1,099.95

Colonial style sofa. Burgundy,
blue & green mini-plaid cover
with contrasting pillows.
Reg. $899.95

NOW

'499"

No Payment, No Interest For 6 Months
With Approved Credit

Camel back sofa by Fairfield.
Mauve, black & teal cotton floral
w/arm pillows. 8-way hand tied
coil construction.
Reg. $1,299.95
Country style camel back sofa
with blue, burgundy floral cover
and contrasting pillows.
Reg. $899.95
Traditional style sofa by La-ZBoy. Blue, burgundy plaid cover
w/arm pillows. Reg. $1,199.95
2-pc. sofa and loveseat by Craftmaster. Chippendale style with
Floor
southwestern cover.
Reg. $1,699.95
sample.
Traditional style sofa by Hickory
Hill. Teal & peach plaid cover
with contrasting pillows. Floor
Reg. $899.95
sample.
Traditional style sofa by Taylorsville. 8-way hand tied coil construction. Blue, beige & burgundy plaid cover.
Reg. $1,299.95
2-pc. sofa & loveseat. Camel
back with oak trim. Burgundy &
green stripe cover.
Reg. $1,599.95

Traditional style sofa from Craftmaster. Quilted floral cover with
loose-back cushions and arm
pillows.
Reg. $899.95
Country style camel back from
Hickory Hill. Blue check cover
with contrasting pillows.
Reg. $899.95
Traditional style loveseat from
La-Z-Boy. Mauve, blue &green
cover with arm pillows.
Reg. $899.95
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$499"
NOW
$34995
NOW

$449"
NOW

49995
NOW

$399"
NOW

$499"
NOW

$599"
NOW
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1/2
NOW

1/2
NOW

1/2
NOW

$299"
•
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FURNITURE
753-4834

1/2

Southwestern style sofa. Multipillow back with green & burgundy stripe cover.
Reg. $899.95

Thurman's
208 Main St.

NOW

NOW

$32500

NOW

$199"

Large wingback with ball and
claw feet by Cochrane. Mauve
color.
Reg. $699.95

$3500°

Condo size sleeper by La-Z- Boy.
Blue and burgundy stripe cover.
Reg. $899.95

3-pc. group of contemporary
tables. Oak finish with brass trim.
Reg. $449.95

CHAIRS

SLEEPERS

•

FREE
DELIVERY

